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Dr. G.J.F. Legge - Uni. Melbourne

Nuclear Techniques of Analysis: An Overview
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Bio-Science Applications

Chairman: Mr. J.J. Fardy - C.S.I.R.O.
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3.40 Chairman: Dr. J.R. Bird - A.A.E.C.
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SESSION V Ion Beam Methods

9.00 Chairman: Assoc.Prof.J.C. Kelly - Uni.New South Wales

10.20 M o r n i n g T e a

SESSION VI Semi-Conductors

10.40 Chairman: Dr.J.S. Williams - R.M.I.T

12.40 L u n c h

SESSION VII Materials Studies

1.20 Chairman: Dr. G.E. Coote - D.S.I.R.-N.Z.

3.00 A f t e r n o o n T e a

SESSION VIII Instrumentation
3.20 Chairman: Mr. D.D. Cohen - A.I.N.S.E.
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Thursday 3rd November, 1983

SESSION X Geo-Science & Minerals I

9.00 Chairman: Dr. S.H. Sie - C.S.I.R.O.
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SESSION XI Geo-Science & Minerals II

10.40 Chairman: Dr. B.D. Sowerby - C.S.I.R.O.
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SESSION XII Surface Studies I

1.00 Chairman: Dr. I.V. Mitchell - Chalk River Nuclear Lab.

3.00 A f t e r n o o n T e a C a n a d a

SESSION XIII Surface Studies II
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INTERACTIONS OF MeV ENERGY ION BEAMS WITH SOLIDS.

I.V. Mitchell *
Microelectronics Research Centre
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Victoria 3000.

The use of MeV energy He ion beams has gained wide acceptance as a method fox
quantitative near-surface analysis of solids 1^. Information is obtained in a
direct (and non-destructive) way about chemical composition and its variation
with depth, over the first 0.2 to 0.5y. Depth resolution of a few ran can be
realized over the first O.ly in favourable cases.

At the same time, a sound basis has been laid for an understanding of fast ion
penetration of single crystals, that is,of ordered arrays of atoms. The body of
experimental and theoretical work2Jon ion channeling effects has opened up a range
of applications, from the measurement of very short nuclear lifetimes (r~10~17 sees)
to correlations between lattice site and electrical activity of implanted or
diffused dopants in semiconductors3), for example.

As more complete and exact descriptions become available for ion-atom scattering
(both single and correlated collisons) greater precision can be realized in the
determination of atom displacement from mean lattice sites. These advances have
been responsible for dramatic progress in two research areas: i) the study of
point defect interactions in dilute alloy metal crystals and, to a lesser extent,
in doped semiconductor crystals ^, and ii) the study of single crystal surfaces
under conditions of changing temperature and adsorbate coverage 5»eJ.

In this brief review, evidence from ion channeling measurements is presented to
show how host atom and impurity atom displacements, combined with symmetry rules
may be used to infer the formation a variety of impurity-defect species, including
multiple-vacancy clusters, in radiation damaged f.c.c. alloys, e.g. AA-Sn. The
annealing of these clusters by mobile interstitials is also observed.

Occultation of the second and subsequent atoms in a string by the first atom has
been exploited in ion scattering from the surfaces of single crystals under UHV
conditions. Clear evidence is now available for relaxation and/or reconstruction
of the outermost plane of atoms for a number of metal crystals (sensitivity
approaches 10"3nm). Ion scattering experiments on crystal surfaces exposed to
varying gas loads (C02,N02,H2) yield results which also confront LEED-based models
of the atom arrangements. The addition of a combined backscattering and nuclear
microanalysis capability gives great strength and flexibility to conventional
surface science techniques.

*Permanent address: Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario KOJ U O
CANADA

J
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ION INDUCED X-RAY EMISSION

D.D. COHEN

Australian Institute of Nuclear Science and Engineering, Private Mail Bag,

Sutherland, New South Wales 2232

Introduction

The process of excitation and ionisation of inner electron shells by impinging
heavy charged particles such as protons, deuterons, alpha particles and complex
heavy ions has been under investigation since the early days of atomic and nuclear
physics [1,2,3],

Since the early 1970s, three types of perturbation theories have had varying
success in describing inner shell vacancy production by light to medium ion bombard-
ment [4]. These are the binary encounter approximation (BEA), the semiclassical
approximation (SCA) and the plane wave Born approximation (PWBA). The BEA model
has been reviewed by Garcia et al. [5] in 1973 and work is still continuing using
BEA methods. The SCA has been discussed at length in two recent workshops, both
held at Linz in Austria, the Proceedings of which appeared in Nuclear Instruments
and Methods [6,7]. The PWBA was developed by Merzbacher and Lewis [8] in 1958 for
K and L shell ionisation by high energy protons.

Throughout the 1960s the PWBA continued to be used to explain ionisation pheno-
mena in the high projectile velocity region. However, it was not until the early to
mid-1970s that the appropriate changes were made for its successful application to
the low velocity regime, despite the fact that some six or seven years earlier, in
1966, Brandt et al. [9] included into the PWBA two effects not previously considered
in the slow collision domain. These effects were:

(i) the Coulomb deflection (C) of the projectile in the field of the
target nucleus;

(ii) the change in the binding energy felt by the electron to be ejected
(binding effect) in the presence of the moving projectile in or
near the electron shell in question. This approach, labelled the
CPSS theory, was cast by Brandt and his co-workers [10] in terms of
the PWBA cross sections that were derived with non-relativistic
target wavefunctions for the description of inner shell electrons
and led to a close agreement between theory and experiment [11].

More recently (1981) Brandt and Lapicki [12.13] extended the relativistic (R),
Coulomb deflection corrected (C) perturbed stationary state (PSS) theory to include
energy loss effects (E), and the final theory is known as the ECPSSR theory.

Consider a collision between a bare point projectile (particle 1) and a target
atom in its ground state (particle 2) in which an amount of energy AE is transferred
from the projectile to the atom. For the case where the atom is ionised, and as
long as AE « Ei, one may write the non-relativistic ECPSSR cross section for the
direct ionisation of a subhsell s as [12,13],



(1)

where (2j2+l)4ira2

e (2)

Z 2 = Z2-O.3 for the K shell, Z2-4.15 for the L shell and Z2-11.25 or Z2-21.15 for
thi M subshells, n and 9 are the reduced ion energy and target electron binding
energy respectively. c| and fs(zs) are defined in reference 14 and discussed be-
low and all other symbols are defined in references 13 and 14.

Equation (2) may be viewed as a wave mechanical cross section 4-irâ  f o r e a c h

of the (2J2+1) electrons in the shell weighted by the square of the scaled Coulomb
) is called the reducedinteraction strength (Zx/Zzs). The function F

s(
Tls/©s»8|L

universal ionisation cross section and has been tabulated for the s = K, L and M
shells [14,15] as a function of the dimensionless variables ris and 0S-

The Relativistic Effect for the Target Electrons

The term "relativistic effect" is used to describe phenomena related to the
relativistic velocities of the inner shell target electrons and not the effects
related to relativistic projectile velocities.

The relativistic modifications of the target wavefunctions for inner shell
electrons is important in direct Coulomb ionisation even for low atomic number atoms.
The reason is that for low projectile velocities the ionisation cross section
depends on the magnitude of the high momentum tail of the electron momentum distri-
bution, which, even for light atoms, is modified by relativistic effects. Since
the minimum momentum transfer, q^, is inversely proportional to projectile velocity,
vi, relativistic corrections are expected to increase strongly with decreasing
velocity. Generally, relativistic effects tend to increase the ionisatiori cross
sections in slow collisions. For a given shell, there is a general tendency for
relativistic effects to become less important with increasing quantum number
J2 = &2+s. Table 1 shows the magnitude of the relativistic effect forK and L subshell
ionisation for 1 MeV He+ bombardment of various targets from calcium to uranium.

Table 1 The Relativistic Effect for the K and L Subshell Zonisation
of Selected Targets from Calcium to Uranium by 1 MeV He"1" Ions

PWBAR. PWBA
a /a

Target

Ca

Zn

Zr

Sn

K Shell

1.06

1.29

2.00

4.33

Target

Dy

W

Fb

U

Ll

1.41

1.84

2.65

5.07

1.51

1.93

2.74

5.11

1.3

1.43

1.74

2.27

3.55

The effects are larger for the heavier ions and for larger Z2 values can reach fac-
tors much larger than unity. For the K shell ionisation of lead by projectiles
less than 0.5 HeV/a.m.u. this ratio is more than 50.

J
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Polarisation and Binding Effects

The target shell electrons are affected by the presence of the charged projec-
tile when it is both deep inside the K shell and when it is outside but near the
atom. At projectile velocities less than the target electron orbit velocity, the
target inner shell electrons become more tightly bound (the binding effect) to the
inner shell region during their encounter with the projectile. The ion must pene-
trate to distances 1/ejo which are deep within the K shell to cause ionisation.
Under this condition, the electron response time is much shorter than the collision
time. This allows the electron to adjust to the presence of the projectile, hence
the term "adiabatic ollision". This increased binding reduces the probability of
ionisation for such collisions.

At intermediate and high velocities (?s > 1}, major contributions to the direct
ionisation cross section of a shell s comes from distances larger than the shell
radius. The particle moving outside the s shell perturbs this state, which leads to
the so-called polarisation effect. That is, at impact parameters larger than some
value comparable to the s shell radius, the polarisation effect results in additive
terms which increase the ionisation cross sections.

Brandt and Lapicki [12] considered these two regions of interest separately
and derived an expression for the binding and polarisation factor. Table 2 shows
the magnitude of the binding and polarisation effects as given by the ratio of the
PSSR and PWBAR theories.

Table 2 The Ratio of the PSSR lonisation Cross Section to the PWBAR
Cross Section for 1 MeV He+ Ions and for K and L Subshells
of Selected Targets between Calcium and Uranium

Target

Ca

Zn

Zr

Sn

X Shell

0.275

0.334

0.432

0.535

aPSSR/o

Target

Dy

W

Pb

U

PWBAR

Ll

0.699

0.682

0.707

0.750

L2

0.481

0.520

0.568

0.633

L3

0.466

0.496

0.532

0.582

A comparison of Tables 1 and 2 will show that the relativistic and binding
corrections have opposite effects on the ionisation cross sections and in particular
regions can actually cancel. It was results like these that led early experimental
results for the ligher ions to agree with the unperturbed PWBA theory down to fairly
low ion energies, a somewhat fortuitous situation.

Coulomb Deflection Effects

In the standard PWBA theory for ionisation by a charged particle, the projec-
tile is described by a plane wave. For slow moving projectiles this plane wave is
distorted by the Coulomb field of the target. The ion-atom repulsion slows and
deflects the projectile in the Coulomb field of the nucleus. This is called the
"Coulomb deflection effect" and has become of renewed interest recently [16,17].



Brandt and Lapicki [10] obtained the following expression for the Coulomb
deflection factor, with energy loss corrections, as,

where v = 2£2+9,
n [18].

2dq_ t. /z (1+z )

(3)

and E is the exponential integral of order

Equation (3) strictly only applied in the low velocity limit, £ g « 1. How-
ever, the Coulonib deflection factors are well described by cf,s(xs) for most £ g

because VE +1(irxs) approaches unity before the form factors in the ionisation sub-
shell cross sections deviate significantly from their asymptotic £,s dependences.
For large Zz and projectiles heavier than protons, the Coulomb deflection factor
can become very small and can reduce the ionisation cross section at low energies
by orders of magnitude. For 0 < x s < 1, c|s(xs) = exp(-l.lllirxs) to a very good
approximation. For 1 MeV He+ ions on U x^ ^2.0 showing that c||s(xs) reduces these
ionisation cross sections by a factor of ̂ 10.

The Energy Loss Effect

The calculation of ionisation cross sections in the standard plane wave Born
approximation (PWBA) entails an integration over the momentum transfer q from q j ^
to qjnajj. In very slow collisions, the projectile energy loss AE cannot be neg-
lected in the expressions for qmin and qmax [14]. The more so because at low pro-
jectile velocities the inelastic cross sections are inversely proportional to high
powers of q. The integration of the form factors should be performed with the
exact expressions for q^n and â ĵj- This is a lengthy process since the advantage
of scaling with the parameters ns and &s is lost.

Recently, Brandt and Lapicki [13] derived a multiplicative correction function,
f s(z g), that was capable of including the energy loss effect (E) into the PWBA
formalism without performing the form factor integrations using the exact momentum
transfer limits. These energy loss corrections should be included in all ionisa-
tion cross section calculations for ion energies below 1 MeV/a.m.u.

Table 3 shows the energy loss factors for 0.5 MeV protons and He + ions on
uranium, for L subshell ionisation, and on tin for K shell ionisation. It is
obvious that the correction factor, fs(zs) is not significantly different for pro-
tons and He + ions, even for energies as low as 0.5 MeV on the heaviest of targets.
This means that the tables of Benka and Kropf [15], which were calculated for pro-
tons, may be used for calculating the form factors of equation (2) for He + ions.

Table 3 Values of the Energy Loss Correction Factor fs(zs)
x for L Subshell Ionisation of Uranium by 0.5 MeV

Protons and He+ Ions and for K Shell Ionisation of Tin

Parameter

£K

fL 2

fL3

Proton

0.837

0.880

0.866

0.888

He+

0.827

0.876

0.861

0.883

Proton/He+

1.013

1.005

1.006

1.005

_J



Conclusion

To date, this ECPSSR theory stands as one of the most successful in predicting
inner shell ionisation cross sections for both K shell and L subshells, provided
the projectile to target atomic number ratio is less than about 0.3 and, for the
heavier ions, electron capture processes by the projectile are included [12].
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THE SCANNING PROTON MICROPROBE AND ITS PLACE IN ELEMENTAL MICROANALYSIS

G.J.F. Legge

School of Physics
University of Melbourne
Parkville, Victoria, 3052

Abstract: The purpose of this paper is briefly to summarize the characteristics of
proton microprobes, or nuclear microprobes as they are sometimes called, to discuss
the present state of development in light of what has been achieved and what is
possible, to indicate the areas of application where they can play a major roll in
elemental microanalysis and to note those points which require special attention.

Introduction: The proton microprobe, ' for its strength and versatility, draws upon
the wide variety of techniques which are available for elemental analysis with
protons or heavier ions of MeV energies. But here we have these same techniques
applied to the analysis of areas or volumes of micron dimensions or to the imaging
of distributions over larger regions but with spatial resolutions of microns. The
outstanding characteristics of all nuclear techniques of analysis are the
sensitivity and the quantitative accuracy achieved. This combination of
characteristics distinguishes the proton microprobe from other instruments available
for elemental microanalysis, namely the electron, ion (sputter ion) and laser
microprobe. On the other hand, because of the reduced interaction between beam and
specimen at high energies, the proton microprobe is, like the electron microprobe,
basically nondestructive and the great variety of possible interactions provides
many sources of information on the specimen.

Sensitivity and Quantitative Accuracy: Although the elemental sensitivity depends
to some extent on the element, the matrix the analytical signal employed and the
available time, it is of the order of a ppm. Likewise the absolute accuracy depends
on the abundance but can be a few percent. These figures are just those associated
with the particular nuclear technique which may be employed with the microprobe and
it is unlikely that great improvements will be seen in this direction. However,
with these figures, the proton microprobe is already the only instrument with
sufficient sensitivity and accuracy for many analytical problems. That does not
make it the correct choice for all analytical problems and it should not be employed
when a less expensive instrument can readily provide sufficient information. Since
the limits and properties of the various nuclear analytical techniques are discussed
in many papers, we shall restrict the subject of our discussion to other facets of
the proton microprobe.

Spatial Resolution: Although a resolution of less than 0.S ym has been obtained with
the Melbourne microprobe at very low current,(2) the best resolution available for
elemental analysis is 1 ym with a beam current of about 100 pA. This figure has
been obtained with the Heidelberg doublet, the Oxford triplet and the Melbourne
quadruplet - all of these lenses being magnetic quadrupole multiplets. The
resolution for given beam current achieved with any lens system is determined by
the brightness of the beam supplied by the accelerator, the energy stability of the
accelerator and the various aberrations of the lens system. In considering the
possibilities for further improvement in resolution, we must separate these
contributions and identify the present limits.

An improvement in ion source brightness^ •* would obviously be desirable, but
only on condition that the ion optics of the acceleratorW are good enough to
maintain this brightness as the beam is transmitted. Both areas require further



study. Apart from beam brightness, the energy stability of the accelerator is
crucial, because most proton microprobes are limited by their chromatic
aberrations, as shown by Grimes et al.t**) who calculated the aberrations of 2
magnetic doublet , 2 magnetic triplet and 2 magnetic quadruplet lenses. The
various lens configurations can be directly compared if their chromatic aberration
coefficients are expressed in image coordinates and scaled to the focal length.(6)
When this is done, the product of the resultant dimensionless chromatic aberration
coefficients in the transverse x and y planes is inversely proportional to the
beam current available in a focal spot of given area at given focal length and
from a source of given brightness and energy stability. In table 1 these figures
are compared for the above multiplet lenses (one for 2 possible working distances)
and also 2 superconducting solenoid lenses. We see that one quadruplet and both
solenoid lenses have a figure of about 1 and the other quadruplet and one doublet
are close to this value. The other doublet (with wide spacing) and both triplets
(with a crossover in one plane) have worse aberrations.

Table 1. Values of the dimensionless chromatic and spherical aberration
coefficients for several magnetic lens systems. Convergence angles are in
radians. Where one of the aberrations dominates, the beam current for a
given spatial resolution will be inversely proportional to the
tabulated coefficients.

Heidelberg Karlsruhe Oxford Harwell Harwell Melbourne Los Alavaos MIT
doublet doublet triplet triplet quad. quadruplet solenoids

Coefficient
Chromatic

Cc/fxfy

Spherical

[c|/fxfy]
1/3

1.6

11

5.1

21

9.5

20

19.9

25

1.4

19

short
WD

1.0

33

long
WD

1.0

47

0.

1.

9

3

0.9

3

Since a simple calculation shows that a thin magnetic lens should give a value
of unity, we must conclude that further gains are not to be expected with pure
magnetic lenses. Another simple calculation shows that a thin electrostatic lens
should have a value of C2/f f =4. This impasse has been overcome by Martin and
GoloskieC^J who have reduce* chromatic aberration by a factor of 16, employing a
combination of magnetic and electrostatic doublets.

Of course an alternative solution is to stabilize the accelerator sufficiently
to render chromatic aberrations negligible. In this case spherical aberrations C
become important, the beam current being inversely proportional to the values of
the dimensionless ratio (C2/f f )l/3 which are also shown in table 1. We see that
the solenoid lenses are suferio? here and the quadrupole multiplets show wide
variations. Care must be taken in interpreting these figures, because they are
strong functions of the geometries utilized (note the effect of changing the working
distance, despite the normalization) but present moves(8) to cancel the significant
spherical aberrations of the Melbourne quadruplet lens will be of general interest.

We have here assumed that purely parasitic aberrations such as rotational
aberrations and excitation aberrations can be rendered insignificant. Nevertheless,
without brighter ion sources or considerably reduced spherical aberrations, it will
be difficult to greatly improve on present resolution with quadrupole lenses and it
is yet to be shown that the theoretical figures for solenoid lens spherical
aberrations are realizable in practice.
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Imaging: Any of the several channels available for elemental analysis in the proton
microprobe (PIXE,RFS,RBS or nuclear reactions) may be used for imaging the specimen.
However, unless the beam current is unusually large, the PIXE image will require
some minutes to build up fine detail and the other signals listed above are
progressively weaker. We therefore require a stronger imaging signal for setting
up on a specimen and for identifying features. The most convenient signal to use
is that of secondary electrons. This provides an image similar to that from a
scanning electron microscope in which surface details are observed. The electronics
required^) is similar to that in the scanning electron microscope and for most
specimens a live image may be produced on a CRO screen. Fig.l shows an example of
a metallic specimen. A Cu grid is seen with surface detail clearly imaged. The
scan size here is 175 ym x 175 ym and the repetition distance is 64 ym. With such
an imaging system, it is easy to locate and identify the area of interest and to
obtain elemental maps and/or elemental spectra of small areas down to 1 ym2.

Fig.l Secondary electron image
of a 400 mesh Cu electron
microscope grid. Period is 64 ym.

Fig.2 Secondary electron image
of a villus tip in mouse gut.
Scale: 1.2 ym per small division.

IMAGES GENERATED IN THE SCANNING PROTON MICROPROBE

Even with most non metallic specimens, the beam is not sufficiently deflected
by charging of the specimen to upset the spatial resolution; but with some
insulators charging can lead to suppression (partial or total) of electron emission,
if the path length from the beam spot to the nearest conductor is long (a mm or
more). This of course would not affect the elemental analysis, unless voltage
discharge produced an X ray continuum. As an example of imaging with biological
samples, fig.2 shows the tip of a villus from a mouse ileum. The sample was
chemically fixed and dehydrated but was mounted on a nylon foil with no coating of
carbon or other conducting surface. The scan size is 40 \m x 40 ym and the small
divisions represent 1.2 ym. Again surface features (associated with cell structure)
are observed with 3 dimensional clarity.

Two new imaging techniques have recently been introduced with the proton
microprobe at Melbourne, or rather the alpha particle microprobe as it generally is
in these two cases. The first technicueCl°) is used with crystalline materials
such as semiconductors. The incoming scanning microbeam is channelled in the
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specimen and the backscattered beam then provides a sensitive depth profile
measurement of crystal damage for all points of the scanned area. Maps of crystal
damage may be produced directly or extracted from the previously collected data.
This technique is discussed by McKenzie'11) and McCallum."2)

The second technique is that of scanning transmission imaging. It is
essentially scanning transmission alpha microscopy (STAM) and is analogous to STEM.
The scanning beam is run through the specimen directly into a surface barrier
detector and the energy loss of each particle gives a measurement of the target
density in the region traversed. Energy gated images of the specimen are produced.
The beam current required is extremely low because the process is 100% efficient
and hence the spatial resolution may be improved for such images over the 1 \m
available for elemental analysis. The technique requires that the specimen be
transparent to the beam, though preferably with moderate to large energy loss.
Thus thin to semithin biological specimens, which may give weak RBS and PIXE images
of sufficient resolution to analyse but insufficient resolution to identify
features, may be imaged with better resolution by STAM. Similar imaging has been
developed at Oregon.tl^)

Data Handling: The large amount and variety of quantitative data simultaneously
made available by a scanning proton microprobe is one of its most valuable features,
providing much useful information of significance to the elemental analysis. At the
same time, this wealth of information can be an embarrassment. It was apparent at
an early stage of development that, for reasons of efficiency and specimen
integrity, we cannot afford to throw information away. A comprehensive data
collection and handling system was therefore developed^14) in which data from three
detectors could be simultaneously collected and stored together with the coordinates
of the point giving rise to each event. This system used magnetic tape memory with
no presorting of events. Thus there were no window limitations and the available
data block was 10,000 channels of energy spectra x 1000x1000 channels of spatial
resolution. A feature of this system was the continuous triangular wave scanning
which was generated outside the data handling computer. At the same time a system
was developed at Zurich.C*5) This system had limited address space; but the
essential difference was the use of up-down sealers to generate a slow digital
raster scan controlled by beam charge. It is simpler to handle a sequence of
spectra generated by such a scanning system, but thermal damage to the specimen is
maximised by the slow movement of the beam and it should be noted that this system
was not intended for work with biological specimens. Several systems have since
been developed, adopting one or other of these 2 principles according to the types
of specimen to be handled.

Applications: As one would expect with an instrument capable of quantitative
measurement and mapping of all elements with high sensitivity and a spatial
resolution of a micron and also capable of depth profiling and channeling, it is not
difficult to think of applications in most areas of research and industry. The
conditions and restraints are not so obvious and so we here mention some of those
particularly relevant to the microprobe work in various fields.

Geology and Mineralogy: The Melbourne and Heidelberg probes have done much work with
geological samples and the sensitivity of PIXE has been exploited together with the
good spatial resolution even in a thick insulating specimen. The major problem
encountered with such specimens is the lack of depth resolution with P1XE analysis.
Thus with small grains or thin crystals, the underlying matrix can be excited.C16)
The severity of this problem will depend on the particular situation. A second
problem, that of overlapping L-lines is not peculiar to PIXE analysis but PIXE
provides a very sensitive tool for the detection of rare earths with the microprobe
and, since these commonly occur in groups, the resultant spectra are complex.
Despite the decreased detection efficiency, it may be advantageous to use a
wavelength dispersive detector with the microprobe.
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Semiconductors: If geological specimens provide good surfaces because they can be
ground flat, semiconductors are perfect because they come flat. The information
required generally involves depth profiling and this can usually be readily done
with RBS because the matrix is ideally light. The fact that crystal structure can
be studied simultaneously by channeling(I*) is a valuable asset but it must be
remembered that the probing beam itself can change the local crystal structure.

Metals and Industrial Samples: The microprobe at Harwell has been used extensively
for studying the influence of localized concentrations of light elements (H,C,N§0)
in metals, by means of nuclear reactions. It has also been used to study catalytic
surfaces and the depth distribution of implanted elements in hardened metallic
surfaces before and after localized wear.X^-O From the point of view of
machinability and conductivity, a metalic surface makes an ideal specimen, but
industrial samples are so diverse in nature that generalizations would not be
useful.

Biology and Medicine: Biological tissues differ greatly from most other samples
in that they cannot be ground flat but they can often be cut to provide ideally
thin targets, the matrix is ideally light but inherently unstable under beam
bombardment(") and, because of this instability, the specimen must be pretreated
(fixed and dried) by methods which in themselves have evoked a large body of
literature. If these techniques are even more critical for the proton 'uicroprobe
than for the electron microprobe, it is merely because of the much greater
sensitivity and quantitative accuracy of the newer instrument.

Biological cells can now be individually studied ' and the contents analysed
for characteristics or for possible pathological changes in their elemental
composition, including those trc.ce elements associated with enzyme activities. The
major problem here is again one of specimen preparation, since the cells may
exchange elements rapidly with their environment if it is necessary that this be
changed for the purpose of analysis.

Elemental loss and thermal damage are not usually problems w^th the beam
current densities employed in most proton microprobes, though changes due to
ionization may be apparent. The limitations are comparable to those found in
electron microprobes. When losses do occur, they are most likely to be from a
biological specimen.With a hydrocarbon matrix, mass loss from this matrix is more
likely to occur than loss of the heavier elements; however this is still important
because, in all but the thinnest specimens, the energy degradation of the entering
beam and the attenuation of the emerging X rays may be affected. It is therefore
advisable to store the data in time sequenceC^) so that such losses, down to the
initial few seconds, can be identified should they occur. Because biological and
medical investigations comprise a major part of the analytical programme at
Melbourne, these factors have been studied in some detail and a pattern is
emerging.(1")

Conclusions: Because of the rapidly escalating number of factors that must be
considered when the spatial resolution of a microprobe is to be improved -
vibrations, stray fields, electrical, thermal and mechanical instabilities as well
as the accelerator instabilities and parasitic and intrinsic lens aberrations that
we have discussed - , it is likely that in the next few years we shall see a
gradual movement of resolution limits for many working proton microprobes down to
the region of 2 or 3 um, with only a few laboratories endeavouring to move the
working limits well below 1 ym. As we have shown, this will require progress on
several fronts. In the meantime, there are many scientifically, industrially or
economically important problems which require resolutions of only 10 um or greater
but the sensitivity and the quantitative accuracy of the proton microprobe.
Typically many of the problems presented are ones which an electron probe working
with an effective (thick specimen) resolution of a few um is unable to solve
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because of inadequate sensitivity. In some cases a combination of two instruments
may be needed to solve a problem. In many cases present limitations reside in
inadequate instrumentation or in problems of specimen preparation and successful
microprobe work calls for a heavy expenditure of time and funds in these two areas.
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NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS ON A SERIES OF HUNAN GALLSTONES*

Colin H.L. Kennard
Departnent of Chemistry
University of Queensland
Brisbane, Q, 4067, Australia

Introduction

Over the last eight years, a group from the Department of Surgery and
Chemistry of the University of Queensland has investigated the characteristics
of Gallstones. Already it has reported on a variety of gallstones [1], a
mechanism for dissolution and re-precipitation of cholesterol stones [2],
classification of black pigment stones in a child [3], a mechanism for their
formation [4], their ion exchange properties [5], and finding a vaterite stone
in a canery's gallbladder [6]. Research completed so far had indicated that
the black pigment or polybilirubinate found for most types of human gallstones
including cholesterol ones, behaved as a cationic exchange resin, and absorbed
transition-metal ions from the bile. The role of these metals in the gallstone
was believed to be the result of the cationic exchange properties of the pigment.
It was felt that the pigment was a depository for past histories involving metal
ions in the bile. To establish whether this hypothesis could be proved, a pilot
study was undertaken on a number of sibling stones (up to four) from eight
patients using neutron activation analysis (NAA). The results were then
classified to determine significant elements.

Experimental Method

Human gallstones were removed, washed with water, air dried and stored in
glass bottles with plastic tops. No preservative was used. Then the stones
were dried, crushed in an agate mortar, and weighed (0.01 g) into suitable
plastic bullets. These were given the following irradiation times in HIFAR:-

Irradiation

Short activation:
1-2 minutes

Long activation:
2-4 hours

Classification

Delay after irradiation

10 min

4 hr

24 hr

7 day

28 day

Counting time

5 min

15 min

30 min

45 min

2 hr

The data were classified using a pattern analysis set of programs with the
general library name of TAXON [7]. The initial classification from eight patients

* Some of the experimental work was carried out by John Fardy, Division of
Energy, Chemistry, CSIRO, Sydney, N.S.W., 2232, Australia. (Neutron Activation
Analysis) and Michael B. Dale and Dennis R. Ross, Division of Computing Research,
CSIRO, Brisbane, Q, 4067, Australia (TAXON). Their help is acknowledged. This
project is supported by an AINSE research grant.
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gave three groups. Burr's standardised Euclidean had three stones from one
patient effectively distinguished from the other results (84% of variation) by
different and higher I, Cl and Na concentrations. However the Na/Cl ratio was
reversed. Two patients could be distinguished from the remaining group by high
Mn, with Br, Na, Cu and Co playing a minor role. Cramer Analysis showed that
Cr (Cramer value 0.98) was a good separator, followed by I (0.97) and Mn (0.96).
The average Kramer value was 0.76. Results also showed the presence of Au in
one case.

Neutron Activation Analysis did not give any indication of the presence
of Li, Be, B, C, N, 0, F, Si, P, S, Ni, Ge, Rb, Nb, Mo, Rh, Pd, Cd, Sn, Te,
Re, Os, Pt, Te, Pb and Bi.

Although not established, it is probable that high iodine concentrations
are related to the use of tel-apaque tablets during oral cholecystography.
These contained iodine. The presence of gold is probably due to therapy for an
unrelated disease, e.g. Rheumatoid arthritis.

Future Work

The success of the pilot study has led the way for a larger survey covering
one hundred patients.

Initial elemental analysis for ten elements is being carried out on a
departmental atomic absorption spectrometer. Ion selective electrodes will be
used for halides. These results will be "classified" using TAXOM to give the
significant elemental identifiers. The mechanism in operation for these
identifiers would then be sought from the patient's clinical record. The next
stage would be to see if there is a significant correlation between the record
and the element, e.g. could the identifier be used to tell something that
happened in the past? Is it a forecaster of problems ahead? No doubt this
methodology could be applied to other biologically derived materials of recent
origin.

'¥:
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THE ANALYSIS OF NEUTRON MOISTURE METER MEASUREMENTS

USING MULTIGROUP DIFFUSION CODE TECHNIQUES

D.J. Wilson

Australian Atomic Energy Commission Research Establishment, Lucas Heights

Research Laboratories, Private Mail Bag, Sutherland, NSW 2232

ABSTRACT; The thermal neutron flux at the detector of a neutron moisture gauge
is calculated using a multigroup diffusion code. The relationship between the
soil water density and the thermal neutron flux is determined, together with the
perturbations introduced by variations in the soil density and its neutron
absorption and scattering qualities. Errors due to the different parameters and
the relationship between count rate and thermal neutron flux are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

A neutron moisture meter contains a source of fast neutrons and a thermal neut-
ron detector. The fast neutrons emitted are scattered, moderated and/or absorbed by
the constituents of the surrounding soil. Some thermalised neutrons reach the detec-
tor where they are counted. The count rate is a function of the neutron source
strength and energy spectrum, the geometry of the system and the soil parameters.
Soil moisture is the most influential parameter because of the neutron scattering and
moderating qualities of hydrogen. However, each of the soil parameters can have a
significant effect and, if different soils are to be investigated, it is necessary to
calibrate the equipment in each soil or, as in this report, attempt to calculate these
effects.

THE CALCULATIONS

Many computer codes have been developed to determine the complex behaviour of
neutron interactions and transport within nuclear reactors. One such code, POW [1],
was used to determine these effects in a soil and water matrix. The code MIRANDA [2]
was used to condense a 128-group nuclear cross section set to a 7-group set using a
neutron spectrum appropriate to the soil and water mixture for use in the POW calcu-
lations. The water density w was varied between 0.1 and 0.4 g cm~3, with dry soil
densities p between 0.5 and 2.0 g cm""3. The thermal neutron mass absorption coef-
ficient was defined as S a = £a/p cm

2 g"1, where Ea is the thermal neutron macroscopic
absorption cross section; S a covered the range 1.7 x 10~

3 to 18.9 x 10~3 cm2 g"1.
The thermal neutron mass scattering coefficient S s = Zs/p cm

2 g"1, where £ s is the
macroscopic scattering cross section of the soil, covered the range 0.09 to
0.13 cm2 g"1.

Figures 1-4 show the typical flux variation as each parameter changes. A com-
plete set of these relationships has been fitted to empirical formulae which can be
incorporated into a simple computer program. The use of this program allows the
interpretation of inhomogeneous systems without excessive calibration runs. By
introducing a small change in each parameter separately, the program will demonstrate
the error introduced into the interpreted water content (Table 1).

Interpreting the count rate in terms of neutron flux will depend upon the
reaction rate and the geometry of the detector. Figure 5 demonstrates the difference
in shape between the thermal neutron flux and the reaction rate in a 175 mm by 25 mm
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diameter BF3 counter. A 1.5 mm thick scintillator produces a count rate shape
indistinguishable from the neutron flux curve.

Table 1 Errors Introduced by Experimental Inaccuracies
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Most theories consider a sphere of influence surrounding the detector. This
implies a homogeneous mixture of soil and water which rarely, if ever, occurs in
practice. With a water concentration gradient, the flux contours are more egg-
shaped and the count rate from the detector positioned at a particular water concen-
tration may not necessarily be that produced in a homogeneous system at this water
concentration. This result is demonstrated in Figure 6, which shows neutron fluxes
arising when sources are placed at the same water concentrations in gradients having
the same slope of 0.3 g cm"3 in 40 cm, but having different, constant water concen-
trations at each end of the slope.

DISCUSSION

Calculations of this nature enable the interpretation of data acquired from
neutron moisture meters without excessive calibration measurements. The accuracy
required for the measurement of the soil parameters may be assessed and results
obtained with different types of moisture probe can be compared. Further calcula-
tions are expected to yield correction factors for conditions of water concentra-
gradients. More detailed information is given in references [3,4,5].
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THE USE OF COMPUTERS IN NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

John J. Fardy, Christopher J. Bowles, Raymond E.J. Porritt

CSIRO Division of Energy Chemistry, Lucas Heights Research

Laboratories, Private Mail Bag 7, Sutherland, NSW. 2232. Australia

ABSTRACT

The large amounts of data produced by neutron activation analysis need to be
processed by computers. Programs are required which range from advanced prediction
of analysis feasibility to the production of final reports. This paper summarises
the programs used in neutron activation analysis at the laboratories of the CSIRO
Division of Energy Chemistry.

1.0 Introduction

At present the CSIRO Division of Energy Chemistry at Lucas Heights analyses
about 500 samples a year, determining about 35 elements in geological samples and
about 20 elements in biological samples. Once automatic sample changers are
installed it is hoped that sample throughput will increase to 2500 samples per
year. Since each sample is counted four times, we analyse annually about 2000
gamma spectra together with additional standard and flux monitor spectra, each
having 4096 data points. With so much data to process, the use of computers is
essential.

On receipt of the samples, data are processed using programs written by the
authors; these programs are often supplemented by subroutines written for the Lucas
Heights computer system by staff of the AAEC's Applied Mathematics and Computing
and Applied Physics Divisions. All data reduction programs are written in Fortran
IV.

2.0 Advance prediction

Before samples are analysed, it is sometimes necessary to predict whether a
specific analysis is likely to be successful, and to determine the best irradiation
time, cooling time and counting conditions. This is achieved with the University
of California's advance prediction computer program (APCP)1. This program is
described in a paper presented to the Conference by J.J. Fardy.

3.0 Data acquisition

Gamma spectra are acquired using a variety of computer-based and
computer-controlled hard-wired multichannel analysers. The spectra are dumped to a
local mass storage device, either a floppy or cartridge disk, and subsequently
transmitted via the Lucas Heights serial multi-user terminal (SMUT) system to the
IBM 3033 central computer, where they are stored temporarily in a general spectrum
dataset. The flow of data processing is outlined below.

4.0 Data reduction

Every sample is coded and detailed information, including irradiation
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conditions, are stored interactively. A further interactive program is used to
move individual spectra from the general spectrum dataset into more appropriate
datasets. Energy calibration parameters are calculated using a NOVA program
(written in the language, ACL-NOVA) and data about each spectrum recorded
interactively or read in by a conventional computer program from a visual display
terminal. Programs are available to create the necessary datasets.

The peaks in the spectra are located, their areas measured and corrected for
background, usually by the method of Covell^, and their energies calculated. The
program also calculates limits of detection at gamma energies where peaks are not
detected. An alternative program is being developed to measure peak areas by
fitting a modified Gaussian peak to them and correcting for background using a ' Lep
function.

The next program in the series identifies the nuclides producing the peaks in
the spectra from a restricted library of major, usually interference-free, peaks.
If such a peak is unavailable, those peaks with a single overlapping peak are
corrected for this interference and used for identification.

Three programs are used to calculate the element concentrations. The first
uses a simultaneously irradiated standard (the comparator method). The second uses
flux values calculated either from a flux monitor or, using an ancillary program,
from the irradiated standard, in conjunction with tables of nuclear data (the
absolute method). The third method uses a single monitor and calculates
concentrations from a table of measured K-reference (Kref) values, peak-to-monitor
ratios, and, when needed, employs flux corrections measured by a flux monitor^.

5.0 Data interpretation

Another program collates the results obtained by each method and determines
the weighted means from spectra acquired at different decay times. The results
from each method are then compared and averaged by yet another program. Results
calculated using an irradiated standard are given most weight, those from Kref
values are given second preference and those using the absolute method are recorded
only if reliable results are unavailable from one or both of the other techniquesr

Five programs are used to prepare and print reports of element concentrations,
the choice depending on whether the results are to be sent to a client, kept as a
record or used within the Division for preliminary examination of the results
before carrying out mathematical and statistical analysis for the correlation of
data.

6.0 Data correlation

As well as the programs discussed above, other programs have been written to
reveal the large amount of useful information concealed within the multitude of
data generated by this multielement technique. These programs examine correlations
between element concentrations and prepare hierarchical cluster diagrams, and are
in general use by the Analytical Chemistry Section of the Division, where they are
used not only for neutron activation analysis but also for other types of
analytical chemistry.^

7.0 Ancillary programs

Ancillary programs store background spectra, and calculate and store
efficiency data for the gamma detectors. This information is used in many of the
above programs.
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8.0 Summary

A large number of programs have been briefly outlined. All of them (except
the Gaussian peak fitting program) work reliably and are in routine use. However,
further program amalgamation, simplification and streamlining are under way to meet
the needs for the larger sample throughput anticipated with the installation of
automatic sample changers.
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ANALYSIS OF ION IMPLANTED SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS USING A VERSATILE GONIOMETER

M.J. Kenny, M.D. Scott, CSIRO Division of Chemical Physics, Lucas Heights and
S. Janky, CSIRO Division of Chemical Physics, Clayton

. ABSTRACT

A goniometer with three rotational and two translational degrees of freedom
has been designed and constructed. It is primarily intended for analysis of ion
implant and damage profiles in 50 mm diameter silicon crystal wafers by Rutherford
backscattering and channelling. The goniometer has performed to specification, is
smooth and convenient to operate and provides more reliable and detailed
information than can be obtained from simpler goniometers.

INTRODUCTION

Ion implantation is a practical method of introducing dopant materials such as
boron, phosphorus, arsenic or antimony into crystalline silicon for use in semi-
conductor devices and solar cells. Typically implant doses are of the order of
1.0E15 to 1.0E16 ions/cm and the depth of penetration is less than 0.1 micron.
This can be achieved with an ion beam energy of about 30-50 keV.

A disadvantage of ion implantation is that the ion beam causes radiation
damage in the crystal down to the maximum range of the implanted ions. This damage
must be annealed by heating so that crystal structure is restored and dopant atoms
are electrically active. Annealing is carried out with a furnace, pulsed laser or
electron beam or a flash lamp.

The implant and annealing processes can be analysed using Rutherford back-
scattering and channelling of helium ions accelerated to energies of around 2 MeV.
Such ions penetrate a few microns into silicon, sometimes scattering back out due
to collision with an atomic nucleus. A detector measures the energy of emerging
ions, reduced by the recoil of the scattering nucleus and numerous electron
collisions along the way. The energy spectrum of scattered ions thus contains
information on both the mass and depth distribution of atoms in the sample which in
many cases can be interpreted simply and directly. If the beam is channelled,
i.e. aligned with a plane or axis of an undamaged crystal, the yield of scattered
ions is greatly reduced and their energy spectrum reveals the depth distribution of
residual defects. A reference spectrum taken with the beam aligned in a 'random*
or off-axis direction is required to normalise scattered ion yields.

This is a particularly powerful technique if the dopant ions are substantially
heavier than silicon e.g. arsenic or antimony, since scattered ion yield and energy
increase with target mass number. Phosphorus is only slightly heavier than silicon
and in low concentrations it is difficult to measure quantitatively by this method,
though crystal damage can still be analysed.

GEOMETRY

Two rotation axes are sufficient to align a crystal to the beam and for
convenience azimuth (6) and elevation (Y) are used. A third rotation axis ($)
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normal to the sample surface plane Is used to average out off-axis yields without
perturbing Ion entry and exit angles during 'rotating random' reference
measurements.

Implanted specimens usually have a flat surface up to SO mm diameter. The
plane of the XY translations should remain parallel to this face. The XY stage
must therefore move with all three rotations of the target plane. This feature
avoids the beam spot shifting under rotation, as occurs on other goniometers having
the translation stage outside the rotations.

SPECIFICATIONS

The specifications for the goniometer are as follows:

* 9 (azimuth) rotation 360 deg
* Y (elevation) from +90 deg to -30 deg
* <(> (rotation) 360 deg
* X and Y translations, 50 mm range.

CONSTRUCTION

The basic features of this goniometer are seen in Fig. 1. This assembly is
mounted in a vacuum chamber, preventing manual access for adjustment. The problem
of connecting drives to the rotating XY stage has been overcome by intermittent
engagement, using the phi rotation to select X or Y engagement stations, 90 deg
apart. The XY drive shaft is usually withdrawn, being lowered as required to
engage the selected bevel gear. For linear scans in either X or Y directions at a
fixed target orientation the driveshaft may remain engaged.

The phi drive, transmitted by a shaft coaxial with the Y (elevation) bearing
may also be disengaged to avoid interaction with Y rotation. The wormwheel Y drive
is permanently engaged and the whole assembly is mounted on the chamber lid which
rotates about the 6 (azimuthal) axis using a large diameter C-ring seal and ball
bearing.

Samples are mounted on a 50 mm diameter puck, magnetically held onto the X-Y
translation stage. Loading is through a port in the side of the chamber. The
design allows for an air lock to be introduced at a later stage. There is pro-
vision for two surface barrier detectors. One is fixed at a back angle close to
180 deg for optimum mass resolution. The second may be rotated from 90 deg to 170
deg to optimise either depth or mass resolution. In any surface analysis measure-
ment it is important not to introduce contaminants into the system. In particular
hydrocarbons can lead to carbon and oxygen peaks which show up clearly in a chan-
nelled spectrum. The effect of these has been minimised by using all stainless
steel construction and a turbo molecular pump with cold trap close to the sample,
resulting in an operating pressure of less than 0.1 mPa. In addition the sample is
surrounded by a copper shroud cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature so as to trap
hydrocarbons before reaching the sample.

RESULTS

Figure 2(a) is a channelled spectrum from silicon implanted with 30 keV
arsenic ions at a dose of 1.0E16 ions/cm and figure 2(b) is a random spectrum from
the same sample. The arsenic dose can be calculated from its peak area and the
depth of implant and extent of radiation damage can be ascertained from the shape
of the silicon peak in the first spectrum. Once the sample has been aligned, it is
possible to scan right across so as to determine the uniformity of implant and
anneal. The spectrum from each sample spot takes about five minutes of accumulate,
so a full scan would take several hours.



Fig. 2. Rutherford backscattering spectra 2 MeV, He+, detector at 110°,
sample is 35 keV As"1" implanted silicon, unannealed, (a) channelled,
(b) random.
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A NEW LOOK AT THE L SUBSHELL COULOMB DEFLECTION FACTORS

FOR INNER SHELL IONISATION

D.D. Cohen

Australian Institute of Nuclear Science and Engineering, Private Mail Bag,

Sutherland, New South Wales 2232

Individual L subshell ionisation cross sections for proton and He+ ion bombard-
ment of heavy targets, Dy to U, have been measured for the ion energy range 1 to
3 MeV. Experimental results for the three individual L subshells have been compared
with the theoretical ionisation cross sections of the latest ECPSSR theory of
Brandt and Lapicki [1,2]. These results have been reported elsewhere [3,4]. It was
shown that the ECPSSR predictions were good for ion energies above ^0.7 MeV/a.m.u.;
however, below this, significant ion velocity dependent discrepancies occurred,
especially for the L2 subshell. In reference 4 it was argued that collision-
induced intrashell transitions [5] could be invoked to explain 20% differences
between the ECPSSR theory and experiment, but that factors of 4 or 5 for the L sub-
shell results were unresolved. In this paper we suggest a semi-empirical solution
to this problem that models the experimental results down to ion energies ^150 keV/
a.m.u.

For 1 MeV protons and He + ions impinging of targets between Dy and U, the
Coulomb deflection factor (C) is by far the largest correction to the ECPSSR theory
and can reduce the predicted ionisation cross section by an order of magnitude. We
define the Coulomb deflection factor for the s = Li, L2 or L3 subshells by [4],

C(x ) = a exp(-7TY x ) (1)
s s s s

where x s = [2dqos?s/zs(l+zs)] and has been defined in reference 2. For the ECPSSR
theory of Brandt and Lapicki we have, for 0 < x s < 1.0, ys = Y B = (1.111+0.010)
and a s = 1. C(xs) is a multiplicative factor in the ionisation cross section and
can very easily be adjusted by the ratio of experiment to theory to make experi-
ment and theory match for each argument x s of C(xs). if CE(xs) is an experimental
Coulomb deflection factor and CB(xs) the Brandt and Lapicki deflection factor,
then,

W = CB(xs> R ( V (2)

where R(xs) is the ratio of the experiment to the ECPSSR theory, as shown in Figures
1, 2 and 3 and Table 1 of reference 4.

Substitution of equation (1) into (2) and a re-arrangement shows that R(xs)
should have the form asexp(/trxs(YB-Yg)J • A semi-log plot of R(xs) versus (TTXS)
should be linear with gradient determining Y S and the intercept with the (ffxs) = 0
determining as. Figure 1 is such a plot for the graphs and results of reference 4.

All three L subshells show approximately linear relationships over the range
0 < (7TXg) < 2. The gradients are all positive, implying (Y B > ys)• The dashed
curves are the least squares fits to the data over this range. Table 1 gives the
values of a s and Y S obtained from these fits. If each of the three L subshells
followed the predictions of the ECPSSR theory, Figure 1 would just be a horizontal
line through R(xs) = 1.0 for all xs.

1
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Table 1 Experimental Coulomb Deflection Factors as
Defined by Equations (1) and (2) for the
L subshells over the Range 0 < (TTX ) < 2

Shell

Li

L2

La

Ltotal

Yi

Y2

Y3

YTOT

Ys

= 0.952±0.

= 0.113+0.

= 0.811±0.

= 0.824+0.

19

09

10

11

ai

&2

a3

aTOT

as

= 0.81+0.

= 1.17+0.

= 1.07±0.

= 1.07±0.

10

12

08

09

As a consequence of these empirical results we are suggesting that the Brandt
and Lapicki Coulomb deflection factor for the L shell, namely, CB(xs) =
exp(-ir 1.111 xs) , be replaced by CE(xs) = asexp(-irYs xs) where a s and ys are the
least squares fitted constants given in Table 1. It should be noted that for a
fixed ion velocity

lomb
< C

l
< Cg -, whereas the empirical approach taken

here allows the L2 Coulomb deflection factor to be larger than its corresponding L3
value. Equation (1) and Table 1 predict the experimentally observed results for
ion energies down to 150 keV/a.m.u. for targets between Dy and U.
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CHARGE MONITORING IN AN EXTERNAL PROTON BEAM

C.W. Wookey and J.L. Rouse

School of Physics,
University of Melbourne,
Parkville* Victoria 3052.

ABSTRACT: Results are presented showing the reliability of the comparitive analysis
of material mounted in air, using our external proton beam system. The stability,
as normalizing factors of the charge collected from the target and exit foil, or as
alternatives, the y-ray or backscattered proton counts from the exit foil is shown.
Another alternative, the Argon x-ray counts from the air, was found to be not as
stable.

INTRODUCTION: A number of problems are minimized for the elemental analysis of
material with PIXE and Nuclear Reaction Analysis by using an external proton beam.
Target charging and heating, and matrix damage are reduced if the target is kept
outside the vacuum.

External analysis has its own problems, one of which is the difficulty of
accurately measuring the charge, or number of protons incident on the target during
the analysis. Here we report on our investigations into this problem.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD: We devised the simplest possible external system, with the
proton beam passing out through a 25 m, pure A£ exit foil, into air and onto an
insulated target. The exit foil is also insulated and connected with the target to
the charge monitor. This is to prevent the detection of the secondary electrons,.
stripped from the exit foil.

There are four possible effects we can measure, which have been mentioned in
the literature as being monitors of the charge incident on the target. They are the
charge collected from the target and exit foil, the 27AJ£ y-ray counts and
backscattered proton counts from the exit foil, and the Argon X-ray counts from the
air.

Our first measurement was of the stability of each of these four effects, plus
a standard contaminant Ca X-ray from the target, with respect to each other, as a
function of increasing current density on a thick graphite target. The current was
increased from 20 to 180 nA in steps of approximately 20 nA, without increasing the
beam dimensions. A schematic of the geometry is shown.

Final measurements were made of the
stability of the collected charge and
the y-ray counts as a function of the
time in the beam, for varying target
to exit foil separations. We used
standard targets, Cr. a good
conductor, and H.A.P., a Ca compound
and a poor conductor, monitoring the
standard X-rays (Cr and Ca) for
approximately 70 minutes, by taking
X-ray spectra every 4 minutes for a
constant collected charge. This was
done for varying target to exit foil
separations.

MELANEX
Qe(Li)

PARTICLE
DETECTOR

Pb

CHARGE MONITOR
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All these measurements were taken with the detectors not in close geometry,
since the earthed casings, if too close, were found to draw away a significant
amount of charge.

RESULTS: To test the stability of the ratios of the four monitors and the standard
contaminant X-ray to changing current, we fitted polynomials by minimizing chi-
squared. All but four of the ratios were fitted best by a zeroth order polynomial,
indicating these ratios are constant for changing current. The four fitted better
by a first order polynomial, all involved the Ar X-ray counts, and all show for
increasing current the Ar X-ray counts decreased. We believe this to be due to the
increased heating of the air as the current increased, reducing the density of air
and hence the amount of Ar in the path of the proton beam. This effect is small,
with less than a 5% charge in Ar X-ray counts for a 50 nA increase in current. This
should also affect the contaminant Ca X-ray counts because the incident proton
energy on the target should increase. We do not observe this, indicating again the
smallness of the effect.

From this we eliminated the Ar X-ray yield as a monitor of charge, and since
the backscattered proton counts will behave in similar manner to the y-ray counts,
we now concentrated our investigations on the collected charge and the y-ray counts.

For the measurement of the stability of these two effects as a function of time,
we again fitted polynomials to the ratios of the standard X-ray counts (Cr and Ca)
to the collected charge and y-ray counts. For all target to exit foil separations,
the zeroth order polynomial is the best fit, indicating that over a period of at
least 70 minutes the collected charge and y-ray counts are stable with respect to
the charge incident on the target.

Finally, we tested the stability of the y-ray counts to collected charge ratio
as a function of target to exit foil separation. For both the Cr and H.A.P. target,
the zeroth order polynomial is the best fit, showing the collected charge is stable
with respect to the y-ray counts for changing target to exit foil separations up to
approximately 3.5 cm.

CONCLUSION: These results show that the charge collected from the target and exit
foil and the y-ray counts and backscattered proton counts from the exit foil are
proportional to the charge incident on the target, and are stable to changes in
current and in time, for at least a period of 70 minutes. The target to exit foil
separation and the conductivity of the target are not critical.

Therefore, comparative elemental analysis of sample material mounted in air
using PIXE or Nuclear Reaction Analysis, with our external system, is possible.

Supported in part by the Colgate-Palmolive Company.
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TOE STUDY OF ION BEAM MIXING OF METAL/GaAs SYSTEMS USING RUTHERFORD
BACKSCATTERING AND ION CHANNELING.

K.T. Short,S.T. Johnson,D.K. Sood and J.S.Williams
Microelectronics Technology Centre, RMIT, Melbourne, 3001, Australia.

ABSTRACT

This paper summarises the results of a study of ion beam mixing of metal
GaAs systems using Rutherford backscattering and channeling. Results
indicate that mixing can generally be explained by collisional cascade
processes.

Ion beam mixing (IBM) of a material deposited as a thin film (thickness
- ion range) on a substrate is now a well established technique1 for surface
modification. An intimate atomic mixture of well defined composition can be
formed as a final phase. This phase may be crystalline or amorphous, metastable
or equilibrium depending on temperature. Most of the work has been done on binary
systems formed on elemental semiconductor and metal substrates. We present the
first systematic study of IBM of ternary metal/GaAs systems.

Metallic films of ASL, Sb, In and Sn (200-4008) were vacyum deposited at
-10"5 Torr on (100) GaAs samples. An overlay film of ASL (150 A) was used in
some cases with Sb and In films to reduce sputtering losses. Ar , Sb+ and In
ions at energies of 30 - 120 keV and doses of 5 x 10lltcm"2 to 1 x 1017cm"2 were
used to mix the thin film/GaAs systems. Target temperatures of 140K, 300K and 520K
were used. Each GaAs wafer had upto 12 different regions in terms of film type
target temperature, ion beam species and mixing dose. Analysis was done with RBS
and channeling using 2MeV He + + ions and employing a glancing exit angle geometry to
obtain high depth resolution. Optical microscopy and SEM were used for observing
the surface topography. Measurements on Sn layers were done before and after
removal of unmixed surface Sn in 10% HCX. for 2-3 minutes.

A typical result is shown in Fig. 1 for IBM of a 340& layer of Sb with a 60
keV Ar beam at target temperature of 300K. Substantial sputtering loss is evident.
The shaded region is used to determine the number of mixed Sb atoms/cm2. This is
divided by the incident dose to yield a mixing fraction of 2.3. Mixed Sb in Ga As
is found, from channeled spectra in Fig. 1 to be amorphous. Mixing fractions were
generally below 5 for all film/GaAs systems and mixing conditions. However, some
enhanced mixing was observed for Sn at 520K. Fig. 2 shows the result of mixing
Sn on GaAs with 5 x 10 1 5 cm"2(30keV) Ar+ ions. Sn is incorporated into GaAs to
~1021cm~3 which is considerably above the solubility limit. Furthermore, the Sn

profile is rather flat which is indicative that diffusional processes were operative
during mixing at 520K. Indium films subjected to IBM at 520K show"balling-up" of
Indium (Fig. 3) due to melting (In melts at 429K). This obscures interpretation
of glancing angle RBS spectra.

In summary, our results indicate that : a) Sb In and ASL films mixed at all
temperatures (and Sn films mixed at 300K) exhibit collisional mixing, since the
nixed fractions are low and are close to those expected from recoil/cascade mixing
theory, b) No enhanced mixing has been observed even from a molten layer of In at
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520K, c) there is evidence for enhanced mixing of Sn layers with GaAs at
temperatures of -520K. d) typically, amorphous phases are produced at 140K,
partly amorphous at 300K and dynamic annealing gives rise to crystalline phases
at 520K, e) sputtering losses compete with IBM, particularly for Sb and In
overlayers where the sputtering coefficent is -5-8,

REFERENCES

1. J.W. Mayer, B.Y. Tsaur, S.S. Lau and L.S. Hung, Nucl. Instr. Meth. 182/183,
1 (1981).

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Mixing of 340A Sb layer at 300K with 60keV 5 x 1015 Ar+ cm"2. Co)
Film only, (A) aligned after mix, (—) implant only. Mixed
fraction - shaded area.

Fig. 2. Mixing of 200A Sn layer at 520K with 30keV 5 x 1015 Ar+ cm'2, after
Sn strip, Co) random, {A) aligned, (—) aligned
for 300K mix showing damage peak.

Fig. 3. SEM Micrographs of In film at A) 200°C, B)after mixing with 4 x 1015

In cm'2 at 200°C.
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L SUBSHELL X-RAY PRODUCTION BY 100 TO 250 keV/a.m.U. IONS

M.F. Harrigan, B.M. Spacer

School of Physics, University of Melbourne, Parkville, Vic. 3052

D.D. Cohen, AINSE, Private Mail Bag, Sutherland, NSW 2232

ABSTRACT; Individual L subshell ionization cross sections have been measured for
100 to 200 keV protons on Gd (Z = 64) and 600 to 1000 keV He + ions on W(Z = 74).
Experimental results for the individual L subshells are compared with the theoreti-
cal ionization cross sections of the ECPSSR theory as developed by Brandt and
Lapicki. The differences are discussed as a function of the reduced ion velocity.

INTRODUCTION

The theory of inner shell ionization has been developed by Brandt and his co-
workers over the past decade, in a series of papers culminating- in the ECPSSR theory
[1,2].

Concurrent with this development has been a renewed interest in ion induced X-
ray spectra (as a means of trace elemental analysis) due to improved X-ray detection
technology. The publishing by Krause [3] of a least squares fit to all the current
experimental data for K and L shell fluorescence yields and Coster-Kronig transition
probabilities for elements 5 £. Z & 110 has enabled a consistent comparison of both K
and L shell X-ray production cross sections with the theoretical prediction:; of the
ECPSSR theory.

PROCEDURE

The AAEC 3 MV Van de Graaff accelerator was used to bombard a thick W -target
with He+ ions in the energy range 600 to 1000 keV. The L shell X-rays produced were
detected with an ORTEC 7900T-449 Si(Li) detector. The detailed experimental set-up
is described elsewhere [4,5]. A KAMAN A-1254 Neutron Generator with an H2 gas supply
was used to produce the H + ions. The beam was mass analysed to remove H$ contamin-
ants and a thick Gd target was bombarded with 100 to 200 keV protons. The L shell
X-rays produced were detected with an ORTEC SLP-06165 Si(Li) detector.

The raw peak areas from all spectra were corrected for total detection efficiency,
divided by the deadtime corrected total charge and converted to L subshell ionization
cross sections in the standard way [5]. The subshell fluorescence yields and Coster-
Kronig transition probabilities of Krause [3], together with the emission rates of
Salem et al. [6] were used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Presented in the accompanying figures are the ratios of the experimentally
determined L subshell ionization cross sections o\ (s = 1,2,3 and total) to the
theoretically predicted values of the ECPSSR theory as a function of reduced ion
velocity.

For W the ECPSSR theory tends to underpredict the experimental values for the
L3 a Liwyni]- cross sections with a ratio of experiment/theory of (1.6±0.05). For
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the Li subshell, except at the lowest bombarding energy, a similar trend is observed
with a ratio of experiment/theory of (1.2+0.05). For the L2 subshell, however, the
ECPSSR theory underpredicts the experimental values by a factor of 5 near the lowest
bombarding energy with an experiment/theory ratio of (4.3+0.6) oVer the entire range.
For Gd the trends exhibited by the Li, L3 and Lr[iQTAL cross sections are similar to W
with an experiment/theory ratio of (1.3±0.1) except at the lowest bombarding
energies (<120 keV) where, due to relatively poor counting statistics, the deviation
indicated may reflect experimental error. For the L2 subshell however the trend is
exactly reversed to that for W with an experiment/theory ratio of (2.010.4). This
difference suggests an ion dependent rather than target atom effect.

Recently, Sarkadi and Mukoyama [7] and Finch et al. [8] have observed that a
primary vacancy produced in the L\ subshell can transfer to the L2 or L3 subshell
via a collision induced intra-shell transition. This effect is expected to become
significant where the reduced ion velocity is <1. For this experiment the reduced
ion velocity ranges from 0.2 to 0.34. Such an effect would increase the experi-
mentally observed L2 (and L3 to a lesser extent) cross sections above theory pre-
dictions and is expected to be negligible for proton bombardment but become more
significant as the projectile Z increases. Whether or not this effect is of signifi-
cant magnitude to explain the difference here is not known.

In general, the predictions of the ECPSSR theory are below experimental results
for the L shell cross sections measured here. The use of Dirac-Hartree-Slater wave
functions as suggested by Chen et al. [9] rather than screened-hydrogenic used by
the ECPSSR theory may serve to improve the agreement.
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TARGET DAMAGE IN MeV ION BEAM MICROANALYSIS OF BIOLOGICAL TISSUE

R.M. Sealock, B.J. Kirby, A.P. Mazzolini and G.J.F. Legge

School of Physics
University of Melbourne
Parkville, Victoria, 3052

Abstract:

Target damage induced by 3 MeV proton and 2 MeV a-particle bombardment of
thin sections of freeze dried biological tissue has been studied. Yields of ions
scattered from H and C, characteristic x-rays and bremsstrahlung continuum x-rays
were measured versus accumulated charge on target for current densities in the
range from 10~10 to 10"1S A/ym2. Structural damage, discolouration and loss of
mass and of major constituent elements have been observed. Implications of these
studies for ion beam microanalysis of tissue are discussed and beam current density
limits are recommended.

Introduction:

When using proton or a-particle beams for x-ray microanalysis of biological
tissue there are several types of target damage that should be avoided. Gross
structural damage or target movement can invalidate element localization studies.
Loss or movement of elements of interest and mass loss from the matrix can affect
concentration measurements. Target shrinkage and discolouration can cause
difficulty in identifying target structures of interest. These problems have been
studied for electron beam microanalysisO"4) but little is quantitatively known
about ion beam damage to tissue.CS) j n ai m o st all cases target damage can be
avoided by using sufficiently low beam current densities. We have made measurements
to determine the maximum allowable beam current densities that can be used without
creating various types of target damage in a variety of tissues and for a variety of
incident beam conditions.

Experimental Methods:

We have observed changes of elemental concentration and target mass during
proton and a-particle bombardment by measuring yields of Rutherford scattered beam
particles, characteristic x-rays and bremsstrahlung continuum x-rays as a function
of accumulated charge on target. Particles scattered at 60° or 135° to the incident
beam direction were detected by Silicon Surface Barrier charged particle detectors
and x-rays were detected by a Si(Li) x-ray detector. Beams focussed to spots about
10 ym in diameter were rapidly and uniformly scanned over rectangular areas of
target. Beam current density was varied by changing either the horizontal and
vertical scan amplitudes or the incident beam current. Digitized detector output
pulses and outputs of a beam current integrator were stored in time sequence on
magnetic tape by an on-line computer. Energy spectra and plots of yield versus
accumulated charge were then created from the stored data.

We have used beam current densities from 10~ls to 10"10 A/ym2 for 3 MeV protons
and from lO"11* to 10"13 A/ym2 for 2 MeV a particles. Both freeze dried sections of
biological tissue and thin sections of organic solids have been studied. The
tissues bombarded were 10 pm thick pancreas tissue and 6 ym thick rat kidney tissue.
The organic solids were nylon, Hostaphan and an embedding material of unknown
composition. Target density and thickness are not accurately known, particularly
after freeze drying, but estimates of energy lost by beam particles in traversing
the target indicate that the targets absorb 10"11 to 10"6 W/ym3 under the above-
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mentioned beam conditions. Assuming that targets are cooled by radiation only,
the radiated power ranges from 10~10 to 10~7 W/ym2, suggesting target temperatures
of roughly room temperature to 1OCO°C.

Results:

Concentration changes have been measured for the elements H,C,P,S,C£ and K and,
in the case of cc-particle beams, Na. H and C content were determined from the
yield of beam particles forward scattered and backscattered, respectively, from H
and C target nuclei. Concentrations of other elements were inferred from
characteristic x-ray yields and target mass was inferred from the yield of
bremsstrahlung continuum x-rays between the CZ and K K x-ray peaks (Ar K x-rays
are not observed in tissue microanalysis).

Figure 1 shows concentration versus accumulated charge for H and Na during
bombardment of a 6 urn thick freeze dried cryosection of rat kidney tissue with 2
MeV a particles at a current density of 1.2 x 10~13 A/ym2 and an estimated input
power density of 2 x 10"8 W/ym3. No loss of Na (or heavier elements) was observed
even though the tissue structure was severely distorted. The data for H have been
least squares fitted by a function of the form A exp (- 1/B x charge/ym2) +
C exp (- 1/D x charge/ym2) + E. Values of the characteristic doses 3 and D for
the data shown in fig.l are 2.2 x 10"11 C/um2 and 2.4 x 10"12 C/ym2, respectively.
The characteristic doses for 3 MeV protons at approximately the same target
temperature are about 10 times larger and increase with increasing temperature.
We interpret this as indicating that H loss depends on ionization density and
temperature dependent diffusion processes.

Conclusion:

In order to avoid loss of elements of interest, beam current densities lower
than 10"1If A/ym2 for 2 MeV a particles and 10"11 A/ym2 for 3 MeV protons are
recommended. However, we have found that elemental loss depends greatly on target
composition, in agreement with Egerton's(4) electron induced mass loss studies.
Therefore, the yields of x-rays should be monitored during ion beam analysis of
fragile material. Even lower beam current densities are recommended to avoid mass
loss and resulting x-ray attenuation corrections.
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Figure 1. Counts per nC versus accumulated charge observed during
bombardment of 6 p thick rat kidney tissue by 2 MeV a particles at a beam
current density of 1.2 * 10"13 A/ym2. Yields of a particles forward scattered
from H and of Na K x-rays are proportional to H and Na concentration. Hie H data
have been fitted by a function of the form A exp (-1/B * charge/pm2) +
C exp (1/D x charge/von2) + E.
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APPLICATION OF AN ALPHA PARTICLE MICROBEAM TO TISSUE ANALYSIS IN MEDICINE

A.P. Maizolini, R.M. Sealock and G.J.F. Legge

School of Physics
University of Melbourne
Parkville, Victoria, 3052

ABSTRACT: An alpha particle microbeam with spatial resolution of 1 p has been used
to measure the distribution of Na and other light elements in mammalian tissue. The
problems of tissue preparation and irradiation damage, together with the advantages
of using an alpha particle microbeam instead of the more conventional electron
microprobe, are all discussed.

INTRODUCTION: The Melbourne proton microprobe has been successfully used to measure
the distributions of trace elements in biological tissue.O»2) Although P.I.X.E.
(with irradiating beams of several MeV) has a high production cross section for
light elements such as Na (Curve A in Fig.l)these elements are not normally
detected because their soft X-rays are strongly attenuated by an absorber (126 ym
Be) placed in front of the Si(Li) detector. This absorber protects the detector
crystal by stopping energetic particles backscattered from the specimen.

If this absorber is removed, then only 54% of the incident Na X-rays are
absorbed in the 8\m Be window supplied with the detector. The energy of the

irradiating beam must then be carefully chosen so that backscattered particles are
stopped in the thin window. Proton beams of less than 0.7 MeV or alpha particle
beams of less than 2.7 MeV must therefore be used for the analysis of light elements
The Pelletron accelerator has excellent voltage stability for terminal potentials
greater than 2MV and in order to take advantage of this we chose to use 2 MeV alpha
particles.

COMPARISON OF ALPHA PARTICLE AND ELECTRON MICROBEAMS; Light element X-ray analysis
with an electron microprobe is well establishedI•*). Although Na to K K-shell X-ray
production cross sections all peak at electron energies between 3 and 10 keV (Curves
B andC in Fig.l), electron probe energies are usually around 15 to 20 keV. Thick
biological sections (1 to 2 van) can be considered "thin" when bombarded with these
energetic beams.^ This permits easier quantitative analysis since (for thin
targets) characteristic radiation and bremsstrahlung are directly proportional to
the concentration of elements and mass respectively. In addition, between the
energies of 10 and 20 keV, bremsstrahlung production decreases at a greater rate
than the X-ray production cross sections for the light elements (Curve D in Fig.l)
so that X-ray signal to background ratios are higher at higher electron probe
energies.

For alpha particle energies of several MeV, K-shell X-ray production cross
sections for Na to K increase rapidly with increasing energy (Curves E and F in Fig.
1). The bremsstrahlung cross section (in the vicinity of Na) increases even more
rapidly at these energies (Curve G in Fig.l). As we are primarily interested in
obtaining a good signal to background ratio for Na X-rays, we have chosen to use an
alpha particle beam of 2 MeV. Such a beam provides sufficient yield for biological
X-ray analysis of all light elements (Na to K) even at low irradiation doses. A
comparison of results from a 6 um thick freeze-dried rat kidney section irradiated
both with 2 MeV alpha particles and 20 keV electrons™> indicated that the signal t«
background ratio for all light elements was considerably higher with alpha particle
irradiation; for Na it was an order of magnitude higher.

i
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bremsstrahlung production cross
sections as a function of
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beams.
A) Na K-shell X-ray production
cross section (cm2) versus
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cross section (cm2) versus
electron bombarding.

C) K J energy (KeV).
D) Total Bremsstrahlung between
0.4 and 4 KeV (arbitrary units)
versus electron bombarding
energy (KeV).
E) Na| K-shell X-ray production

cross section (cm2) versus
alpha particle

F) K J bombarding energy (MeV).
G) Electron bremsstrahlung at
1 keV (arbitrary units) versus
alpha particle bombarding energy.

A,E,F: From a log-log power
series fit(7) to a binary
encounter approximation
calculation of k-shell ionization
cross sections.
B,C: From a calculation of Green
and Cosslett.f8)
D: From experimental results -J£
Dorge et al.C3)
G: From a calculation of free
electron bremsstrahlung from
proton irradiation of carbon(9)
(scaled for alpha particles).

Fig.2: X-ray spectrum
from alpha particle
irradiation of a
freeze dried
cryosection of rat
kidney tissue.

From work in
collaboration with
Dr. T. Morgan
(Heidelberg
Repatriation Hospital)
and Prof. G. Ryan
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Scattering of the incident beam in a relatively thick (1 to 2 ym) tissue
section limits electron probe resolution to about 0.7 ym. (3) The alpha particle
beam of the Melbourne microprobe currently has a similar spatial resolution of
about 1 ym.

Electron probe quantitative analysis is usually based on the assumption that
the X-ray signal is proportional to the concentration of the particular element and
that bremsstrahlung is proportional to the mass of the matrix irradiated.(5) With
alpha particle probes, a much more accurate estimate of mass can be made by
calculating the matrix composition (C,N,0 etc.) from the yields of backscattered
beam particles and then measuring the energy lost by either forward scattered or
transmitted particles to determine the effective thickness (mg/cm2) of the target.

Mass loss (decreased bremsstrahlung yield) has been observed in albumin
sections irradiated with a scanned 0.5 nA electron beam at current densities as low
as 10 13 A/ym2,(3) ^s alpha particle beams can be expected to cause damage at even
lower current densities, elemental yields as a function of charge must be
monitored.(6) A 6 p thick freeze dried kidney section, irradiated with a scanned
120 pA alpha particle beam at a current density of 0.8X1011* A/ym2, showed no loss
of C or light elements, although a 43% loss of H was observed over a 4200 sec.
period.

RESULTS; Fig.2 shows the X-ray spectrum collected during irradiation of a 6 ym
section of rat kidney tissue. The target was rapidly scanned with a 45 pA beam of
2 MeV alpha particles for 2100 sec. The spectrum clearly demonstrates the
excellent X-ray signal to bremsstrahluigbackground obtained with an alpha microbeam.
The tissue used in the analysis was snap frozen in cooled (-150°C) isopentane and
sectioned at -15°C on a histological cryo-microtome. The section was then pressed
onto a precooled thin (< \ ym) nylon foil and freeze-dried on an insulated cold
(y -196°C) A£ block at a pressure of 10~5 torr for 24 hours prior to irradiation.
Later examination of the dried material indicated that some thawing of the tissue
had occured during sectioning. Tissue prepared with a histological microtome is
therefore unsuitable for X-ray microanalysis, especially if the distribution of
water soluble elements is of interest.

We have designed and recently built a cryobox for an LKB ultra-microtome and
we can now cut and handle 1 ym sections at temperatures down to -80°C. Freeze-dried
sections prepared under these conditions should preserve the in vivo distributions
of water soluble light elements; alpha-particle microbeam analysis of such tissue
will be presented.
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ELEMENTAL MICROANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUAL BLOOD CELLS

P.M. O'Brien, J. Cerini and G.J.F. Legge

School of Physics
University of Melbourne
Parkville, Victoria, 3052

Abstract: The Melbourne Scanning Proton Microprobe (MP) has been successfully
applied to a number of problems in medicine and biology. This brief report
outlines some of the more recent developments of one such biological application, a
study of the haeraopoietic system.

2
Earlier work has shown the use of MP in x-ray microanalysis of single blood

cells and the importance of a study of biological spread in elemental composition.
With improved proton beam spatial resolution we have examined another blood cell
type, erythrocytes, to determine how characteristic and reliable a "finger print"
of these cells their elemental spectra provide.

Erythrocytes, or red cells, are actively involved in oxygen and carbon dioxide
transportation and being the most abundant cell type found in whole blood, are
readily available. A fully mature cell has a characteristic biconcave disc shape
of 7-8 pm in diameter and contains no cell nucleus. The cell's major
transportational function is associated with cytoplasmic haemoglobin, an iron(Fe)
complexed molecule which is a distinguishing feature of this cell type.

The blood donor chosen was a normal, healthy human not undertaking any course
of prescribed medication or with any recent history of illness. Whole blood samples
were taken via venous aspiration into a clean 5 ml glass syringe (Central,
interchangeable luer lock type) with a large bore needle to minimize mechanical
stress. The whole blood sample was then immediately transferred to a lithium
heparin lined vile to decelerate the rate of blood clot formation. Specimens were
then prepared by smearing a small quantity of this fresh blood onto thin nylon foils
forming many localized areas of red cell monolayers. The specimens were then
emersed in a cryofixative (iso-Pentane, GPR, BDH Chemicals) at liquid nitrogen
temperatures and subsequently freeze dried. The specimens were later examined under
a light microscope to preselect suitable areas for probe analysis of single cells.
During the period between preparation and analysis, the specimens were stored in a
dessicator over silica gel.

These specimens were then analysed by MP with a 100-150 pA beam of 3.0 MeV
protons focussed to a spot of about li \m diameter. The visual method of
determining beam spot resolution by scintillation on quartz glass becomes inaccurate
with spots this small and requires higher optical magnification than currently used
within the specimen chamber. The foil was coarsely scanned with the beam over an
approximate area of 50x50 urn and then using a secondary electron image, a single
cell was centrally located and the scan size collapsed to ^12x12 urn about this cell.
Each cell was scanned for approximately 2 hrs with data collected in event mode by
an on-line computer and stored directly onto magnetic tape.

The elements observed in all the 18 cells examined were P,S,C£,K,Fe and traces
of Zn. Figure 1 represents the spatial distribution of 4 of the elements from a red
cell scan. Of particular interest in these maps is the spatial resolution of the
beam, for each map displays the characteristic biconcave disc shape of a red cell.
A cell being roughly 7 p in diameter, the beam resolution must be better than 2 ym
if this "ring" structure is to be observed. Mechanical and electronic stability
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over the 2 hr scanning period were maintained as any instability becomes critical
when studying features of similar dimensions to the beam size.

When observed under a light microscope after freeze-drying, many cells
appeared to have separated entirely from their surrounding plasma. This separation
is attributed to the differential rate of cooling between the cell and its
surrounds during cryofixation and is observable in the elemental maps for P,S and K
as a dark band around the cell. During data analysis, this band provides a clear
outline of the cell and allows an accurate extraction of the x-ray yield from the
cell area. These spectra from individual cells showed strong Fe peaks, a
characteristic which was expected to distinguish this cell type from others in the
haemopoietic system. The map for Fe shows also that this element is intrinsic to
the cell, for little is found in the cell surrounds. The elemental yields of all
the major x-rays, when normalized to the K x-ray yield were consistent among
neighbouring cells on the same specimen foil and to yields of x-rays from cells on
different foils.

These results for normal human erythrocytes have shown that the x-ray spectrum
of a single cell is reproduceable and that a nuclear microprobe has the sensitivity
and resolution to observe elemental localization on a subcellular level. Further
investigation will attempt to quantify both the elemental concentrations of a red
cell and their variability.
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Figure 1: X-ray maps from a single red blood cell show the characteristic
"ring" shape associated with its biconcave disc shape. The Fe map
shows that the localization of this element is intrinsic to the
cell and not its surrounds.
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CURRENT TECHNIQUES IN NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
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ABSTRACT

Recent trends in neutron activation techniques (NAA) are reviewed from
literature published since 1980. A significant advance has been the recent
availability of the NAA Advance Prediction Computer Program from the University of
California which provides an excellent guide for the optimisation of NAA
procedures. During this period, many laboratories have introduced techniques to
increase both the number and sensitivity of elements detected, using high-intensity
reactor pulses, cyclic NAA, epithermal irradiations, and anticoincidence-shielded
Ge(Li) and low-energy photon detectors. The basic comparator procedure for NAA has
been augmented by the use of absolute, single comparator and ko~standardisation
methods. Finally, the increased scale of automation of NAA from 5000 samples per
year facility at the Interuniversity Reactor Institute of Delft to 400 samples per
day at the Los Alamos National Laboratory facility, is described.

INTRODUCTION

Current techniques in neutron activation analysis (NAA) since 1980 are
reviewed, with an emphasis on papers published and presented at the 1981 Conference
on Modern Trends in Activation Analysis, held in Canada.

Lyon recently categorised and compared the subject matter from this
conference with a similar classification for earlier conferences in the series.
Papers were distributed over seven general subject categories: environmental
ecology - 9.3%; biomedical/bioinorganic - 23%; materials science - 20.6%; accuracy,
gamma spectra, standards - 12.7%; geology/forensic - 21.1%; plenary - 7.5%;
separation - 5.6%. The major difference from the previous conference is the marked
reduction in the environmental category (11%), offset by the 8% increase in
geology/forensic and 5% in materials. This variation suggests that a decline in
energy demand had reduced concern in the environmental area and that geology
(prospecting etc.) and materials (fuel analysis, etc.) have assumed more
importance. These two topics coupled with biological applications made up more
than 60% of the program. Although in the mid-Seventies there was an increase in
papers on separation techniques associated with radiochemical NAA, this reduced to
about 6% of the total contributions, which is the average observed at the other
conferences.

ADVANCE PREDICTION TECHNIQUES

There has been a significant advance in NAA methodology during the last twelve
months with the availability of the University of California's NAA Advance
Prediction Computer Program (APCP) . This program was conceived in 1972 and
developed and experimentally tested over the next ten years before its release in
late 1982.
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The program is based on permanently stored data and an interactive variable
data input system. The permanent data consist of saturation (dps) values per gram
of element at a 10 thermal neutron flux, gamma ray energies and % emissions for
each radionuclide, their half-lives and coefficients for equations that fit various
response-function curves for 5 and 15% Ge(Li) detectors. The saturation (dps)
values were calculated from published values of atomic weights, isotopic abundances
and neutron cross sections, and the detector-response function curves were measured
experimentally on two detectors.

The information needed for the variable input data consists of the approximate
elemental composition of the sample matrix and the conditions under test (flux
spectrum, irradiation, decay and count times, detector type, counting distance,
maximum sample weight or the total count rate at the start of the count). Up to 17
sets of conditions are used to examine the induced activities for radionuclides
with half-lives ranging from seconds to years, and to obtain optimum conditions for
elemental determinations.

Based on this data, the AFCF rapidly calculates the maximum allowable sample
size, cumulative Compton levels, all significant photopeaks and escape peaks and
their standard deviations, and the lower limits of instrumental neutron activation
analysis (INAA) detection of other elements of interest. More than 43 laboratories
around the world, including ours, are now using this program.

IRRADIATION, DECAY AND COUNTING SEQUENCE

Although Steinnes , in 1971, proposed the use of epithermal NAA to increase
detection sensitivity for many elements, few laboratories adopted this technique
during the Seventies. However, the early Eighties has seen a rapid change of
heart, with a large increase in its use.

Several publications ' have compared the relative merits of using cadmium,
boron or cadmium/boron filters to remove thermal neutrons. Despite the wide use of
cadmium in many laboratories, this filter suffers from high levels of induced
radioactivity. Boron suffers less from this difficulty but has fabrication
problems due to the hardness of the compound boron carbide. This can be avoided by
using the compound in the powder form as a filler in the space between the inner
and outer linings of an Al can. It is generally accepted that boron is a better
filter than cadmium, with less induced radioactivity and greater detection limits
for a number of important elements.

Epithermal INAA has now been extended to the study of short-lived isotopes,
with the permanent installation of boron or cadmium filters in reactors, the
provision of adequate cooling, and the use of pneumatic facilities to transfer
samples in plastic 'rabbits' and containers. Again, the boron filtered system
displays superior characteristics.

Instrumental NAA of biological materials is severely restricted by
interference from Na, K, P and Cl activities. However, the use of both epithermal
and thermal INAA on quartz sealed samples extended the application of the
instrumental technique through suppression of these interferences.

More recently, Finnish researchers have demonstrated the use of epithermal
INAA for the analysis of large numbers of geological samples. Using irradiation
periods of 25 h, decay times of 4 to 6 d and a counting interval of 0.5 h, they
have determined 27 elements for 7000 samples per year, employing a single gamma
spectrometer, fitted with an automated sample changer.
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Another technique for improved detection limits, developed by Spyrou at the
University of London ' , applies cyclic activation to short-lived isotopes with
half-lives down to a few milliseconds. The method is not restricted to reactor
irradiation facilities, but also uses neutron generators and isotopic sources,
although high sensitivities are better achieved with nuclear reactor fluxes. In
this technique gamma spectrometry is not the sole form of measurement since delayed
neutron and soft gamma detectors are often used for special applications.

In cyclic activation analysis the sample is irradiated for a short time
compared to the half-life of the isotope of interest; the emitted radiation is then
counted for a short period and the irradiation/counting sequence repeated for a
number of cycles. A prerequisite for this method is the installation of a suitable
control and automatic transfer mechanism on the irradiation facility to permit
rapid cyclic activation. The significant improvement in signal-to-noise ratio for
radiation measurements largely accounts for the superiority of this technique over
conventional one-shot irradiation and counting procedures, but another superior
feature is that it permits the analyst to determine or confirm the half-life of the
activity accurately from the generated data, when gamma-ray energy is not
sufficient to identify the radionuclide.

A new cyclic activation system (CAS) has been installed at the University of
London's reactor , and permits the choice of irradiation under cadmium or in a bare
tube, thus enabling both epithermal and thermal cyclic activation analysis to be
performed. A series of IAEA and NBS standard reference materials have already been
tested on the system, establishing it as a rapid, multielemental, competitive,
routine instrumental method.

DETECTION SYSTEMS

Although Ge(Li) gamma-ray spectrometers have significantly advanced the
selectivity and sensitivity for the measurement of many radionuclides in complex
mixtures, it has long been recognised that less abundant radionuclides are often
obscured by the broad Compton continuum arising from non-energy specific Compton
events in the detector material. As early as 1970, researchers at the Pacific
Northwest Laboratories (PNL), Richland, USA, constructed an anticoincidence-shield-
ed Ge(Li) detector to suppress the Compton background, and improved detection
limits by surrounding the detector with a large volume of plastic scintillation
detector material . Later Compton suppression spectrometers were surrounded with
large volumes of Nal(Tl) scintillation crystals.

Some laboratories installed these spectrometers during the Seventies, but the
present need for increased sensitivity to enable INAA to compete with other
analytical, multielement techniques has led to an upsurge in their use. Again,
researchers at PNL have demonstrated their application to the precise determination
of rare earths in geological materials , and Op De Beeck has shown their
suitability for measuring low active samples.

Another development from this period for which there is a resurgance of
interest is low energy photon detection (LEPD). Although high-efficiency Ge(Li)
detectors are ideal for the detection of medium and high-energy photons, they are
of limited use for low-energy photons since their peaks lie on the high bremsstrah-
lung and Compton continuum as a consequence of high-energy photons interactions.
This is manifested by poor resolution and small peak-to-Compton ratio, yielding
poor quality data in this region. To offset this, small Ge(Li) or intrinsic Ge
detectors were developed. Their sensitivities are extremely good for low-energy
photons but poor for medium and high-energy gamma-rays. Many analysis now combine
counting with LEPD and Ge(Li) detectors to extend the number of elements or
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increase element sensitivity. Recent publications illustrate their use of the LEPD
in rare earth determinations and for multielemental determination in silicate
rock , using short-lived radionuclides.

STANDARDISATION METHODS

The growth in the use of NAA for nultielemental analysis of large numbers of
samples has forced investigators to simplify standardisation procedures. In the
past few years there have been many publications on this topic.

The standard comparator method, which involves the preparation and irradiation
of a primary standard for each element being analysed, is time consuming and
susceptible to a number of errors. The use of standard reference materials
overcomes the tedious preparation problems but their use in routine analysis is a
waste of costly and sometimes scarce product designed for testing new procedures or
quality control. Furthermore, more time can be spent unravelling the complex
spectrum of such standards than on the sample and occasionally the published
certified values are in error.

14
The single comparator method developed by Girardi in the mid-Sixties is

still in use in some laboratories. Activity ratios are determined between each
element of known concentration and a suitable comparator, termed the analytical
k-factor; these ratios are used in subsequent analysis by relating them to a newly
determined ratio for an unknown concentration of the same element and the
comparator. Unfortunately, k-factors cannot be universally applied, since they
refer to fixed irradiation and counting conditions.

An alternative procedure is the absolute method of standardisation ~ . The
apparent concentration of each element is calculated from the basic equation for
(n,Y) activation and decay, utilising a large nuclear data library containing such
absolute information as thermal and epithermal neutron cross sections, radionuclide
half-lives, gamma energies, intensities, etc., and the measured neutron flux. The
method suffers, however, from poor accuracy due to the uncertainty about the
accuracy of the published nuclear data, with errors propagating to ±20% or higher.
For accurate absolute activation analysis, values for neutron cross sections,
absolute gamma intensities and isotope abundances must be known to an accuracy of
1-2%, and half-life data to about 0.1-0.5%. More than two-thirds of the published
nuclear data fail to meet this requirement.

1 ft

To improve the reliability of the absolute method, Simonits introduced in
1975 a new composite nuclear constant, the ko-factor, for use in INAA. In 1982, he
reviewed the status and recent modifications to the ko-standardisation method1 .

The kg-factor can be defined for any gamma-line of an (n,Y) isotope against a
gold comparator in terms of atomic weight and isotopic abundance, the absolute
gamma intensity of the measured line and the neutron cross sections, and further
measured in a NAA laboratory from specific count rates, if the thermal to
epithermal flux ratio and the relative detector efficiencies are known. However,
Initial measurements between laboratories were not in agreement; this was
attributed to deviation of the epithermal neutron flux distribution in irradiation
channels from the ideal 1/E shape. A correction factor has been devised, which
involves an effective resonance energy term to correct epithermal cross section
data for this deviation. Accurate k|)-f actors for 35 isotopes were published in
1980 , data for a further 35 will be published in 1983 and those for a further 30
isotopes in 1984.
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AUTOMATED ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

A number of automated activation analysis systems are now in use, performing
multielement analysis on batches ranging from 5000 samples per year (Delft) to
400 samples per day (Los Alamos) . The facility at Delft represents an ideal
design concept for most modest NAA laboratories, whereas the Los Alamos system
demonstrates what can be achieved when sufficient equipment and staff are available
to meet the objectives of a huge analytical program associated with a large
project, such as the Hydrogeochemical and Stream Sediment Reconnaissance program in
the United States. The Delft system uses a standard analysis protocol which
involves a first activation of 10-30 s, followed by measurement after 0.5-20 m
decay, a second activation of 1 h, followed by two measurements after 2-6 d and 21
to 35 d decay. Three gamma spectrometers are used. One coaxial Ge(Li) detector
system is linked to a 'fast rabbit* system, a second measures samples with high or
intermediate activity after 2-6 d decay, and a well-type Ge(Li)-detector measures
the low activity samples. All spectrometers are fitted with automated sample
changers.

The larger automated system at Los Alamos utilised two independent pneumatic
transfer systems, each having a sensitive neutron detector and four Ge(Li)
detectors, controlled by a single data acquisition computer (PDP-11/34). A second
computer (PDP-11/60) is used for on-line data analysis.

FUTURE OF NAA

In spite of recent developments in instrumental techniques of analysis over
the last decade (ICP,PIXIE,XRF etc.), INAA has maintained its importance as a
"work-horse" for the multielement analysis of environmental, geological and
biological samples, with leading laboratories handling more than 2000 samples per
year.

23
Dybczynski recently compared the contribution and performance of NAA, with

other techniques, for use in intercomparison studies during the certification of
IAEA prepared reference standards. This study revealed that NAA provides data of
good accuracy and precision and, on average, provides a greater share of results
than any other single method. He finally concluded that NAA has assumed a
prominent position among other techniques used in trace element analysis and could
see no change in this status in the near future.
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MICROSCOPIC DETERMINATION OP 10B FOR BORON NEUTRON

CAPTURE THERAPY OF MALIGNANT MELANOMA

D.J. Wilson, H. Linklater, B.E. Izard and B.J. Allen

Australian Atomic Energy Commission Research Establishment,

Lucas Heights Research Laboratories, Private Mail Bag, Sutherland NSW 2232

ABSTRACT: The uptake of X0B compounds by malignant melanoma is a key factor
in the development of boron neutron capture therapy. Tumour/tissue °B con-
centrations are required in order to calculate the RBE dose delivered to the
tumour and healthy tissues. Microscopic distributions of boron within a
tumour section are also of histological interest. These biodistributions can
be determined by thermal neutron irradiation of frozen tumour sections between
CR-39 slides, and counting alpha particle tracks after etching the slides.
The sensitivity and spatial resolution of the method are described.

INTRODUCTION

The Australian Atomic Energy Commission is investigating a research program
into the application of boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) for malignant melanoma15
In principle, BNCT offers twofold tumorcidal specificity by the preferential uptake
of boron compounds in the melanin, and localised activation of the B(n,a) Li
reaction by a collimated neutron beam. The alpha and Li ions have short ranges
and average linear energy transfers of M.70 keV ym"1. These highly ionising par-
ticles can lose their energy within a melanoma cell, inducing cell death.

There exists a wide range of melanoma affined compounds, two of which have
boron analogues (duodecaborane chlorproznazine and boronophenylalanine), and the
synthesis of boron-thiouracil is being attempted at Lucas Heights. The uptake of
the boron compound in the melanoma is a most important requirement for BNCT, and
a minimum of 30 to 40 jig 10B/g tumour is required2J. Not only is the tumour con-
centration important, but also the uptake in adjacent tissues and sensitive organs
must be known, for the ultimate efficacy of BNCT depends on the ratio of tumour
dose to maximum tissue dose.

ANALYSIS OF BORON

A number of methods are available for the determination of boron concentra-
tions in tumour and murine tissues, e.g. " c labelling, colorimetry3', proton
induced prompt y-ray emission1*), and prompt (n,ay) y-ray spectrometry ) . The
plasma emission spectrometer6' can determine boron concentrations down to
M5.OO5 ng mL"1.

Track-etch detectors provide another method for the determination of 1 0B. A
frozen or paraffin-embedded tumour or organ section is sandwiched between two
plastic slides and irradiated in a thermal neutron beam. Alpha particles from the

B(n,o)7Li reaction form tracks in the plastic, which is subsequently etched to
enlarge the tracks for microscopic observation. Track-etch detectors ) are used
in the measurement of low-level environmental radiation and in radiation protec-
tion for fast neutron dosimetry and monitoring of radon levels. In recent years,
a new sensitive detector (CR-39) and etchant have been developed.
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The track-etch method is probably the only one able to determine the micro-
scopic distribution of 10B in the tumour section. Boron uptake can then be corre-
lated with histological features of the tumour such as the melanin distribution.
An alternative method is to label the boron compound with tritium, but is must be
shown that the tritium reproduces the boron distribution.

PROCESSING OF TRACK DETECTORS

The average energy of the alpha particle from the 10B(n,a)7Li reaction (a
478 keV Y-ray is emitted in 93.9% of reactions) is 1.48 MeV. The track length is
^9 jjm and thickness M).l ym, so special techniques are required to reveal the tracks
for counting by microphotography.

The detector with the highest sensitivity is allyl diglycol carbonate (CR-39)
which is suitable for alphas up to 9 MeV. In the etching process, the reagent
attacks the damaged polymer chains in the cylindrical region of the alpha track
more readily than the surrounding material. Track pits then develop on the surface
of the plastic.

USE OF TRACK-ETCH DETECTORS FOR BNCT

Mishima and Shimakagi8' have applied this method to the determination of boron
in a murine melanoma. Following subcutaneous injection of 13.0 mg of B12-CPZ
(equivalent to 1000 pg l0B) into a Syrian golden hamster with Greene melanoma,
boron concentrations in the tumour section were determined with CN detectors. Track-
etch pits were counted across the melanoma, and a tumour enhancement of about 2 to 3
was observed. Note that tracks can be detected only if they are outside a certain
critical angle to the surface which is dependent on the track-etch speed and the
bulk-etch speed.

Gabel et al.9) have investigated boron autoradiography for dried single or
monolayered cells, cell spheroids and whole rats, which were rapidly frozen in
propane, freeze-mounted and freeze-sectioned. Sagittal sections (i.e. vertical
anteroposterior) were 5 to 20 ym thick and sandwiched between 6 ym cellulose nitrate
(CN) detector slides. A cold neutron source from the Grenoble reactor was used to
irradiate the samples and the detectors were etched with 2.65 to 6.25 N NaOH at 60°C.
In freeze-dried soft tissue the alpha particle range is 5 to 10 times that for water.
For 1 yg 10B/g wet tissue and 5 x 109 neutrons cm s"1, there is about one event
per minute in 1000 ym3, the approximate volume of a cell. (Note: thermal
10B a(n,ot) = 3837 barn)

Proton recoil reactions are eliminated by using a thermal or cold neutron beam
and hydrogen capture produces a recoil deuteron which is readily identified. The
major background derives from llfN(n,p) ll*C (llfN abundance is 106 atom/1000 ym3) and
gives four events per minute (cr(n,p) = 1.81 barn] of 0.586 MeV protons and
0.042 MeV 14C ions. The latter are easily identified by their short tracks, but
the proton tracks are comparable to the alpha tracks in the B(n,ot) reaction and
can be discriminated against only by a careful choice of etching parameters. Gabel
et al. achieved spatial resolutions of ^3 ym. Ranges in tissue are:

Reaction

Particle

Range (ym)

xltN(nfp)

P

10.8

10B(n,a)7Li

a

10.2

7Li

5.5

10B(n,a-y)7Li

a

8.8

7Li

4.8
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RESULTS

Preliminary investigations have been made using the AAEC's Moata (100 kW)
reactor. Standard solutions of boric acid were combined with about 25% by weight
of gelatin to make pseudo-tumours of about 100 mm . Frozen 5 ym thick sections of
the boron loaded gelatin were sandwiched between a plastic microscope slide and
CR-39 detector material and irradiated for 1000 s in a neutron flux of approximately
5 x 106 neutrons cm"2 s"1. After irradiation, the CR-39 was etched in 6.25 N sodium
hydroxide solution for 6 hours at 70°C. Microphotographs of the etched CR-39
(Fig. 1) showed that the boron was distributed homogeneously throughout the gelatin,
that the track resolution was ^5 ym and that the neutron flux, as determined from
the concentration of boron in the gelatin, the irradiation time and the correction
due to the thickness of the section10) gave satisfactory agreement with Au foil
measurements.
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Fig. 1 Microphotograph of irradiated and etched
CR-39 slide (magnification x 370)
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ABSTRACT

A radiochemical separation procedure has been developed for the rapid deter-
mination of Cu, Mn and Zn in biological materials. The method involves the
selective complexation of the metal ions with 8-hydroxyquinoline, ammonium pyrro-
lidinedithiocarbamate or cupferron, the removal on a compact column of Gig-bonded
silica gel, and their subsequent analysis by high resolution gamma spectrometry.
Analysis of several IAEA and NBS biological standard reference materials demon-
strated the effectiveness of this technique.

INTRODUCTION

Neutron activation analysis (NAA) is widely us^d to measure the concentration
of many elements in a large range of materials. However, the use of instrumental
NAA (INAA) for the analysis of biological samples is limited because some elements
are highly activated and interfere with the determination of other elements of
interest. These interfering elements are mainly NA, K, Cl, P and Br.
Chemical separations are usually based on distillation, ion-exchange, solvent
extraction or inorganic adsorbents, either alone or in combination. These
procedures are usually time-consuming.

This paper examines the use of Cig-bonded silica gel for the rapid removal and
determination of Cu, Mn and Zn in biological materials from 8-hydroxyquinoline
(oxine), ammonium pyrrolldinedithiocarbamate (APDC) or cupferron solutions.

EXPERIMENTAL

Trace element analysis of the cartridge components by INAA showed unacceptable
levels of Mn and Zn, thus prohibiting pre-irradiation separations. Chelating
agents that selectively complex metal ions generally form species of low
solubility, but the hydrophobic nature of these chelates makes them responsive to
strong adsorption on Cig-bonded silica gel. Although the use of fine particles of
this material (40 urn) in columns are highly efficient for removing precipitates,
metal chelate precipitation must be controlled to minimise blockage of the
columns. After establishing the need for carrier addition, it was determined that
a carrier solution containing 5 Mg of each element could be tolerated.

Studies were confined to sulphate media since most separation procedures
require biological materials to be wet ashed in H2SO4/HNO3 or H2SO4/H2O2 mixtures.

Columns of Cis-bonded silica gel were purchased from Water Associates Pty Ltd,
Sydney, as SEP-PAK C ^ cartridges. These were fitted to 50 mL hypodermic syringes
and assembled in a Perspex frame. Metered compressed air was used to force
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solutions through the columns at 10-20 mL.min" . Radioactive tracers were prepared
by irradiation in the X176 self-service facility of the AAEC's materials test
reactor, HIFAR. These radiotracers were then analysed on a gross gamma well
scintillation counter. Similarly, elution studies were monitored by counting the
columns before and after the elutions.

The radiochemical procedure was tested on a series of biological standard
reference materials. Samples were irradiated for 10 h in the X6 tube of HIFAR and
cooled for 2 h before wet ashing in cone. HaSOit/HNOa and carrier solution.
Ammonium acetate buffer and ligand were added and the pH adjusted. After dilution,
each solution was forced through the columns. These columns or their eluted
solutions were analysed by high resolution gamma spectrometry using a 100 cm , 20%,
coaxial Ge(Ll) detector (Ortec Series 8000, FWHM 1.8 keV at 1.332 MeV) coupled to a
CI8180, 4096 channel, pulse height analyser. Data reduction was performed with a
series of computer programs written by staff of these laboratories (Fardy et al,
this conference).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The pH and sulphate dependence of the removal of Mn, Cu and Zn as various
chelates on Cis-bonded silica are summarised in Figure 1. Quantitative removal of
Cu, Zn and Mn occurred in each ligand system and with change in sulphate
concentration. Conditions can be chosen for the ready removal of elements from one
another or as a group. The mechanism for removal varies and is dependent on the
metal ion, the ligand added and the pH conditions. In the oxine-0.18 M sulphate
system, Cu was removed by adsorption in the pH range 3-4.5. When the pH exceeded
5.0, the Cu oxinate partially precipitated and the removal mechanism involved a
combination of filtration and adsorption.

Control of metal chelate solubility in a multielement biological system is
difficult, but early investigations showed that ethanol additions aided column
performance by increasing the solubility of metal chelates and/or changing the
nature of the precipitate. Further studies revealed that while Cu and Zn could
tolerate the addition of 20 to 30 vol. % of ethanol, Mn removal was adversely
effected by only small additions.

The possibility of recycling SEP-PAK Cig cartridges after their use in tracer
studies or for radiochemical separation has been examined. Whereas methanol
quantitatively removed adsorbed metal species, it failed when chelate precipitates
were filtered at the top of the column. Further studies showed that HNO3
effectively removed this solid material and did not impair the adsorption
properties of the column by removing the chemically bonded octyldecyl groups.
Laboratory tests on a single column recycled ten times between the adsorption and
elution steps in a Cu-oxine system at pH 3.5 gave quantitative removal at every
stage of the investigation. Columns have been successfully recycled three times in
radiochemical procedures involving biological materials and employing an elution
sequence of methanol/3 M HNO3, 7 M HNO3 and methanol.

The radiochemical method was examined on the following series of biological
standard reference materials: IAEA milk powder (A-ll) and blood (A-2), and NBS
orchard leaves (SRM-1571) and bovine liver (SRM-1577). The results for orchard
leaves are summarised in Table 1 and compared with the certified values by IAEA and
NBS. There was good agreement and satisfactory precision for all samples.

The technique is not confined to these metal ions or chelating agents and
current studies are aimed at extending both groups.
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MEASUREMENT OF LEAN BODY MASS IN ANIMALS BY THERMAL NEUTRON

CAPTURE GAMMA-RAY ANALYSIS

B. J. Thomas+; J. H. Ternouth*, J. Cleary* and D. D. Charles*

"""Department of Physics, Queensland Institute of Technology

* Department of Animal Production, University of Queensland

INTRODUCTION

Body nitrogen is proportional to body protein content and therefore a close
relationship exists between fat free mass and total body nitrogen (TBN). A
direct measure of the TBN of an animal has potential application in the field
of animal production, e.g. in assessing the efficacy of a particular feeding
programme.

A rapid determination of TBN can be accomplished using thermal neutron
capture gamma-ray analysis. This method has been applied to measurement of TBN
in humans ' . However its application to animals has not been reported. This
paper describes a facility designed for measurement of TBN of sheep and presents
preliminary assessment of the facility.

Following thermal neutron capture by I4N approximately 15% of the
de excitations take place directly to the ground state of 15N with the emission
of a 10.83 MeV gamma-ray. The cross section for neutron capture by 14N is
relatively small (0.08 barn) and the intensity of the resultant 10.83 MeV gamma-
rays is low. However the technique can be applied to the measurement of TBN as
neutron capture by isotopes of other major body elements result in the emission
of gamma-rays of lower energy.

THE METHOD

10 cm

//// LiCO, doped resin

FIGURE 1: SCHEMATIC (PLAN VIEW) OF THE SYSTEM
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The system is shown schematically in figure 1- Two 10 Ci Pu-Besources
are used to provide a collimated beam of fast neutrons. The collimator is a
water based resin doped with LiCO and restricts the beam to a rectangular
shape (30cm x 15cm) at the surface of the animal.

The reaction N(n,y ) N occurs predominantly with slow neutrons.
However a beam of slow neutrons has poor penetration and the fast neutron beam
is therefore used. Moderation of this fast neutron beam by the tissues of
the animal provides a thermal neutron flux varying with depth in the body as
shown in figure 2.

20
Depth {cm),

FIGURE 2: SLOW NEUTRON FLUX VS DEPTH IN TISSUE

Two 15cm x 12.5cm Na I CLt) crystals coupled to photomultiplier tubes are
used to detect gamma photons produced by neutron interactions with the body
tissues.

Signals from each photomultiplier are analysed independently into 512 channels
of a multi channel analyser. Pulses representing low energy (< 7 MeV) photons
being rejected prior to analysis.

Positioning of the detectors on the side of the animal remote from the
sources provides partial compensation for the decrease in the neutron flux
with depth by increasing the efficiency of detection due to both the 1/dz law
and by reducing the self absorption. Thus the composite sensitivity is more
uniform throughout the animal than if detector and sources were situated on
the same side of the animal.

RESULTS

Figure 3 shows spectrum (8MeV< E<12MeV measured for a tissue equivalent
phantom. A background spectrum obtained from a N-free phantom is also shown.
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The system has been shown to be sufficiently sensitive to permit measurement
of TBN of sheep. The measurement taking 10 min during which time the animal
is slowly moved between the source-detector system.

Calibration of the system and investigation of the effects of body
thickness have yet to be completed.
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NUCLEAR REACTION ANALYSIS PROFILING

J.R. Bird

Australian Atomic Energy Commission Research Establishment,

Lucas Heights Research Laboratories, PMB, Sutherland, NSW 2232

ABSTRACT: Nuclear reactions can be applied for the determination of a wide
range of nuclides and their most important application is in the non-
destructive determination of the depth profile of individual isotopes. The
number of reactions available is enormous, but no systematic presentation of
parameters and performance is as yet available. The paper will assess the
most successful applications, as well as the data available and methods used
for absolute calculations of isotope concentrations for use in both assay
and profiling.

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear reactions can be used in numerous ways for the determination of sample
compositions and the most significant application is in the non-destructive deter-
mination of the depth distribution of specific nuclides. Approximately 25% of the
publications on prompt nuclear analysis are concerned with depth profiling
and practically all nuclides up to S, and some heavier nuclides, have been studied
in this way (Table 1). The dependence of reaction yield on depth arises from
energy loss by incident ions or product ions or both, and several different tech-
niques are used for non-destructive profiling. Ion-neutron, ion-gamma and neutron-
ion reactions all involve only one ion and the choice of experimental geometry is
quite straightforward; neutrons or gamma-rays pass through the sample with no
energy loss and, usually, negligible attenuation. Ion-ion reactions involve energy
loss within the sample by both incident and product ions and this introduces a more
complex dependence of product ion energy on sample geometry. Prompt nuclear
analysis can also be used in association with destructive surface removal techniques
such as etching or sputtering. Only non-destructive methods will be considered
further in this paper.

PROFILING METHODS

(a) Resonance Scanning

Using a ion-gamma reaction with an isolated narrow resonance, the incident ion
energy (E^) is scanned upwards from the resonance energy (Er). The depth (x) at
which the ions reach the resonance energy is determined by the stopping power (Sm)
of the sample and the angle (i/i) at which the sample is mounted relative to the beam
direction. For small energy losses for which the stopping power can be assumed
constant:

x = (E.-E )sin<|)/S (1)
I r m

The depth resolution (Ax) is given by:

Ax = AE sin\|i/S (2)
m

where AE is the root-mean-square of contributions arising from beam energy spread,
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resonance width, energy straggling and path length variations arising from multiple
scattering or surface roughness. For small depths, the depth resolution is deter-
mined by the first two factors, but at large depths straggling and scattering dom-
inate and the depth resolution deteriorates markedly.

The maximum depth which can be probed is dependent on the spacing of resonances
as well as the deterioration in resolution. If the next higher energy resonance is
relatively small/ it is a simple matter to correct the observed yield as a function
of incident energy to remove the contributions from the second resonance and extend
the depth range.

Resonance scanning measurements can be made by changing the incident beam
energy step-by-step, or by automatic scanning over a suitable energy range. The
total time required to obtain a profile is necessarily much greater than that for
composition analysis at a single beam energy. Typical times for profile measure-
ments are of the order of one hour.

(b) Yield Curve

If the reaction cross section (CT) displays close-spaced resonances or a smooth
dependence on incident-ion energy, the observed yield (Y) from a thick sample
involves an integral of fa for energies from the incident-ion energy down to zero.

Y(EjL) = N.ndR a{E)
'E.

i

f (x)dE/e (E)
A m

where N. is the total number of incident ions,

(3)

is the detector efficiency times
solid angle,
section in keV/atom cm

is the atom fraction of nuclide A and em(E) is the stopping cross
-2

A yield curve is obtained if Y(Ej_) is measured as a function of E^. The differ-
ence in shape between the yield curves from uniform and unknown samples can be
unfolded to obtain the depth distribution (fA(x)). The value of atom concentration
at a specific depth is dependent on the difference in measured yields for two neigh-
bouring incident energies and has an uncertainty which is much greater than for
resonance scanning measurements. Thus, although this method can be used over larger
depth intervals (up to the range of the incident ion), the precision and resolution
are relatively poor and there have been relatively few applications.

(c) Energy Spectra

In ion-ion or neutron-ion reactions the observed product ion energy depends on
the depth and angle at which it was produced and the stopping power of the sample
material. This dependence is additional to the changes arising from energy loss by
the incident ions in ion-ion reactions. The observed energy spectrum can be con-
verted to a depth distribution by deconvoluting any cross section change with
incident energy.

The depth resolution is now dependent on additional factors such as detector
resolution and solid angle as well as straggling and multiple scattering of the pro-
duct ions. In many cases, it is necessary to use an absorber foil to prevent
scattered ions from reaching the detector and this leads to a further degradation of
depth resolution. Achievable resolutions are considerably worse than for method (a).
The maximum depth that can be studied is not affected by resonance spacing, but is
limited by the spacing between different energy groups appearing in the product ion
spectrum. In some cases, such as the use of (d,p) and (d,a) reactions in H, C, N
and 0, different energy groups in the same spectrum can be exploited for simultan-
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eous depth profiling of several nuclides.

The ability to obtain complete profiles in one irradiation makes this a
relatively quick method, but not as quick as profiling by Rutherford backscatter-
ing. The chief advantage of this method is the capability for determining pro-
files of light nuclides in a heavy nuclide matrix.

Similar measurements can be made for ion-neutron reactions using hydrogenous
scintillators to obtain a recoil-proton energy spectrum or by direct measurement
of neutron energies by time-of-flight methods. The latter method has the unusual
feature that flight time increases as neutron energy decreases and the resultant
depth resolution improves, or at least remains constant, for a considerable depth
range. The simplest application of this technique is to take a channel-by-channel
ratio of counts observed from unknown and reference samples and applying stopping
power corrections. If the nuclide being determined is present in the unknown
sample in sufficient quantity to modify its stopping power, the stopping power
corrections must be iterated to obtain a self-consistent concentration profile.

One application which has received considerable attention is the use of ion-
neutron reactions which have negative Q-values and hence threshold energies below
which reactions are prohibited by conservation of energy and momentum considera-
tions. Just above threshold, the neutron yield and energy change rapidly with
increasing incident-ion energy and excellent depth resolution and sensitivity can
be achieved for nuclides such as 3H and Li.

(d) Glancing Angle Techniques

The effective depth resolution can be improved by choice of incident or exit
ion direction (or both) so that they are close to the plane of the sample. For
example, in ion-ion reactions, the product ion energy as it leaves the sample sur-
face is given by:

E = f(Ei,G) - x S /sinij> (4)
P P

with Ei = E. - x S./sin<j> (5)

where B, i|) and <$> are the reaction angle and angles between sample plane and inci-
dent or product ion directions respectively, S^ and S_ are the stopping powers of
the sample for incident and product ions, and f(Ei,6) is the kinematic relation
for the reaction used. The sensitivity of changes in Ep to changes in x increases
dramatically as ty and/or <j> is decreased, but at angles typically less than approx-
imately 5° to 10° the effects of multiple scattering on path length variations
become important and the effective depth resolution deteriorates again. Of course,
the total depth which can be studied is reduced when glancing angles are used.
Glancing angle techniques have been used with (p,a), (d,p) and (d,a) reactions in
2D, 3He, 6Li, 1 60 and 1 80 and should be applicable in other applications.

The presence of any surface roughness or regular topographic features will
seriously modify the resolution which can be achieved with glancing angle techniques.
Such features must therefore have dimensions of the order of nanometres or less if
full advantage is to be taken of such techniques. On the other hand, information
can be obtained on the presence of roughness if the sample composition is known to
be uniform, but there are many other methods which are superior for obtaining
this kind of information. Measurements with a number of different geometries can
be used to test the significance of roughness in measurements of composition pro-
files as a function of depth.
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APPLICATIONS OF CHANNELING IN ION BEAM ANALYSIS OF CRYSTALS

J.S.Williams
Microelectronics Technology Centre, RMIT, Melbourne 3000 Australia

ABSTRACT
This paper reviews the applications of channeling of high energy light
ions (typically 2MeV He+) in the analysis of crystals. The following topics
are treated i) basic principles of channeling ii) measurements of crystal
disorder and defects iii) measurement of atom location. Examples of
applications in selected areas of materials analysis will be given.

The phenomenon of ion channeling in crystalline solids was first predicted by
Startk in 1912 but was not discovered until the computer simulation studies of
Robinson and Oen in 1963. Experimental varification of enhanced penetration of
ions in solids when incident along open (low index) crystallographic directions
was then quickly established. Subsequent experimental and theoretical studies
sought to develop an understanding of the channeling phenomenon and, with the
publication of Lindhard's comprehensive theoretical treatment in 1965, a firm
foundation had been established. By 1967, the first papers began to emerge which
heralded the application of ion channeling as a tool for analysing crystal damage
and atom location. Since this time rapid progress has been made in establishing
ion channeling as an important analysis technique. The early work reviewed by
Mayer et al1; was stimulated by the semiconductor industry and the suitability of
channeling for probing ion implanted layers. More recent applications have covered
the analysis of a wide range of materials and thin film structures. This paper
outlines the principles of channeling, illustrates how channeling can be applied
to the near-surface analysis of materials, and gives selected examples of respresent
ative applications. A more comprehensive treatment can be found in a recent book
by Feldman et al2.

In perfect crystals, a well collimated beam of ions (say 2MeV He ) will be
steered (channeled) between axial rows or planes if these (major) crystal directions
are aligned with respect to the incident beam within a critical angle, I|J, of
typically 1° for low index axes and -0.3° for low index planes. Channeling results
in a marked reduction in the backscattered ion fraction Xmin to typically 2% (for
major axes in perfect crystals) of the backscattered yield for a random direction.
When defects or impurity atoms are introduced into single crystal substrates,
channeling can be employed to provide a measure of the defect concentration and
distribution and also give precise information on the impurity lattice site
location within the host crystal. This is most usually achieved by monitoring the
backscattered yield under conditions where the incident beam is channeled along low
index axes.

For disordered crystals, channeled ions are sensitive to either direct
displacement of host atoms into a channel or to distortion (bending) of the channel
associated with lattice strain, for example, about specific extended defects such as
dislocations. Displaced atoms can give rise to direct (back) scattering of the
incident channeled beam and this can result in a peak in the backscattered energy
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spectrum at a depth corresponding to the displaced atom distribution.

Distortion of the lattice rows gives rise to an increase in the dechanneled
fraction and results in an increase in Xmin rather than to a direct backscattered
peak. Amorphous surface layers on single crystal substrates typically give rise
to disorder peaks in channeled energy spectra whereas defects such as dislocations
give rise to an increase in Xmin. Different crystalline defects can be identified
by investigating the energy dependence of channeling3, but the discrete nature of
defects normally needs to be confirmed by other analysis techniques such as
transmission electron microscopy. Applications of channeling to defect studies
are most often used to measure disorder distributions and amorphous layer charact-
eristics rather than for the identification of discrete crystalline defects.

For lattice site location measurements, the incident beam is usually
channeled along several low index directions and/or scanned about low index axes
and planes. The channeled flux does not interact with the impurity atoms if they
are within the crystal rows or planes bordering the channel, but interacts
strongly if they reside within the channel. A knowledge of the channeled flux
distribution across the channel as a function of angular scans about the channel
direction can allow precise atom location (to within 0.1 - 0.28) of impurities
to be made.

Over the past 15 years ion channeling has received increasing attention in
studies of damage distributions and solid phase crystal growth. The major applic-
ations have been associated with ion implantation where ion channeling is an
ideal method for measuring near-surface damage distributions. The depth sensit-
ivity of ion channeling makes the technique particularly useful for measuring
epitaxial growth of amorphous surface layers on underlying single crystals. Indeed,
channeling methods provided the first data on solid phase epitaxial growth
kinetics1* and has subsequently been used extensively for studies of crystal growth,
particularly in combination with ion implantation2.

Channeling methods are ideally suited to the measurement of the atom
locations of ion implanted impurities2. Both substitutional and well-defined
interstitial impurity locations are easily identified. Such measurements can
provide valuable information on supersaturation, precipitation, diffusion and
defect trapping of impurities in crystalline solids.

In conclusion ion channeling can provide a rapid non-destructive method
of measuring disorder distributions and foreign atom location measurements in
crystalline solids. Its application as a surface analytical tool has increased
sharply in recent years and this trend will undoubtedly continue, particularly as
more compact, laboratory-compatable accelerators become available.
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HELIUM MICROPROBE ANALYSIS AT MELBOURNE OF SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS

C D . McKenzie

School of Physics
University of Melbourne
Parkville, Victoria, 3052

ABSTRACT: The possibilities and problems in applying a helium microprobe to the
analysis of semiconductor materials and structures are discussed, and illustrated
with examples from work at Melbourne. An interesting new technique is described
which we have called channeling contrast microscopy.

THE MELBOURNE MICROPROBE: A description has been given elsewhere fairly recently;
it reported the situation as it existed in late 1981. Since then there has been
steady development of the installation by G.J.F. Legge and co-workers. For
instance, beam spot diameters of 1 ym or even less can now be obtained if required.

Briefly, the beam can be scanned across small regions of the target by
orthogonal magnetic deflecticncoils. Events are collected from various radiation
detectors and stored in sequence on magnetic tape. For each event is recorded the
particular detector, the energy and the x-y position of the beam at that instant.
At a later time this information can be sorted and organized in different ways,e.g.
one can display a map of the distribution of a chosen element within the scanned
area.2

SEMICONDUCTOR APPLICATIONS: The work reported here results from collaboration
between a group at Melbourne University School of Physics, and J.S. Williams and
colleagues at Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology. Increasingly, many of the
features of semiconductor devices and materials are on a microscopic scale, giving
scope for microprobe techniques.

The analysis of these materials presents particular features. The targets are
generally thick. Detectors are therefore mounted ahead of the target itself. They
usually consist of l.a SiCLi) x-ray detector at 135° to the incident beam direction,
2.a surface barrier particle detector at approximately 165° to give good mass
resolution in RBS, and 3. another surface barrier detector at a glancing angle of
approximately 105°, to give good depth resolution in RBS.

The targets are usually opaque, so that convenient microscopic viewing of the
target from the rear is not possible (although a glass section is always included
in the target assembly and viewed in this way to enable adjustment of beam focus).
One of the recent improvements has been the addition of a secondary electron
detector, and this has proved invaluable in positioning the target. The emission
of secondary electrons is prolific under ion bombardment, and with the beam in
scanning mode an image of that region of the target can be displayed virtually
immediately.

Since the interesting part of these targets is usually confined to a depth of a
few yjs or less, an analysing beam of 2 \«\eV helium ions is commonly used, giving
reasonable depth and mass resolution. The focussing ouadrupole lenses are not £.t
present cooled in any way and 2 MeV represents a reasonable safe up-.er limit for
?h« energy of focussed singly charged heliuri ions in the cresent configuration, i.e.
with a minimum lens-inafje distance to give maximum deraapnificatior.. Occasienally
we need to pr,obe to greater depths and 3 MeV protons have been used.3

RBS analysis needs beam currents of 1 nA or more in order to collect spectra
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with good statistics within a reasonable time - rather more current than is
necessary for PIXE analysis. Therefore we have not so far sought to make use of
beam spot diameters < 3 um, where the current would be lower than 1 nA.

CHANNELING AND LATTICE DAMAGE: Since our beam is focussed and scanned, it is
obvious that it cannot be perfectly collimated. However, the beam divergence is
typically < 0.3° which is sufficiently small to give acceptable channeling in
silicon - see Fig.l. Minimum yields in perfect silicon are 4% or lower. The
divergence can be controlled by varying the diameter of a limiting aperture along
the beam line, with a corresponding effect on the maximum available beam current.

The target needs to be positioned (and stable) to micrometer accuracy in x-y
translation, and rotatable with precision about two orthogonal axes centred on the
point of impact of the beam on the target. Our present arrangement achieves these
aims tolerably well, but there is room for improvement which we hope to make soon.

The energy density in a focussed microbeam can be very high, so there is
always the possibility of crystal damage before an RBS spectrum with good statistics
can be obtained. The effect is readily observed. We have found this to be the case
with an unscanned beam of 2 MeV He ions of area less than 103 \sm2. Some initial
observations on damage rates have been made,4 but we plan to examine this important

detail.

CHANNELING CONTRAST MICROSCOPY: This mapping technique is an interesting
development.^ It is illustrated by Figs.l and 2. Silicon (100) had been implarted
with 80 keV Sb ions to a dose of 1*10 cm"2. The crystalline structure was thereby
damaged near the surface. One narrow region was re-annealed by the single pass of a
CW laser spot of approximately 40 ym diameter. With the sample aligned for maximum
channeling, a 2 MeV He analysing beam (spot size 12x15 ym2) was scanned over an area
of 180x380 ym2 which included the laser stripe. Backscattered particles were
recorded and later analysed - see Fig.l. The upper spectrum results from recalling
data in the as-implanted area (Region 2). The lower spectrum results from data
within the laser stripe (Region 1)j the lower count rate is due to improved
channeling resulting from recrystallisation. The difference between the two
spectra is greatest within the energy window shown (channels 253-273). A map of
events within this window (Fig.2) then displays with greatest contrast the
difference between re-annealed and as-implanted regions.

This technique should have many applications. It has been used in a
preliminary study of large-grain polycrystalline silicon.6
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Fig.l Channeling spectra obtained from Sb-
implanted Si, re-annealed in a narrow
region by a single laser stripe.

Fig.2 Map of events arising from the damage layer, i.e.
within the window shown on the upper spectrum of
Fig.l. The low density region reveals the annealing
effect of the laser stripe.
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ABSTRACT: A scanning "He+ microbeam, together with the technique of channeling
contrast microscopy, has been used to image individual grains of an Sb implanted,
furnace annealed, large grain polycrystalline silicon sample and to obtain the
corresponding Sb profiles.

1. INTRODUCTION: In recent years polycrystalline silicon (polysilicon) has been
utilized in several areas of semiconductor device fabrication.* For this reason,
the electrical properties of ion implanted polysilicon have received considerable
attention.2-4 To gain a proper understanding of the behaviour of polysilicon it is
important to correlate its electrical properties with the state of dopant material
both within the grains and at the grain boundaries.

In this study an "*He microbeam, combined with the technique of channeling
contrast microscopy,^ has been used to investigate the quality of regrowth and the
distribution of Sb within two different grains of an Sb implanted, furnace annealed,
large grain polysilicon sample.

2. EXPERIMENTAL: A commercially produced polysilicon sample with grains ranging
in size from a few millimetres down to several microns was used in this work.

After polishing and etching, the sample was implanted with 80 keV Sb ions to
a dose of l*1015 ions c;n~3 and was then furnace annealed at 650°C for 30 minutes to
remove the implant damage.

The scanning proton microprobe facility of the 5U Melbourne pelletron was used
to provide a 2-MeV ''He* microbeam focussed to a spot on target, of dimensions 6*6 \m2.
A beam current of 1 nA was maintained throughout the analysis.

Polycrystalline grains of interest were located by comparing beam induced
secondary electron images with an optical micrograph of the target. Once a
particular grain had been chosen the sample was rotated to the channeling alignment
for that grain. To minimise the possible build up of probe-ion induced damage while
the channeling condition was being located the beam was scanned over the maximum
possible area within the grain. Data was collected from areas of the order of 500x
500 um2 about the aligned grains to produce channeling contrast images.

Grazing exit angle geometries were employed to provide high-depth resolution
for analysis of backscattered ions using a solid state detector.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: Fig.l(a) shows an optical micrograph of the scan area
of grain 1. This is to be compared with a channeling contrast map of the grain in
Fig.l(b). The map displays good contrast between the channeled grain (low
backscattered yield) and the adjacent non-aligned grains (high backscattered yield).
One section of the grain boundary (arrowed) appears in the map but not in the
micrograph indicating that this section of the boundary is sub-surface. A partially
aligned grain is also indicated. A map of the Sb distribution is presented in Fig.
l(c). Although the contrast in this map is quite poor several regions showing quite
high Sb yields can be seen. Spectra taken from equal areas of the aligned grain and
the neighbouring region, Fig.2, indicate that the minimum yield within grain 1 is
less than 151. The Sb profile .'ippcars to be Gaussian, similar to the origins]
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implant profile, suggesting that no significant Sb redistribution has occured
during ann6aling of this grain.

Figs.3(a) and 3(b) display, respectively, the optical micrograph and a
channeling contrast map for grain 2. Again, a partially channeled grain (arrowed)
can be seen. The scribe track running across the lower section was used as a
position marker. The Sb map, Fig.3(c), shows reasonable contrast between the
aligned grain and the surrounding grains. The high yield along the line of the
scratch is due to clumping of material as the scriber dragged across the surface.
The minimum yield for grain 2 is larger than that for grain 1 and the Sb profile
is markedly different (Fig.4). The distribution indicates considerable movement
of Sb towards the surface during the annealing process. This is consistent with
the "push-out" phenomena which have been observed for various crystallographic
orientations in single crystal silicon.8 The orientation of grain 2 is probably
different to that of grain 1 and it displays the poor regrowth characteristics
associated with crystal directions like <111>.

4. CONCLUSIONS: This work has shown that channeling contrast images can provide
important information about the annealing behaviour of ion implanted polysilicon.
It has indicated that a "*He+ microbeam can be used to observe differences in Sb
profile and crystallinity between individual grains in an ion implanted polysilicon
sample. It. is expected that this study will be extended tc include investigation
of Sb build up at grain boundaries and to correlate these effects with local
measurements of the electrical properties.
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FIG. 1.(a)Optical micrograph of grain 1.
(b)A channeling contrast map of the grain.
Comparison of (a) and (b) shows that one
section of the grain boundary (arrowed)
is sub-surface. A map of the Sb d i s t r i -
bution i s presented in (c) . The area of
the scan i s 570x960 pm2.

1x1015Sbcof2^POLY-Si

200 300 tao 440
CHANNEL NO.(3.9keV/channel)
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FIG. 2.Channeled microbeam spectra taken
from selected regions of equal area with-
in and outside grain 1 (see inse t ) .

'ft

FIG. 3.(a)Optical micrograph of grain 2.
and (b) a channeling contrast map of the
grain. The arrow indicates a partially
aligned grain. A map of the Sb distri-
bution is shown in (c). The scan size is
500x500 ym2.
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CHANNEL NO. (3.9keV/channel)

FIG. 4.Channeling microbeam spectra from
selected regions of equal area inside and
outside grain 2 (see inset). Here, the Sb
profile is markedly different to that of
grain 1 (Fig, 2).
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ABSTRACT:

In this paper, we demonstrate the usefulness of a number of analysis techniques
to characterise a Sn/GaAs system which displays local surface and compositional
irregularities. These techniques include Rutherford backscattering (RBS) and
channeling using both macro- and micro-beams of MeV He + + ions, particle-induced
x-ray emission (PIXE), SEM and x-ray fluorescence methods.

A continuing requirement for good ohmic contacts on GaAs has motivated
investigations into suitable methods for producing heavily-doped single-crystal
near-surface layers.5 Recently, encouraging progress has been made using an
incoherent light source to rapidly heat Sn/GaAs structures. In this process, Sn
layers ^ 1000 X in thickness were evaporated onto the surface of <100> GaAs wafers.
The sides and back surface of the wafer were sputter-coated with Si 3 ^ to prevent
dissociation during subsequent processing. Photoresist was spun onto the tin-coated
surface to inhibit balling-up of the tin as it melts. The back surface was then
irradiated by the incoherent light source in partial vacuum at temperatures up to
800°C for times of the order of 100 seconds. This produces a small temperature
gradient across the wafer (with the tin on the cooler surface) and is found to
result in migration of the Sn into the GaAs substrate at rates exceeding those
allowed by known solid-state diffusion processes. In addition, reversal of the
temperature gradient results in no significant incorporation of Sn into the
substrate. These features suggest that the migration mechanism may be one of
temperature-gradient zone melting"** (TGZM) rather thar one of alloying or of solid-
state diffusion.

Initial RBS and channeling studies with a macro-beam (ŝ iiun diameter) of He
ions indicated high Sn concentrations and good crystallinity of the GaAs.
Electrical measurements indicated high electrical activity. This paper summarises
further measurements which were carried out to elucidate the details of localised Sn
migration.

The Melbourne University Proton Microprobe was used to provide a focussed (SlOym
beam of MeV He + + ions. The beam was scanned over regions typically 200x200 microns
and local Sn concentrations were measured by RBS and PIXE. Regions of high Sn
concentration were observed by placing an energy window over Sn x-rays and producing
a lateral map of events within this window. Such a map is shown in Fig.l and
indicates strong Sn localisation in regions of dimensions ^30 microns. By reducing
the scan dimensions both within and between such areas, the PIXE spectra of Fig.2
were obtained. Rutherford backscattering from the Sn-^ich regions indicated Sn
concentrations up to 20 atomic percent; some of these regions showed evidence for
alloying of Sn with Ga or As (Fig.3), while other regions displayed similar Sn
localisation but with no sign of any alloying. Subsequent imaging with a scanning
electron microscope (Fig.4), together with x-ray fluorescence measurements confirmed
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that these latter regions were free surface tin. Regions devoid of free tin were
analysed by the microprobe and were found to have Sn concentrations of 2 0.1 atomic
percent and approaching the solid-solubility limit of Sn in GaAs. These could be
regions in which the Sn migrated by a TGZM process. This migration process may
indeed be suitable for producing highly-doped surface layers.

In summary, it is clear that the use of several analysis technique can provide
important complementary information to aid in the interpretation of complex
migration and alloying processes. In particular, we note the following
characteristics of our analyses:

(i) SEM and x-ray fluorescence provide a fast and efficient means of obtaining
topographical and local, semi-quantitative compositional information on near-
surface layers.

(ii) PIXE spectra produced by MeV ions provide compositional information over a
depth comparable with the range of the analysing probe ions (l-30um).

(iii)Microbeam maps generated from specific x-ray peaks give depth-averaged
information of lateral composition.

Civ) Macrobeam Rutherford backscattering and ion channeling provide both
compositional and lattice-disorder information as a function of depth. This
information is, however, averaged laterally over the beam area.

(v) Microbeam-generated maps of RBS spectra provide additional lateral composition
information. Furthermore, by the choice of appropriate energy windows, three-
dimensional craimnsitirmal information can he obtained.
mrormation. hurtnermore, oy tne cnoice or appropriat
dimensional compositional information can be obtained.
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FIG.l Lateral map generated by
the Sn x-rays as shown in figure 2.
The bright areas are Sn-rich.
The scan size is approximately
200 x 200 microns.

FIG.3 RBS spectrum from one of the Sn-
rich areas shown in figure 1. The yield
deficit for GaAs indicates the possibility
of alloying of Sn with GaAs. The depth
scale was calculated by ignoring the
energy-loss effects of the Sn.

2150 ??50 P350 2450 P550

FIG.2 PIXE spectra from:
(i) a high Sn region
(ii) a relatively low Sn

region. (~1 x 1020 Sn/cm3)

FIG.4 SEM micrograph showing free Sn
on the surface of one sample. The
circular structure is a contact for
electrical measurements.
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STUDY OF COHERENT PRECIPITATION OF ANTIMONY IN SILICON USING He+ ION
CHANNELING AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPY.
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ABSTRACT
Ion implantation of high doses (> 10 1 5 cm"2) of antimony into silicon
followed by annealing at >850°C leads to the formation of semicoherent
precipitates of Sb in Si. These structures have been studied extensively
by He ion channeling and transmission electron microscopy.

Ion implantation of high doses of Sb into (100) Si followed by furnace
annealing at 600°C can lead to the formation of supersaturated solid solutions of
Sb in Si l~3r In particular, Rutherford backscattering and ion channeling (RBS)1"3

and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies'* have indicated that Sb doses
up to about 5 x 1015cm"2 can be completely accommodated onto silicon lattice sites
in a near-perfect silicon matrix following annealing of (100) silicon at 600°C.
The maximum peak substitutional Sb concentration is ~1.3 x 1021cm~3 which is more
than5times the reported equilibrium solid solubility of Sb in Si5. Further
annealing of supersaturated solid solutions of Sb in Si at temperatures >600 C
results in substantial precipitation of Sb3»'+ and a return to near equilibrium
solubility. In this paper details of the Sb precipitation process are examined in
detail using He+ ion channeling and transmission electron microscopy techniques.

Wafers of p-type (100) silicon were implanted with 80keV Sb at ~0°C to
doses in the range 1 x 10 1 5 cm"2 to 1 x 10i6cm"2. These specimens were annealed
in flowing dry nitrogen at temperatures in the range+600-1000°C. High resolution6

Rutherford backscattering and channeling of 2 MeV He ions was employed to monitor
the lattice disorder and substitutional Sb fraction as a function of annealing
temperature. Details of the residual lattice defects and Sb precipitation were
examined by TEM.

Typical results for annealing of 3 x 1015Sb"2 implanted (100) silicon are
illustrated by the channeling spectra and TEM micrographs in Figs. 1 and 2
respectively. The channeling spectra (Fig.l) indicate that the Sb is totally
substitutional in good single crystal following 600°C annealing but the substif.ionai
fraction decreases as the annealing temperature is increased. (Note the increase
in the aligned Sb profile). It is interesting that a well defined disorder peak
occurs in the silicon spectrum at a depth corresponding to the peak of the Sb
distribution at a temperature of 850°C. The silicon dechanneling level (Xmin) is
also higher for both the 850 and 1000°C annealed samples. The TEM results (Fig.2)
confirm near-perfect crystallinity with no evidence for Sb precipitation, following
600 C annealing. By 850°C (Fig.2c) clear evidence for Sb precipitation is
obtained in both diffraction patterns and micrographs and well defined loops are
apparent. These loops have been identified as interstitial - Si in character1* and
we suggest that they give rise to the disorder peak in Fig, lc. By 1000°C (Fig.2d)
ooth the Sb precipitates and the loops have grown considerably.
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Detailed examination of the Sb precipitates indicates that they are the
normal hexagonal Sb phase but show a complex set of alignments to the silicon
matrix. They are essentially semi-coherent within the silicon lattice with the
edges of the precipitates lying along <110> directions. Interestingly, the
precipitation process for the higher doses (~1 x 1016Sb cm"2) begins at temper-
atures as low as ~600°C. The precipitates are essentially strain-free. We
speculate that Sb precipitation relieves strain in supersaturated solid solutions
and that the precipitation process is accompanied by the generation and movement
of Si-self interstitials which precipitate out as visible loops. We are
currently examining channeling within the coherent Sb precipitates and undertaking
angular scans about major Si axes to give further insight into the nature of both
the precipitates and associated loops.

In conclusion, we have shown that high resolution RBS and channeling
combined with TEM analysis provides a powerful method of investigating precipit-
ation phenomena in silicon.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1. RBS and channeling spectra for sequential annealing of 80keV 3 x 10 1 5

Sb cm"2 implanted (100) Si.

a) After 600°C 30 min anneal

b) Following 700°C 30 min anneal

c) Following 850°C 10 min anneal

d) Following 1000°C 3 inin anneal

Fig. 2. TEM micrographs corresponding to RBS spectra of Fig.l (scale markings
1000A)
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MEASUREMENTS OF DISORDER DISTRIBUTIONS IN GaAs USING He+ ION CHANNELING
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ABSTRACT
High resolution Rutherford backscattering and channeling with MeV energy He
ions and transmission electron microscopy have been applied to a study of
defect structures in ion implanted and annealed (100) GaAs. Results indic-
ated a GaAs layer rich in twins in (111) planes. These twins were typically
<20A thick and gave rise to enhanced dechanneling of MeV He+ ions which
suggests significant residual lattice strain.

The annealing of ion implantation damage in GaAs is considerably more complex
than for Si. Although recrystallization takes place via solid-phase epitaxy at
temperatures of about 500K, the regrowth layer is almost always rich in defects,
regardless of the implant conditions or orientation1. The purpose of the present
work was to examine the GaAs regrowth region more closely and obtain information on
the nature of the residual defects. The complementary techniques of high resolution
Rutherford backscattering and ion channeling (RBS) and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) were used to analyse Te ion implanted and annealed GaAs wafers.
Commercially prepared specimens of Zn-doped (100) orientation GaAs were implanted
with 100 keV Te+ ions to fluences ranging from 4 x 10 1 2 to 2 x 1011* cm"2, whilst
being held at 100K to inhibit self annealing. Samples were then cleaved for use
in as-implanted disorder analysis and for annealing at 625K for 15 minutes in a
flowing Ar ambient. Initial lattice disorder and regrowth characteristics were
assayed by Rutherford backscattering and channeling of 0.7, 1.4, 2.0 and 2.8 MeV
He+ ions. Spectra were taken in backward and grazing exit scattering geometries
with scattering angles of 168° and 97° respectively. Selected samples were jet
thinned for TEM analysis using a Jeol 100CX electron microscope.

Figure (1) shows ion channeling spectra, normalized in height and depth, for
1.4 MeV and 2.0 MeV He+ ions for 8 x 1 0 " Te cm"2 implanted into (100) GaAs. The
as-implanted spectra indicate a disorder peak from an amorphous near-surface layer
and a dechanneling yield (Xmin) behind this peak which is higher for lower energies.
Following annealing, the residual disorder peak area measured by 1.4 MeV He+

is significantly lower than that recorded with 2.0 MeV He+ analysis. This result
indicates that the residual crystalline disorder following annealing consists of
a fraction of atoms displaced by varying amounts from regular lattice sites.

The magnitude Xmin (the dechanneled fraction at a depth beyond the disorder
distribution) as a function of the number of displaced atoms as determined from the
direct backscatter peak area, is shown in figure (2) for a range of Te ion fluences.
The results for as-implanted specimens are well accounted for by single or multiple
scattering theory. However, the annealed samples exhibit a dechanneling level
~50% greater than would be calculated from the direct backscattering peak area.
This indicates the presence of considerable lattice strain within the defective
crystalline surface region.

j
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The reduction in the direct backscatter peak area with reduced incident
analysing ion energy, combined with an approximate E"1 dependence of dechanneling
suggests that the residual disorder layer is largely composed of (possibly
misoriented) crystallites.

TEM studies, as shown in figure (3), have shown the presence of twins of
che order of 200A long but only ~2o8 thick. These twins reside on (111) planes
and are oriented with the <221> direction parallel to the normal <100> direction of
the underlying substrate. Figure (4) gives a schematic picture of the residual
(twin) disorder structure which can be ascertained from channeling and TEM measure-
ments.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Scattering Profiles for 1.4 and 2.0 MeV He ion channeling analysis
of as-implanted (—) and (—) and annealed (—) and ( ) GaAs
respectively.

Fig. 2. Dechanneling fraction (%in) of 2.0 MeV He+ ions at -120nm depth vs.
direct backscatter peak area. Experimental, as-implanted (A) and anneal-
ed ( ) ; Theoretical, Sigmund and Winterbon(O) and single scattering

Fig. 3. TEM dark field plan view micrograph and diffraction pattern in <011>
of twins in 1 x 101J+cm~2 Te implant into (100) GaAs after 15 minute
annealing at 3S0°C.

Fig. 4. Schematic of recrystallised (100) GaAs.
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ARCHAEOMETRY
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"Archaeometry" is a term given to the study and application of
analytical methods in the broad realm of archaeological research.
This review considers nuclear-based techniques only, giving
particular attention to the ion beam methods used widely on
archaeological materials. In some cases, they are used because
of the ready availability of facilities, but in others, there
are clear advantages over other more readily available techniques.

INTRODUCTION

Ions lose energy rapidly as they enter a sample so that, even if the ion
energy is in the MeV range, a layer approximately 100 um thick is all that can be
penetrated. They can therefore only be used for bulk measurements if this surface
layer is representative of the sample; alternatively, they can be used to study
the surface layer and, furthermore, the energy loss process can be used to make
composition measurements as a function of depth. If low energy Yearns are used,
however, the incident ions may not penetrate beyond the first layer of atoms at
the surface of the sample. In this case, sputtering can be used to remove the
layer and time-related radiation from the sample can supply depth information. It
is particularly important that, with the exception of the sputtering techniques,
ion beam analysis methods are non-destructive provided that beam currents are kept
low. Ion beams can be focused to a spot of a few pm diameter and be scanned across
the surface to provide an elemen':al map or, as is more usual, beam diameters of up
to 9 mm can be used. Although most ion bsam analyses are carried out within a
vacuum chamber, the beam can be passed through a thin window to permit analysis of
samples that are rare, or too large to place inside the chamber. It is also pos-
sible to apply several ion beam techniques simultaneously with a multiple detector
system.

2. ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

Ion beams cause a variety of interactions when they enter a sample. At high
energies they lose energy by atomic excitation which is followed by X-ray emission
(Particle Induced X-ray Emission - PIXE), they may be scattered by atomic nuclei
(RBS - Rutherford Back Scattering) or cause an atom in the sample to be forward
scattered; or they way interact to cause nuclear reactions (PNA - Prompt Nuclear
Analysis). Reactions often result in the formation of nuclei in excited states;
these decay by prompt emission of particles or gamma-rays which are used to deter-
mine specific isotopes. After this emission, the product nucleus may undergo
radioactive decay with a characteristic half-life (PAA - Particle Activation Analy-
sis) that would be measured in the same way as the more established NAA (Neutron
Activation Analysis) technique.

2.1 PIXE

Particle induced X-ray emission is well established as a technique for trace
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elemental analysis [1]. The relative simplicity of the method and multielement
analysis capability for both major and trace components with thick or thin samples
have made it very useful for analysing archaeological material and the majority of
archaeometry papers using ion beam techniques have reported PIXE measurements.
These have covered almost the gamut of archaeological material from flint, sand
and obsidian, to jewelry, coins and the Gutenberg Bible.

When a proton or alpha particle is incident on a target atom there is a high
probability that an inner shell electron will be removed from the target atom.
This is followed by the transition of an electron from an outer shell accompanied
by X-rays that are characteristic of the excited atom. The probability of inter-
action and the resultant X-ray production can be calculated, so it is possible to
determine the composition of a target from the intensity of the detected X-rays.
The technique provides multielement capability for Z > 11 and minimum detectable
levels of 1 yg/g or better can be attained for elements with 2 in the range 15 to
45 using K shell X-rays, or better than 5 ug/g using L shell X-rays for elements
with Z in the range 45 to 92, provided that interference from adjacent X-rays, low
energy X-ray tailing or gamma-ray production is minimal. By selection of the
incident beam, energy and filter for use in front of the detector, it is possible
to adapt the PIXE technique to a wide range of investigations. Figure 1 [2] shows
the PIXE spectrum obtained from a Lou Island (Admiralty Islands) obsidian sample
when a pinhole filter was placed in front of the detector. The filter reduced the
active area of the detector for low energy X-rays, hence enabling good counting
statistics to be obtained for up to 20 elements in the range Al to Nb.

2.2 Rutherford Back Scattering

The energy spectrum of scattered ions is determined by three factors: the
effect of energy loss in the target, the interaction cross section and the kine-
matic equation; knowledge of these allows spectrum data to be transformed into
depth distributions of the element concentrations in the sample [3]. The technique
provides information on the composition of a thick sample and is very sensitive to
light elements; however it is best suited to the analysis of layers of medium or
heavy metals on a light substrate, providing, for example, information on metal
compounds in glass or pottery samples. For thick samples, each element gives
approximately rectangular contribution to the energy spectrum, with the upper edge
at a position that can be calculated. A typical spectrum from a bone sample is
shown in Fig. 2 where the height of the upper edges are related to the 0, P and Ca
concentrations [4]. Such spectra can be used to determine the major element com-
position of a sample with an accuracy which decreases at lower masses because of
the drop in sensitivity and the presence of plateaus from heavier elements. If
samples are not uniform in composition as a function of depth, ambiguities arise in
the interpretation of back scattering spectra unless the depth profile or the ele-
ments present are known. Scattering from thin layers gives an energy spectrum that
is essentially a mass spectrum but with a mass scale which becomes compressed at
high masses, the mass resolution decreasing approximately as 1/M2. In a typical
system, isotopes and elements can be resolved up to A = 50 and 100., respectively.
Sensitivities increase as Z2 and enable layers of 10 pg/cm2 of Cu or X pg/cm2 of
Au to be readily detected using scattering of 2 MeV alpha-particles.

A good example of the use of BBS is seen in Fig. 3 where 1.8 MeV alpha-
particles have been back scattered from a newsprint sample [5]. Thick sample steps
can be seen from such elements as C, 0, P and Ca in the substrate together with
higher energy peaks for Cu and other metals in the ink. The size and shape of each
peak can provide the quantity and depth distribution of the various metals.
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2.3 Forward Recoil Scattering

The recoil energy of a sample atom after being struck by an incident ion can
be easily calculated. Consequently, if the incident and emergent angles, and the
corresponding ion masses are known, it is possible to convert a detected recoil
spectrum to a depth profile of the recoil nuclide. The technique has been most
often used for hydrogen profile measurements, using alpha-particles as the scatter-
ing ions. If, however, heavier incident ions are used, it is possible to profile
light nuclides such as helium, lithium, etc. An example of forward scattering
energy spectra [6] is shown in Pig. 4 for two hydrated and one fresh Lou Island
obsidian samples. In this example 2.6 MeV alpha-particles with incident and
emergent angles of 10° to the surface were used. The advantage of this technique
is that although hydrogen profiles could only be measured to a depth of 0.7 ym with
a depth resolution of 13 run at the surface, only a single measurement was required.

2.4 Prompt Nuclear Analysis

Beams of protons, deuterons or alpha-particles at low energies {0.5 to 3 MeV)
are usually used for PKA, but heavier ions (e.g. 7Li, 1 5N, 19F) are used for hydro-
gen depth profiling. The highest reaction rates with such beams are for light
nuclides (A < 30); even so the rates are usually much lower than for back scattering
or X-ray production. This can often be offset by the use of higher beam currents so
nuclear reactions - particularly Particle Induced Gamma Emission (PIGME) - provide
a very useful complement to BBS and PIXE measurements for light nuclides and
selected problems involving medium or heavy nuclides. A key feature of ion-induced
reactions at low energies is that they are suitable for the highly selective deter-
mination of one or a few isotopes rather than for general multielement analysis.
They can therefore play an important role for some problems which are difficult to
resolve by other analytical techniques. Particularly important is the fact that
depth profiles of many light nuclides can be measured non-destructively. A biblio-
graphy of applications reported up to 1976 is given by Bird [7].

2.4.1 Ion-gamma reactions

Particle induced gamma emission is normally measured by placing a suitably
shielded gamma-ray detector beside a vacuum chamber in which samples are irradiated,
but an external beam can be used. Although the response function for g^mma-ray
detectors can be quite complex, it is usually satisfactory to subtract a line con-
tinuum function to a group of closely spaced peaks. Because of the ease with which
gamma-rays escape from a sample, the PIGME method is particularly straightforward
for measurements on artefacts. Variations in surface angle have no serious effect
on the yield and some degree of surface roughness can be tolerated. A PIGME spec-
trum is shown in Fig. 5 for an Admiralty Islands pottery sample irradiated with
2.5 MeV protons. In this case, prominent peaks can be seen from Na, Li, Mg, Al
and F. The high energy (6 to 7 MeV) gamma-rays from the 19F(n,ay)16O reaction can
be counted as a group to obtain the best sensitivity for fluorine determination.
Statistical accuracies of 1% or better can be achieved in a few minutes for high
count rate reactions (e.g. for Li, Be, B, F, Na and Al) and a precision of 5% or
better can be obtained for elements present at levels well above sensitivity limits.

2.4.2 Ion-ion reactions

These reactions have been used extensively for studies of thin surface layers
of light nuclei, particularly the isotopes of H, B, C, N, O and F. Their use in
archaeology has been limited to the measurement of sulphur on the surface of a
nickel coin [8), and the study of the surface of a bronze arrowhead, by BBS and
(d,p) reactions, to determine C, N and O [9].
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2.4.3 Depth profiling

Energy lost by ions as they penetrate a sample provides the basis of a measure-
ment of concentration profiles to depths of up to 10 pm. In resonance scanning,
when using an isolated narrow resonance, the incident ion energy is scaled upwards
from the resonance energy to determine, point by point, the isotopic concentration
inwards from the surface. The depth scale is determined by the stopping power of
the incident ions and the angle at which the sample is mounted relative to the beam
direction. The maximum depth is determined by the spacing between the resonance
being used and the next higher energy resonance. Sensitivity is typically in the
range 10 ug/g to 10% with some favourable reactions giving lower detection limits.
The need for point by point measurement increases the total measurement time;
therefore it is usually necessary to use quite low beam currents to avoid the
possibility of beam-induced changes in the depth profile. An example of the method
and the beam-induced profile change has been given by Coote [10] and is shown in
Fig. 6. Here, the sodium profiles l(a) and l(b) were measured in an obsidian arte-
fact from the Admiralty Islands, using a broad beam and (a) increasing beam energy,
then decreasing the energy (b). However, when a focused beam having very high
current densities was used for energy scans 2, 3 and 4, an enhanced Ma profile was
measured.

3. SOME APPLICATIONS

3.1 Elemental Analysis - Provenance Studies

It is quite clear that almost all of the individual ion beam methods can pro-
vide information on elemental composition, and together can supply data for the
entire element range. If they are to be used for provenance studies they have to
provide information that reveals similarities between source materials and enable
artefacts to be grouped with the source material. Obsidian and pottery are
materials that have been satisfactorily characterised by elemental analysis,
whereas flint, chert and native metals (with some minor exceptions) have proved
unsuccessful. A PIXE-PIGME measurement is ideal for this work as it can provide
data on up to 20 elements in only a five minute irradiation, and hence allows large
artefact collections to be sourced. With the aid of such measurements, it has been
established that obsidian was carried or traded over distances of 100 km or more in
New Britain at 11 000 BP and over distances of 400 km, including significant water
crossings, at 6800 BP. By 3500 BP, prime quality obsidian was extensively distri-
buted over 3500 km of the Melanesian island chain from the Admiralty Islands to
Vanuatu (New Hebrides).

3.2 Depth Profiles - Dating

There are many time-dependent processes which could be used to date artefacts
including the weathering of obsidian and the diffusion of fluorine, from ground-
water, into bones. The capability of ion-beam methods for non-destructive depth
profile measurements is therefore a major application of these techniques. The
diffusion of water molecules into obsidian is a highly complex process of exchange
between alkali ions (Na, K or Li) in the obsidian, and hydrogen or hydronium ions
derived from the surface water molecules. Resonance scanning with PIGME and for-
ward scattering are both used for hydrogen profile measurements in obsidian and
the PIGME scanning technique is used to determine Na and F profiles. The resonance
scanning method is also used extensively for F profile measurements in bone; Fig. 7
shows an example of this work in which a 2.5 MeV proton beam was focused to a spot,
250 nm by 50 ym, and scanned across a sectioned hand phalanx [11].
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3.3 Microbeam and External Beam - Jewellry and Paper

Although the majority of the applications of ion-beam techniques use mm diameter
proton beams with the samples inside vacuum chambers, the ability to focus beams down
to 1 pm diameter or extract the beam for external measurement has proved to be most
valuable for the analysis of archaeological samples. In some cases, an external beam
is required because the sample is too large to get inside the vacuum chamber, in
others it is used to prevent excessive sample heating. Microbeams are usually used
to examine the detail of inlays or inclusions, and in Fig. 8 an external microbeam
is being used to examine soldering alloys on a pendant from a gold necklace [12]. A
highly detailed study of the 42 line Gutenberg Bible has been carried out with the
external beam proton milliprobe at the University of California. This device was set
up for the rapid, inexpensive and harmless PIXE analysis of paper, inks, illuminations
and binding of early printed books and manuscripts [13].

3.4 Surface Studies - Glazes

For these studies, the short range of ions in a target becomes an advantage,
and the ion beam methods have high sensitivity for metals and are non-destructive.
If required, depth profile measurements can be made. Wiey are used extensively to
study and identify glazes and coatings; the study of a guard-ring on an ancient
sword from China showed the earliest known use of K-Ca glass [14].
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STUOiLS OF OUSID1AN AND GLASS VIA THL NUCLEAR MlCROPHOUfc

AND yuoiuM DEprts PROFILES

Graeme Ccoto,
Institute of Nuclear Sciences,

Lower Hutt, NEW ZEALAND.

ABSTRACT The 1012 anri 1164 keV resonances in the ^b'u{p,ay )̂ p£Jt? reaction hav._-
been used to measure the depth profile of sodium in r-ydrated surfaces oi obsidian,
pyrex and soft glass. Applications include a study of Kibor^tory nydration of ob-
siJian, and the effect of outocluving on botcles used in hospital practice.
Dating of obsidian artefacts should be possible. Obsidian and pyrex behave in ^
remarkable way when the proton team is focused: in a specific part of the profil..-
the sodium moves radially toward the beam, leading to a striking enhancement oi
the profile. An explanation and a possible application tire proposed.

1. Introduction.
Almost all typos of glass contain so'ium, which is the most mobile constituent.

Previous studies (1,2) have shown that the hydration oi a glass surface involves
the outward diffusion of sodium ions M M their replacement oy iiytirat.xi hydrogen
ions which diffuse inward from the surface. The depth profile of sodium therefore
defines the "hydration rim". Lngelmann (j) exploited the reaction --^ua(p,aY )̂ (\v--
to compare the leaching properties of different glasses, with, application to th.
storage of nuclear wastes. Of more interest in hew Zealand is the aating of exca-
vated obsidian artefacts; the present work was started with this aim but the
method !ias proved to have wider applications.

The experimental technique is relatively simple (4). i\ beam of protons (uui-
rent about 30 nA, area about 4 rnrr} is incident at iiO° to rm obsidian surface, jiiii
the 1634 keV gamna rays from ^°Ne are detected in a 7511m by 7Smn sodium iodide-
crystal. The two useful resonances are at 101.? and 1164 koV: the yield from th.-
latter is 10 times higher but the useful energy range is less. The analyziny may-
net was recycled in a standard manner before beginning the neasureiiients, and tin-
depth zero determined by profiling a freshly chipped surface. The accelerator en-
ergy was increased in steps of 1.7 keV (0.1 i>ilz on the M.H.R.) atvi the gariina ray
yield nieasui-ed each time for a deposited charge of 5 jaC. To check for possible
changes in the profile during measurement, it was measured twice, stepping the: en-
ergy upwards at first then downwards.

The surface must be conducting; I applied a thin carbon coating front «.m ore,
as well as a few touches of Aquadag to ensure good contact to the aluminium hold-
er. The beam was blocked each time the energy was being changec, to allow
to leak to the surface. From published analyses and densities of the Kvit
the stopping power was calculated, so the energy scale could be convex tt.-u to one
of penetration depth. rIhe measured profiles should be corrected for energy stray-
gling in the material; the profiles in this paper are plotted from tlie ri-w data
so sliould rise and fall more steeply tlvm is shown.

2. Experimental results with a defocused beam.
Profiles were measured in naturally hydrated obsidian frcm New Zealand and sev-

eral other countries. Taking the midpoint of the iront edge as a iiie«sure of tlit
depth of hydration, no depths greater than ljum were observed. Kesults from over-
seas laboratories (usually derived by an optical method) suggest a depth of 1~?jutu
in a century, which might imply that all these surfaces wore young. But uatiJ
different techniques have been intercompareu on a set of speciinc-ns such conclu-
sions must remain tentative.

Many attempts have been made to calibrate obsidian dating technicjues by iiydmt-
ing the material in the labor.,tory, usually with specimens inr,-.ersed in a beaker of
water at constant teniperature for many months. I investigated specimens which had
been held at temperatures frrm 10 to 70°C for intervals from 7 to li:0 days. The
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profiles showed that the hydration tecluiique had been faulty, in that an equili-
brium depth had been attained within 7 days, presumably because the water had be-
come sufficiently alkaline to etch away the surface. The method has since been
modified, with the water changed daily, but results are not yet available. In one
laboratory the specimens had been exposed to water vapour; the results were even
more extreme, showing a cyclic pattern of hydration and etching which repeated
several times during six months. These results suggest that in some natural envi-
ronments the etching rate might be significant, perhaps invalidating the proposed
dating method.

The profiling technique was applied to a practical problem- the behaviour of
the inner surfaces of soft glass bottles used in hospital practice, and sterilized
in an autoclave after each use. These special bottles are treated during iranuftic-
ture so that the surface is depleted in sodium, which might contaminate the stored
solutions. The conventional view is that after one high temperature sterilization
the surface will recover the bulk composition, so th. bottles shoulci not be
reused. Depth profiling shared that this was not so; after 17 treatments the de-
pleted layer was even deeper than in the original surface- good news for the nos-
pitals, though not the manufacturers.

3. Effect of focusing the proton beam.
In order to compare the sodium profiles at different places on an artefact, th;_>

proton beam was focused to a current density of about 4 ph/ma^. We were surprise
to find that in a specific part of the profile the yield per unit charge increased
by as much as five times, though the midpoint of the leading edge did not shift.
Results from a typical measurement, (Fig.la), show how the broad beam profile al-
tered to became that induced by the focused beam? the curve showing the transi-
tion between them at one energy is shown, but the final profile is independent of
the beam energy which was set. Once the profile had stabilized with its new shape
the beam was scanned in a linear or two-dimensional pattern, sometimes at several
energies. Fig.lb illustrates the general finding: sodium has diffused to*«rds
the focused beam, to form a spike with a half-width of about 0.2 mm. This does
not occur in the bulk of the material, only in the voiumo in which tr.ere had ix-̂ n
a sodium U»nd hydrogen) gradient. This "profile enhancement" occurred in all ob-
sidian varieties examined, tlojgh there were differences in height and half-width
of the resulting profiles. Does the same effect ocur in pyrex? Fig.2a shows that
it is even more pronounced, while linear scans (Fig.2b) show clearly liow thu sodi-
um concentration changes between the bulk material and the spike, studies of soft
glass showed a small effect only, with sodium movement mainly torfard the surface.

4. Conclusions.
If the current density of the proton beam is low enough (0.04jaA/mnr) the sodium

profiles in glass arid obsidian can be easily KKiasured without causing any change,
provided the surface is rendered conducting and charge can leak away. Artificial
hydration techniques must be sucn that etching of the surface is minimizes. The
siqnificance of etching in an arciiaeological site is not known but coulil be inves-
tigated by burying samples for a year or so.

In obsidian and hard glass, sodium has the remarkable property of diffusing to-
ward a focused proton beam, probably due to the radial interchange of hydrogen and
sodium. This effect might provide a rapid method for comparing the resistance to
leaching environments of different formulations of glass, with relevance to t.he
storage of nuclear waste.

inferences
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SELECTED TOPICS IN SURFACE ANALYSIS BY HIGH-ENERGY ION BEAMS

J.W. B u t l e r *

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, DC 20375, USA

ABSTRACT

This paper reviews recent developments in selected areas of analysis of
surface layers by means of high-energy ion beams. The first part of the paper
illustrates the complementary use of a variety of methods, both nuclear and
nonnuclear, to solve a single problem: The nature of the surface of a bearing-
steel sample implanted with titanium ions. The second part describes some
refinements to the nuclear resonance profile method, including (i) modification
of the calculation algorithm for the yield from a narrow resonance to include the
Vavilov theory for fluctuations in energy loss, (ii) a matrix approach to the
calculation of the depth concentration profile, and (iii) a more efficient method
of numeric integration.

COMPLEMENTARY TECHNIQUES

Every method of analysis of surface layers has certain strengths and
weaknesses. This section illustrates the advantages of teamwork in the use of
complementary techniques in solving a complex problem, one that involved 8
analysis techniques and 16 researchers from 4 institutions. But in this example
there was no formal organization—only common goals and intercommunications.

The implantation of titanium ions into a bearing-steel disk was found to
produce several major changes in the tribological properties of the disk:
reduced friction, sliding wear, and corrosion. The question to be addressed
is this: What are the critical changes produced in the surface by the implanta-
tion process?

1 48 49
Gossett used the narrow 1007-keV resonance in the Ti(p,y) V reaction

and a high-resolution Ge(Li) detector to obtain a depth concentration profile of
the implanted titanium atoms, and Singer made Auger electron spectroscopy
measurements, which revealed carbon atoms, in addition to the titanium atoms, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. Analysis of the various lineshapes indicated the
existence of Tic, which can perhaps account for part of the reduction in friction
and wear. But another major question arises: What was the source of the carbon?

In a concurrent series of experiments, Knapp et al. implanted titanium ions
into pure single-crystal iron samples and examined the microstructure with a
transmission electron microscope, finding that the implantation process had
produced an amorphous layer on the surface, containing iron, titanium, and
carbon.

* Present address: Visiting Scientist, Materials Research Laboratories,
Defence Science and Technology Organisation, Maribyrnong, Victoria,
Australia.
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Fig. 1. Depth concentration profiles of titanium and carbon atoms following the
implantation of titanium ions only, into a bearing-steel sample, as
obtained from Auger analysis with ion beam milling.

Ihe existence of this amorphous layer on the surface can contribute to the
reduction of friction, wear, and corrosion. Next they studied further the
crystallinity near the amorphous region, with 1.8-MeV He+ ion channeling along
the <100> direction, with glancing angle detection, resulting in Fig. 2. In
light of the transmission electron microscope results, the disorder peaks near
the surface are interpreted as indicating a partially amorphous region. At each
depth the height of the disorder peak relative to the random yield for each
fluence is interpreted to be a measure of the percentage of amorphous material.
The channelling data of Fig. 2, together with the Auger data of Fig. 1 and (d,p)
nuclear reaction analysis data (which showed negligible subsurface oxygen but
significant levels of carbon, decreasing as a function of depth) imply that the
production of . the amorphous region might depend on the introduction of an
impurity from the surface, probably carbon from vacuum system contaminants. But
this model for the source of the carbon remained only a hypothesis.

Ihe direct observation of the source mechanism for the carbon awaited one
more complementary experiment. Singer and Barlak, introduced CO into the
implantation chamber as a controlled impurity; and with secondary ion mass
spectrometry they measured the C/ C concentration ratio within the target as a
function of depth and found the value of this ratio to be higher than during
implantations with normal contaminants, by a factor of about 20 to 50, thus
indicating that the source of the carbon was vacuum system contamination,
followed by diffusion.

A significant question still remained: What was the mechanism for diffusion
of the carbon into the sample? On the basis of measurements made by Kelly and
Sanders, Knapp ^t^ &1_. concluded that the mechanism was not recoil implantation
but was probably thermal diffusion.
assessment of the diffusion mechanism.

no
rFarkas and Singer promise a definitive
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Pig. 2. Ion channeling spectra from 1.8-MeV He ions incident along the <100>

direction of a single crystal of iron (except for a modified region near
the surface) for several fluences of implanted titanium ions.

NUCLEAR RESONANCE PROFILING

Nuclear resonance profiling is substantially more complex and time consuming
than most other surface analysis techniques, hence should not be used for
everyday analyses; but this technique can solve some analysis problems that
cannot be solved by any other method. The version of the technique described
here, as developed by Dunning, involves measuring the yield from one or two
narrow (p,Y) or (p,«) resonances, associated with the impurity of interest as a
function of bombarding energy. The yield thus measured is then compared with
that calculated by the equation

/ (1)

in

where IJ_ represents the number of impurity atoms per unit volume as a function of
depth x; h_ represents the energy spectrum of bombarding ions as a function of
bombarding energy, incident beam energy E^n/ and depth; and a represents the
nuclear cross section as a function of the difference between ion energy E and
resonance energy.

Dunning has written a program in Fortran IV to perform this triple integra-
tion. The initial beam energy distribution was obtained by both measurement and
calculation. Ihe distribution of fluctuations of energy losses inside the target
came from Vavilov's theory, which is valid for thin and moderately thick targets
whereas Bohr's theory is valid only for moderately thick targets. The function o
came from nuclear data tables.

Figure 3 illustrates the application of this technique. The problem was to
find the depth concentration profile of hydrogen in an epitaxial layer of SiO2 on
a silicon substrate. The sample was bombarded with Li ions in the vicinity of
a strong 1H( Li,y) Be resonance at 3050 keV. In Fig. 3, the histogram represents
the actual depth concentration profile of hydrogen (from fabrication parameters),
the solid curve was calculated from Eq. (1), and the open circles represent the
experimental yield values, all as a function of depth in the target, represented
here in terms of the average energy loss in units of keV of the Li ions, with
zero representing the resonance energy.
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Pig. 3. Example of the experimental gamma-ray yield (circles), the calculated
yield (solid curve), and the actual concentration profile (histogram)
for a silicon sample containing hydrogen.

Applications of this technique so far have involved finding the depth con-
centration profiles of trace amounts of the impurities hydrogen, sodium, and alu-
minium in semiconductor devices or materials. Ihese impurity elements are impor-
tant in semiconductor devices because of their effect on the carrier density.

POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS TO THE NUCLEAR RESONANCE PROFILING TECHNIQUE

In his final report Dunning suggested a more elegant and efficient proce-
dure, constructing a matrix M_ from Eq. (1), characteristic of all the parameters
of the problem except the depth concentration profile. Then with V_ representing
a vector, characteristic of the profile, the yield becomes

MP. (2)

If the matrix H_ can be successfully inverted, then the depth concentration
profile JP may be obtained directly from

P = M~1 Y (3)

without the need for the cut-and-try iteration described above.

In principle, the inversion of Q is straightforward, but in practice it can
be very difficult. The reason for this difficulty is that the process for
evaluation of a determinant tends to amplify uncertainties (including computer
roundoffs) and to diminish the net value. For a large matrix it is not rare for
the uncertainty of its determinant to exceed the net value. However, it appears
that an algorithm has now been developed to solve this problem.

Another potential improvement in the convenience and efficiency of the
nuclear resonance profiling technique is the development of more efficient
algorithms for evaluating the definite integral of a function (or for finding the
area under a curve) since the triple integral of Eq. (1) involves many numeric
integrations. Such algorithms have recently been developed but have not yet
been applied to the nuclear resonance profiling technique. Because the
efficiency of numeric integration procedures is important to several methods of
surface layer analysis (e.g., ion backscattering), it appears appropriate here to
review briefly the essentials of these new integration algorithms.
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The technique is based on experimental observations of the behaviour of the
error of the trapezoid method for numeric integration, as a function of the
iteration number N_, where the range of integration is divided into 1 = 2
intervals. A wide range of functions was studied: polynomials, nonpolynomiaIs
that can be well represented by polynomials, functions that cannot be well
represented by polynomials, functions that are discontinuous and have derivatives
that are discontinuous, and functions that have singularities and have
derivatives with singularities, within the range of integration.

For all functions studied, the error of the trapezoid method was found to
approach zero, as a function of I*, as a composite series of discrete geometric
progressions, somewhat analogous to the decay of a sample containing several
radionuclides. This characteristic manifests itself in the following way. The
improvement factor of the trapezoid method (or the ratio of the errors for
adjacent iterations) approaches an asymptotic limit. Hie common ratio of the
associated geometric progression is equal to the value of the asymptote. When
the value of this common ratio is used to extrapolate the associated error to
zero (analogous to removing one component radionuclide from a group of
radionuclides), the improvement factor of the extrapolated value also exhibits
asymptotic behavior, with the second asymptote value (corresponding to the common
ratio of the second geometric progression) being some multiple (such as 2 or 4)
of the first value. When this process is repeated to its ultimate limit (i.e.,
when adjacent extrapolated values are equal), the result is a series of asymptote
values (or common ratios) that characterize the function in question or any other
function of the same general algebraic form.

The algorithm may be written

FOR J = 2 TO J_final (4)
T(J,N) = (R(J-1)*T(J-1,N) - T(J-1,N-1))/(R(J-D-1)

NEXT J

Here £_ is the order of the extrapolation (J = 1 represents the trapezoid value, J
= 2 represents the first extrapolated value, . . . ) , T(J,N) is the Jth order value
of the area for iteration number _N, and R(J-1) is the extrapolation ratio as
determined by the asymptote value of the (J-1)-level improvement factors.

Algorithm (4) includes as special cases several previous methods, as shown
below.

J Rj-1 Algorithm

1 - Trapezoid method
2 4 Simpson's rule
3 16 Richardson extrapolation
4 64 Romberg extrapolation

These special-case algorithms are generally efficient f<~i functions that can be
well represented by polynomials; however, the investigation revealed that
occasionally they are counterproductive; e.g., sometimes Simpson's rule leads to
a larger error than that of the trapezoid method, even for well behaved
functions.
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foregoing discussion presumes that for at least one function of the
class the true value of the definite integral is known so that the errors can
readily be calculated, leading to improvement factors. A more general algorithm,
not so restricted, exploits the following property of a geometric progression:
that the ratio of differences related to three consecutive values is equal to the
ratio of errors (or is equal to the improvement factor). That is to say, if A1,
A,, and A, are the trapezoid values of the area for three consecutive iterations,

if A_ is the true area,
progression, then

and if the trapezoid values constitute a geometric

A2 -
A 3 " A 2

= Improvement Factor. (5)

Generally the trapezoid values do not constitute a pure geometric progression,
but rather constitute a series of discrete geometric progressions, and approach a
pure geometric progression as the iteration number N_ increases, and as the
"short-life" progressions drop out. Hence, Eq. (5) is not exact, but
nevertheless constitutes a useful approximation that improves as S_ increases. A
hierarchical series of extrapolations of the trapezoid value by means of the
improvement factors from Eq. (5) leads, as it turns out, to an even more rapid
acceleration than does the set of asymptote values of the improvement factors.

Fiqure 4 illustrates the relative accelerations of several methods for the
2 1/2

numeric integration of the function (4/it)(2x-x ) ' from x = 0 to x = I, related
to the value of the area under the quadrant of a circle centered at coordinates
(1,0). The ordinate of Fig. 4 is the common logarithm of the error, and the
abscissa is the logarithm (base 2) of the number of intervals into which the
range of integration is divided. & e methods, from top to bottom, are the
trapezoid method (T), Simpson's rule (S), Richardson/Romberg extrapolation (R),
extrapolation with the asymptote values of the improvement factors (F), and
extrapolation with the ratio-of-differences method {¥). Note that for N = 5, the
error of the Simpson's-rule method is more than 10 times that for the proposed
method (P).

CIRCLE
SQR(2«X-X«X>

1 3 4 5 6 ?
ITERRT10N NUMBER N

8 10

Fig. 4. Logarithm of the absolute value of the errors as a function of iteration
number for several methods for the numeric integration of the quadrant
of a circle.
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CSIRO HEAVY ICN ANALYTICAL FACILITY

S.H. SIE

CSIRO Division of Mineral Physics, Institute of Energy and Earth Resources,
P.O. Box 136, North Ryde, NSW 2113

1. Introduction

Applications of accelerator based nuclear techniques of analysis have increased
dramatically within the past decade, making the accelerator one of the most
versatile tools in many disciplines as varied as archeology is from medicine and
material science. The introduction of accelerator techniques in the geosciences is
only beginning, and their potential in studies of mineralogy and mineral exploration
are gradually being recognized. An effective deterrent to most aspiring research
establishment to acquire an accelerator laboratory has been the complexity of the
machine, requiring substantial infrastructure and expertise. The new generation of
accelerators streamline most of the operating requirements, simplifying their use
considerably. Representative of these is the Tandetron family of accelerators of
the General Ionex Company, USA. The Division of Mineral Physics commissioned the
company for a 2.25 MV Tandetron accelerator, recently installed at its North Ryde
laboratory. The laboratory, to be known as HIAF - the Heavy Ion Analytical
Facility, was designed to fulfil a number of objectives in the Division, as well as
the broader aspect of the energy and minerals research objectives of the Institute
of Energy & Earth Resources.

2. The Facility

Fig. 1 shows the outline of the laboratory, occupying the ground floor of a new
building at North Ryde. The aro.a boxed by the dotted line indicates the components
of the system supplied by General Ionex, consisting of the ion-source, injector
magnet, accelerator, analysing magnet and the switching magnet. The Tandetron
belongs to the tandem electrostatic accelerator family, with the usual negative ion
acceleration as the first stage, followed by charge stripping in the high voltage
terminal and further acceleration of the resultant positive ions.

The two stage acceleration involving charge exchange reaction is essential in
one of new uses of the accelerator, namely the ultra-sensitive mass spectroscopy
(USMS) to be discussed further below.

Two kinds of ion sources were supplied, a duoplasmatron and Caesium sputter
source. The Duoplasmatron is used to produce the negative ion beam by direct
extraction, such as H~, 0~. For alpha particles, He is extracted and passed
through a Li charge exchange canal inside the injector magnet block.

The sputter source is used to produce negative beam from solid samples. A
sputter source is also an essential ingredient in the ultra-sensitive mass
spectroscopy.

Although the accelerator was originally ordered as a 2.25 MV, it was
subsequently upgraded to allow operation at higher voltages. Table 1 shows the
result of part of the acceptance test conducted at the General Ionex plant in
February 1983. The accelerator's performance was in all cases better than the
specifications.
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Fig. 1 Schematic lay-out of the HIAF laboratory at North Ryde. The dotted line box
indicates components supplied by General Ionex Corporation. For the commissioning
period, two beam lines will be operational

Table 1
Partial Acceptance Test of the CSIRO Tandetron (Feb. 83)

Specification Test

Terminal voltage:

Beam currents:
Duo plasmatron; protons
(direct extraction)
03+

(with Li exchc.;ge canal)
2+He

Hi conex sputter source:
Si3+

33+

2.25 MV

10 MA, 0.5-4.5 MeV

15 uA, 8 MeV

2 uA, 6.75 MeV

15 uA, 8 MeV

2.6 MV without beam
2.5 MV with beam

> 10 uA, 0.4-5 MeV

12 pA, 9 MeV

2 pA, 6.75 MeV

3 uA, 6.4 MeV
5.2 ]iA, 9 MeV
15 uA, 9 Mev
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As in all electrostatic accelerators, the terminal is insulated by means of
pressi -•zed insulating gas, in the present case sulfur hexafluoride. Up to 500 kg
of SFg is needed to provide about 8 bars of pressure. A novel gas handling system
based on cryogenic method of gas transfer has been designed and built for the
accelerator* The transfer of gas from the accelerator to the system was effected by
cooling a bank of Al gas bottles by liquid nitrogen. In the reverse process, latent
heat to re-evaporate the SFg liquid is provided by heater elements using water as a
distributing medium.

The main advantage of this system is the closed loop nature, and the absence of
any compressors, reducing the sources of gas contamination to a minimum. A
provision for a gas drying system is also incorporated in the design.

All the beam lines past the switching magnet, and the research apparatus, were
designed and constructed at the North Ryde Laboratory. The switching magnet has
provision for five beam lines, of which two will be in operation for the
commissioning in October 1983.

3. Research programme

The first beam line is designed for Rutherford backscattering (RBS)
measurements, including channeling with a two axes goniometer operable in ultra high
vacuum. Nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) can also be conducted on the same beam
line.

The second beam line is dedicated to charged particle induced X-ray excitation
(PIXE) measurements. It will incorporate an electrostatic quadrupole microprobe
lens system, based on the so-called "Russian quadruplet" configuration. To fulfil
the requirement of standard mineralogical practice, an optical system with viewing
angle normal to the specimen target and a magnification of greater than 200 will be
part of the system, as well as a scanning ability. A beam profile of less than 5
micrometers in diameter is envisaged initially, to be gradually improved towards
submicron dimension.

Light element is best detected using very thin specimens by the RBS technique,
which can complement PIXE data.

Detection of H, C, N, and 0 constitutes one of a number of important aspects of
geological and petrological study. Hydrcgen usually occurs in conjunction with 0 as
water, and determines various properties. For example, water in quartz increases
its plasticity. H can be detected by the NRA technique using the inverse resonant
reaction H (N15, ay) C 1 Z at 6.385 MeV energy of the N 1 5 beam. Fig. 2 shows the
capability of this technique for detecting moisture at level as low as ~1% in a thin
film of ZrO2, produced by electron bombardment assisted by Ar ions.1 The
corresponding RBS spectrum shows the main components of the thin film.

The impact of proton or alpha microprobes in mineralogy and geology in general
can be anticipated by recalling the effect of electron microprobes. The probing
ability of e-probes allowing in-situ analysis, with sensitivity of ~1000 ppm,
increased the number of known minerals by more than 50%. The use of proton
microprobes is unlikely to result in new discoveries, but the ability to study trace
elements in the 1-10 ppm regime will have significant impact. Distribution of trace
elements is an important information in mineralogy, in understanding the ore-genesis
and mineralisation process, with obvious economic consequences in mineral
exploration.

Fig* 3 shows the result of a pilot study of common mineral spinel taken with the
Harwell microprobe.2 Previous study of the same spot of the same mineral grain
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Fig. 2 An example of combined RBS and NRA study of a thin film of ZrO?. The RBS
spectrum showed the Hf impurity and the incorporation of Ar in the sample from the
manufacturing process. The hydrogen content was obtained using a resonant reaction

with N 1 5 beam

3 MeV protons on spinel

Channel no.

Fig. 3 An example of the trace element detection capability of the PIXE technique
using a beam microproba. Peak to background ratio and thus sensitivity can be

increased further by using wavelength dispersive detector.
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using e-probe did not show the Ga at 70 ppm. The spectrum was taken with an energy
dispersive system, i.e. a Si(Li) detector. With a wavelength dispersive system,
planned for the CSIRO micrbprobe, peak to background ratio can be improved even
further, allowing perhaps detection below 1 ppm.

4. Ultra Sensitive Mass Spectroscopy

An instrument with the capability of probing with high sensitivity combined with
isotopic detection feature is bound to revolutionize the earth sciences, the advent
of ion-probe spectrometry created a considerable excitement in the geosclences, but
it was soon realized that molecular and isobaric interferences created considerable
problems. These problems can be solved by an energy analysis system with very high
resolution, but usually at the expense of efficiency, hence feasibility.

An alternative solution was proposed and demonstrated by a number of groups.
By accelerating the ions to MeV energies, molecular ions become unstable and break-
up into their atomic constituents. In addition, techniques of particle
identification such as time of flight or proportional counter with features to
measure energy losses can be used to further discriminate isobars and other
background. An example of the typical spectra obtainable is shown in Fig. 4,
showing sensitivity in the ppb range. More importantly, this accelerator based
ultra-sensitive mass spectroscopy can also be used to measure isotopic ratios in the
regime of 1:10 . With this sensitivity, it is now possible to use various
cosmogenic radionuclei such as Be10, Al26, Cl36 in addition to the familiar C 1 4 as
tracers. These nuclei are ubiquitous but occur only in minute quantitites.

Figure 5 shows an example obtained by the same group at Bochester* of the
results of measurement in groundwater for Cl , which acts as a good tracer of
underground water movement.
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Fig. 6 A schematic diagram of the beam line dedicated to USMS, featuring a 12°
spherical analyzer and a proportional counter for particle identification,

A system proposed for the CSIRO facility is shown in Fig. 6, to be installed as
one of the beam lines. Ihe magnetic analysis is followed by E/q analysis to reduce
background, prior to final analysis in either a dE/dx proportional counter or a time
of flight system, the E/q analyser is a spherical electrostatic with a radius of 4
m and 12° deflection.

Current installations of USMS do not allow probing of the sample - typically
sputtering beams of ~ 0.5 mm diameter are utilized, however this will be rectified
by the futuro development of a source incorporating a microprobe sputtering gun.
Such instrument will be of great importance for instance in geochronological study
based on Pb isotopic ratios in zircons. Ihe main difficulty in dating zircon is the
effect of diffusion and leaching of the Pb, resulting in uneven distribution hence
discordant ages. The ability to probe it away from the edges will result in more
reliable ages.

5. Summary

The CSIRO HIAF laboratory is designed to facilitate the applications of various
ion-beam analysis techniques, RBS, P1XE and MA, to problems in energy research and
the geosciences. The USMS facility will provide a powerful tool for isotope
studies, with many exciting prospects.
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COMPARATIVE DEPTH PROFILING BY RBS AND AES

OF ION IMPLANTED Al, Ni AND THEIR OXIDES

D.K. Sood, P.J.K. Paterson
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology

We present a systematic comparison of depth profiling by RBS and AES techniques.
The systems chosen are - a) Ni and Cr implants in Al and AI2O3, and b) Mg and Ce -
implants in Ni. A Varian scanning Auger system operating at base vacuum -2 x 10"x

Torr is employed for AES depth profiling using 0»5 - 3keV Ar ion sputtering. RBS
analysis is performed with a 1.8 MeV He beam employing a glancing exit geometry
for high depth resolution. Effect of surface preparation on depth profiling is
also investigated.
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SAFEGUARDS RESEARCH AT THE A.A.E.C.

J.W. Boldeman

Australian Atomic Energy Commission
Lucas Heights Research Laboratories

The Australian Atomic Energy Commission has received a contract from the
Department of Foreign Affairs to develop safeguards instrumentation as part of
the Australian assistance program to the IAEA. The first instrument in this
project, the gas Phase Enrichment Monitor, has been accepted by the IAEA and is
in use at the Japanese centrifuge plant.

Progress in the development of an improved version of the HLNCC will be
discussed.
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SPHERICAL ABERRATION IK A PROTON MICROPROBE

D.N. Jamieson and G.J.F. Legge

School of Physics
University of Melbourne
Parkville, Victoria, 3052

This paper describes the effects of spherical aberration in a proton microprobe,
a calculation of the size of the spherical aberration described in terms of spherical
aherration coefficients and how the spherical aberration may be corrected by means of
octupoles. These subjects are discussed relative to the Melbourne Proton Microprobe.

The Melbourne Proton Microprobe (1) or MP, consists of a Russian antisymmetric
quadruplet (2) of quadrupole lenses that focus a beam from a circular object
diaphragm which may be set to diameters of 5, 11.5, 25, 35, 50 or 100 ym. A distance
of 5m downstream, the divergence of the beam entering the lenses is set by a circular
aperture diaphragm which may be set to a range of diameters between 0.25 and 4mm.

Taking the z-axis as pointing in the beam direction, first order beam optics
theory gives the size of the image in the x (horizontal) and y (vertical) planes as:

x. = M xl x o

respectively, where x and y are the half extents of the beam in the object plane,

x. and y. are the half extents of the beam in the image plane and M and M are

the magnifications of the lenses in the x and y planes. For MI". M. = M = -0.05.
x y

These expressions may be taken to third order (3) in x ,/ , f and <f , where G and <|'

are the half divergences in the x and y planes measured at the object. Thus,
xi = Mx xo + 3 2 J

where the symbols <x/63>, <x/8<j)2>, <y/(f>3> and <y/62<j>> are the spherical aberration
coefficients, with <x/6(f>2>M = <y/flz(J>>M for an astigmatic lens system.

y x
It is desirable to make x. and y. as small as possible and this may be done by

reducing x and y . If the total beam current in the image is to be maintained at a
useable level then it will also be necessary to increase the diameter of the aperture
diaphragm, which increases 8 and <f> , and causes an undesirable increase of the image
size due to spherical aberration. °

It is possible to observe the effect of spherical aberration on the image by
means of CR-39 plastic track detector which undergoes damage when exposed to a beam
and is then etched (4). The image is obtained by first focussing the lenses using
paraxial rays (6 ,4 < O.lmr), then increasing the divergence (9_»*o > 0.3mr) and
allowing the image to fall onto a piece of CR-39 mounted in the same plane as the
paraxial image.

Fig.l compares an image obtained in this way with an image calculated by using
a set of rays traced by the beam optics computer program OXRAY (5).
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From the image on the CR-39 it is possible to determine approximate values of
the spherical aberration coefficients. The results together with coefficients
calculated by OXRAY and the computer program PRAM (see later) are in Table 1. These
results indicate that the computer programs model the system well.

For an astigmatic lens system it is possible to correct the spherical
aberration with three octupole lenses (6). For MP it is possible to arrange the
three octupoles with the four quadrupoles in a number of different permutations;
however in general the arrangement that requires the lowest octupole excitations is
with the octupoles inserted between the quadrupoles.

In theory the octupoles do not affect the first order properties of the system";
apart from causing the magnification to increase by requiring the quadrupoles to be
further separated. For this reason the octupoles need to be made as thin as possible.
Fig.2 shows the effect of octupoles on rays traced through the MP lens system
calculated b/ PRAM (Propagate Rays and Aberrations by Matrices). The rays are only
shown near the image plane.

Fig.3 shows the variation of octupole strengths as a function of image
distance for 2cm long octupoles in the MP system calculated using PRAM. Correction
of spherical aberration is impossible near an image distance of 3cm in this system.

Octupoles designed using PRAM and OXRAY arc currently under construction.

Coefficient

(x/63)

(x/Otf2)

(y/*3)

(y/e2*)

Magnitude
from fig.l

90

293

83

405

measured
(a)

Calculated by
OXRAY

-146

-496

-215

-431

Calculated by
PRAM

-155

-465

-266

-465

Table 1: A comparison between experimental and calculated spherical aberration
coefficients. Units are um/mr3.

(a) (b)

Fig.l: Experimental (a) and theoretical (b) images degraded by spherical aberration.
The scale is given by the box which is 40um square in each case.
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(b)

Fig.2: Rays in a region near the image plane without octuples (a) and with
octupoles (b) in the MP lens system. Rays starting above the axis are in the xoz
plane, rays starting below the axis are in the yoz plane. Rays with initial
divergence of 0.4, 0.3, 0.2 and O.lmr are shown for each plane. The paraxial image
plane is indicated by the short vertical bar. The rays are shown in the region
from 1.5cm upstream to 0.5cm downstream of the paraxial image plane and ±130ym
about the z axis.

Fig.3: Octupole strength in Tesla vs.
Image distance required to correct
spherical aberration in the MP
system.

o.o
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THE RESULTS OF AIM' EXAMINATION OF 31 HELLEIMISTIC SILVER

COINS USIKG PIXE

iv:r. James A. Buckley, Department of Archaeology,

The University of Sydney, IM.S.W. , 2006, Australia.

This paper discusses the results of an examination
incorporating the Particle Induced X-ray Emission analysis
technique (PIXE). The elemental composition of the surface
of 31 silver coins from the HelJenistic period (̂ th-ist
centuries B.C.) was provided by PIXE; this information
was combined with relevant numismatic and archaeological
data pertaining to each coin, and a broader interpretation
of the combined results attempted.

Since the provenances and minting dates of most spec-
imens were known, it proved possible in many cases to
compare the individual coin data with historical records.
Some tentative patterns emerged, the most important being
an apparent correlation between a progressive dilution
of silver content in two series of coins, and the clear
political decline of their respective issuing states (i.e.
the Ptolemies of Egypt and the Seleucids of Syria).

This short paper attempts to illuminate these and other
tentative results; it also briefly discusses the PIXE
procedure, and its role in the overall study.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A THERMOELECTRICALLY COOLED SOLID STATE DETECTOR PROBE

FOR ON-STREAM ANALYSIS OF MINERAL SLURRIES.

Gardner, K.J., Chensee, M.D., Hartley, P.E. and Watt, J.S.

CSIRO Division of Mineral Physics,

Lucas Heights Research Laboratories.

ABSTRACT

The development of an immersion probe for on-stream analysis of mineral
slurries is described. It is based on thermoelectric cooling of the silicon
solid state detector, with waste heat mainly from the Peltier cells, dispersed
through the walls of the probe to the slurry. The aim is to achieve an X-ray
energy resolution of 300 eV at 6 keV for a detector of area ^30 mm2.

1. INTRODUCTION

X-ray fluorescence and preferential absorption probes for the on stream
analysis of mineral slurries have been developed by the AAEC in collaboration
with the Australian mineral industry C 1). These probes, based on radioisotope
X-ray sources and scintillation detectors, have been marketed under licence by
Amdel since 1973. They have been suitable for about 9S% of all Australian
applications requiring the on-stream determination of Ni, Cu, Zn, Sn, Pb and U
in mineral concentrators.

The few applications for which they were not suitable mainly involved very
low levels of valuable minerals in residue streams, e.g. copper at 0.05 wt% in
the solids where the desired error is £0.005 wt%. Laboratory experiments in
1973 showed that this accuracy could be achieved by using a silicon solid state
detector with an energy resolution of 260 eV at 6 keVt2).

Solid state detectors are now being used for on-stream analysis of slurries
in sample by-lines, and very recently in probes immersed directly into plant
streams(1). These systems have a major disadvantage in that the detector
assembly must be cooled by liquid nitrogen. Maintaining a reliable supply of
liquid nitrogen presents services problems especially in remote areas.

Thermoelectric cooling of the detector assembly is an alternative to liquid
nitrogen and has been demonstrated in the laboratory by Madden (3). This paper
describes the development of a thermoelectrically cooled probe suitable for plant
use.

2. SOLID STATE DETECTOR SYSTEMS

The heart of a solid state detector system is the detector itself, a
specially fabricated silicon diode about 10 mm dia. by 3 mm thick, and its
associated field effect transistor (FET) preamplifier. Both of these components
must be mounted in vacuum and maintained at a low temperature.
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Conventional silicon solid state detector systems have the detector-FET
assembly mounted on one end of a copper rod; the other end is immersed in liquid
nitrogen. The temperature of the FET is maintained at about -140°C where 1 oise
is a minimum. Unfortunately this temperature cannot be reached with currently
available thermoelectric elements. The minimum practical temperature is about
-100°C. Even at -140°C only about 1 in 20 FETs have sufficiently low noise, and
even fewer can be used at the higher temperature.

To select FETs and measure the resolution which could be obtained at the
higher temperatures, a number of Texas Instruments 2N4416 FETs and a detector
manufactured by the AAEC(6 mm active diameter, 3 mm thick, guard ring) were
tested at various temperatures using solid ethanol for cooling. The resolution
for 6 keV X-rays was as follows:

Temperature Resolution (eV) Comment

"??? ?f? I Same detector
J and FFT

-95 300 ) a n a ttl

-90 325 - 400 Various FETs

/he resolution was also measured at -83°C using an early model thermoelectric
crvostat and found to be 440 eV. This poor resolution may be partly due to
Electronic noise pick up.

2. THERMOELECTRIC CRYOSTAT

To obtain the low temperatures required a number of stages of Peltier
thermoelectric modules must be cascaded, each cooling the stage above it. The
heat output from the detector assembly is only milliwatts but the heat to be
removed from the base stage is hundreds of watts. The design of the cryostat is
constrained by the following factors;

a) the detector and FET must be cooled to <-95°C to meet the requirements of
energy resolution of 300 eV at 6 keV,

b) the heat must be dispersed to a slurry of temperature up to 40°C, and

c) the vacuum must have a pressure of less than 10"5 Torr.

The most important factor in achieving the above requirements is thermal
design of the cryostat. A basic characteristic of thermoelectric cells is that
the temperature difference obtained is inversely proportional to the heat load on
the cold surface. This heat load in the present work is %70 mW and is due to the
FET C40 mW), detector, black body radiation and conduction through electrical
connectors. The cryostat must pump the 70 mW head load from -95°C up to the
slurry temperature of 40°C, i.e. a temperature difference of 135°C. This cannot
be achieved by any commercially available multistage cell and hence two sets of
cells, independently powered, have been used.

The detector assembly is glued onto a four stage cell (Cambion Model No.
801-1055) which achieves a temperature difference of 95°C while pumping a heat
load of 70 mW. This 'quad cell1 requires a maximum of 6 volts at 6 amps. The
temperature of the front end assembly is kept constant by varying the voltage of
of this power supply. The temperature of the warmer side of the quad cell is
about 0°C. It is soldered to a copper finger (Figure 1) which acts as a heatsink
through which 36 W of power is conducted from the heatsink.
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Four single stage cells (Cambion Model No. 801-1081) connected in parallel,
pump the 36 W from the copper finger at 0°C to the main heatsink, a cylindrical
copper shell, whose temperature is about 45°C when the slurry temperature is 40°C.
These cells operate at 24 volts and 14 amps. The total power of about 375 W is
conducted from the main heat sink through a stainless steel jacket to the slurry.
A change of slurry temperature of about 4 to 5°C causes the detector temperature
to change by only 1°C.

This Peltier cryostat meets the requirements of cooling the front end assembly
to -95°C for a hsat load of 70 mW and a slurry temperature of 40°C. The vacuum
chamber is maintained at 1 to 2 x 10"7 torr by a 2 Is'1 ion pump. A detector and
FET recently installed in this Peltier cryostat gave an energy resolution of
475 eV for 6 keV X-rays.

4. DISCUSSION

Work in the laboratory is currently directed towards improving the resolution
of the detector/FET combination by reducing the electrical noise pickup and by
selection of better FETs. It is planned to test large numbers of unmounted FET
chips to select those with the best characteristics for this application.

The Peltier cryostat is an integral part of the cylindrical slurry immersion
probe 14 cm in diameter and weighing 35 kg. It is planned to undertake a plant
trial of this probe at North Broken Hill Pty. Ltd. in conjunction with Amdel.
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ABSTRACT

The ash content of coal can be determined by a method based on pair
production. Coal is irrad:? ;ed with high energy gamma-rays and 0.511 MeV
annihilation and Compton scattered gamma-rays measured. Earlier laboratory tests
on ^50 kg samples of high ash coals gave errors of 0.46 to 1.3 wt% ash.

A plant test to assess the pair production gauge for direct on-line conveyor
belt analysis is described. This test was carried out on a recirculating coal loop
at the Broken Hill Pty. Ltd. coal washery pilot plant at Newcastle, N.S.W. Samples
were measured on-belt as a function of sample depth, compaction, moisture and
particle size.

The pair production gauge designed and developed by CSIRO is being manufactured
and marketed under licence by Mineral Control Instrumentation Pty. Ltd. The first
commercial pair production gauge was installed in late 1982 on a sample by-line at
Ulan Mines, NSW.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the coal industry, the use of on-line ash analysis techniques could bring
large cost savings, particularly in the control of coal washeries and blending
operations. In such applications, continuous on-line determination of ash to within
about 0.S to 1.0 wt% is highly desirable.

The CSIRO has developed two on-line ash gauges to overcome many of the
limitations in the previously reported methods of ash analysis (1). The first of
these, the low energy y-ray transmission (LET) gauge has been used directly on a
conveyor belt without contacting the coal. The second, the pair production (PP)
gauge, is less sensitive to variations in composition of the coal than the LET
gauge (1). A commercial PP gauge was installed on a 30 cm diameter sample by-line
at Ulan Mines, NSW, in late 1982. In this paper, the application of the PP
technique to direct on-line conveyor belt analysis is assessed.
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2. PAIR PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE

In the PP gauge (Fig.l) coal is irradiated by y-rays of energy above 1.022
MeV which interact with the coal to produce electron-positron pairs having a total
energy equal to that of the incident y-ray. The positron rapidly loses most of
its energy by collisions in the sample and subsequently annihilates by colliding
with an electron. Both the electron and positron disappear with the appearance of
two oppositely directed annihilation y-rays each of energy 0.511 MeV. The pair
production probability per unit weight is proportional to the average Z2/A of the
coal sample where Z = atomic number and A = atomic weight. This Z2/A dependence
forms the basis of the method to determine the ash content.

In the simplest form of the technique, a coal sample of thickness greater
than about 250 mm is irradiated with y-rays of energy >1.022 MeV and the resulting
0.511 MeV annihilation gammas and the Compton scattered radiation are measured
simultaneously in a backscatter assembly (2,3). Ash is calculated from the
measured count rates of the annihilation radiation (P) and the Compton (C)
scattered radiation using an equation of the form

Ash = f(P + gC) + h (1)

where f, g and h are constants.

The values of P and C, measured as a function of weight per unit area of coal,
are shown in Fig. 2. Laboratory work has shown that the shapes of the curves in
Fig.2 are similar for a wide variety of coal samples and that, over the range of
weight per unit area from 40 to 300 kg/m2, they can be expressed in the form

Ni - ci - di/W (2)

where c^ and d^ are constants, Nj = normalised pair or Compton count rate and
W = weight per unit area of coal. A weight per unit area measurement can therefore
be used to normalise the measured values of P and C to those obtained with a sample
of any chosen thickness using equations of the form

p = (pm " P e ) / N + pe ••• (3)
where P = normalised count rate and subscripts m and e refer to the measured and
empty count rates respectively. A similar expression applies to Compton count
rates.

3. FIELD TRIAL

A field trial to assess the PP gauge for direct on-line conveyor belt
analysis was carried out from November, 1982 to March, 1983 at BHP's coal washery
pilot plant at Newcastle, NSW. The PP gauge was mounted under the conveyor belt
and the weight per unit area of coal on the belt was determined by measuring the
transmission of 226Ra y-rays using a 51 x 51 mm Na I(T1) detector located above
the belt. The PP gauge was mounted on rails to enable it to be moved to the
side of the belt for the measurement of static bulk samples. A low-energy
transmission (LET) gauge was installed on the belt so that results for the LET
and PP gauges could be compared.

Pulses from the detectors were fed to gain-stabilised amplifiers and counters
in an air-conditioned electronics cabinet located adjacent to the plant. A PDP11
minicomputer in this cabinet collected spectra and count rates, calculated and
displayed ash concentrations and stored data on a dual floppy-disk unit.
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During the field trial, seven one-tonne samples of product and feed coals
containing from 8 to 32 wt% ash were sent past the gauges on the recirculating
coal loop. The conveyor belt speed was 70 mm/s. The thickness of coal on the
belt was varied in 50-60 mm steps over the range 60 to 220 mm by means of an
adjustable rubber plate above the belt at the output of the belt-loading hopper.
Samples were measured both uncompacted and compacted by means of a roller which
was lowered onto the surface of the coal on the moving belt. At each plate height,
at least 15 measurements of 5 minutes each and 10 measurements of 100 sec each
were made for each coal sample. Sub-samples were taken regularly from the belt
to monitor ash and moisture contents. Water was continually added to the coal
to minimise dust formation. As well, one coal sample was measured before and
after crushing to minus 10 mm.

More than 700 spectra and count rate measurements were collected during the
field trial. Preliminary analysis of these results indicates that the PP gauge
can be used to determine ash on conveyor belts to within about 1.3 wt% or better
over the full range of conditions described above. This error is reduced if the
weight per unit area of coal on the belt is greater than about 100 kg/m2 or if
the bulk density of coal does not vary widely. The normalisation factors
(Equation 2) are slightly density dependent, a problem which can be minimised by
either measuring the coal thickness on the belt or feeding the coal onto the belt
in a manner which gives a fairly uniform bulk density.

4. CONCLUSION

The PP technique can provide accurate measurements of the ash content of
coal in a constant geometry (1). This field trial has shown also that the PP
technique can be used to determine ash content of coal of thickness 60-220 mm on
a conveyor belt by an additional measurement of the weight per unit area of coal
on the belt by •y-ray transmission.
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Figure 1: Cross section view of
the pair production (FP)
gauge used for the
determination of the ash
content of static bulk
coal samples.

Figure 2: Normalised experimental
count rates of 0.511
MeV and Compton scatter
radiation measured as a
function of sample
thickness on the PP
gauge shown in Figure 1.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A GAS-PHASE FIELD IONIZAflON ION SOURCE
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ABSTRACT

A Field Ionization ion source has been developed to investigate the suitability
of using such a source with the Melbourne Proton Microprobe. Operating parameters
have been measured, and the source has been found to be brighter than the radio-
frequency ion source presently used in the Melbourne 5U Pelletron Accelerator.
Improvements to the source geometry to increase the current output are planned.

1. INTRODUCTION

The spatial resolution of the Melbourne Proton Microprobe can be improved by
reducing the object diaphragm and selecting paraxial rays, however in doing this
the intensity of the beam is decreased. If a brighter primary beam is produced by
the Pelletron Accelerator then a smaller object, and a less divergent beam may be
used in the microprobe, whilst maintaining an acceptably intense irradiation of the
target.

The physical brightness of an ion optical system of current I can be defined:
I s

B_, = a 2.S2,r Amps rad"2 m~2 V"1, where r is the radius of the extended source, a
p ii r w v 5 s

s s s
the semiangle of emission and V is the accelerating voltage of the beam.
Brightness can be shown to be asbeam invariant quantity upon the application of
Liouville's theorem to an ideal ensemble of charged particles.
Thus the brightness of the beam in the microprobe is determined by the brightness
of the ion source in the Pelletron Accelerator.

At present a commercial radio-frequency ion source is used in the accelerator
and it has a measured brightness of B =5 Amps rad"2 m"2 V 1 at a current of 9 ]iA,
which is moderately bright for a mediSm current proton source. An exceptionally
bright [B MxlO 7 Amps rad"2 m"2 V"1] ion source, using the process of Field
Ionization (F.I) has been developed for use with high resolution Scanning
Transmission Ion Microscopes.*' In this F.I ion source hydrogen gas is ionized by
the high electric field surrounding a sharp metallic needle tip placed at a high
positive bias voltage. A spectrum of HtH~ and H* ions are formed and accelerated
away by the electric field. Though the ion current produced is less than 'V'lO"7 Amps,
the beam is very bright due to the small size of the virtual source of the ions.

In order to investigate the possibility of developing a F.I ion source for use
in the Pelletron Accelerator, a Test Bench and prototype ion source have been built.

2. DESCRIPTION OF ION SOURCE

A schematic of the prototype F.I ion source is shown in Fig.l. The ion source
is housed in a stainless steel cylinder with a number of mechanical and electrical
feed-throughs, as well as two viewing ports designed to allow observation of the
emitter tip whilst the source is in operation. Metal seals are used exclusively
and the source is mounted on a stainless steel monitoring chamber that is
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Fig.l. Schematic diagram of the F.I source used in this experiment.

continuously baked, the entire system is maintained at a base vacuum of
1.5xl0"7 Torr by a 25 Is"1 ion pump.

High purity hydrogen gas is admitted into the region surrounding the ionizing
tip via a finely controlled valve. A calibrated thermocouple gauge monitors the gas
pressure in this area up to a pressure of SxlO"1 Torr, the differential pumping
aperture allows a high vacuum region to be maintained downstream by a 75 Is"1

Turbo-Molecular pump.

An electric field of F S 8xio Vm 1 is required to field ionize hydrogen,
which corresponds to an applied voltage of greater than 3 kV for a 0.2 pm radius
emitter mounted in the geometry employed in our prototype F.I ion source. The F.I
emitter tip is formed by electrolytically etching 125 \m diameter (110) orientated
Tungsten vire in a 1 N NaOH solution, and is welded to a supporting hair pin
filament. This assembly is then mounted in a ceramic high-voltage feedthrough which
is accurately aligned to ensure that the emitter is placed on the central optical
axis of the ion source.

The divergence of the ion beam is controlled by two separate adjustable
apertures and beam current is monitored by a Faraday Cup which has an electron
suppression ring. Shielding and triaxial cabling is used so that picoamp currents
can be measured. Total current is measured by an electrometer in series with the
power supply.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The electric field (F) of the surface of the emitter tip is given by: '

P- krt

where V is the applied voltage, r the emitter tip radius and k a constant determined
by the emitter-cathode geometry, for our prototype source k ^ 5.3.
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In order to find the electric field as a function of the applied voltage, the
emitter radius must be measured. Initially this was done by operating the source
in the Field Emission (F.E) mode, where a high negative voltage is applied to the
emitter, resulting in a significant electron current. Using the F.E current/
voltage characteristics and applying the Fowler-Nordheim theory for field emission,
it is possible to determine the emitter tip radius.3) The values obtained by this
method were uwnfirmed by examining the emitters under a high power optical
microscope.

The field ionization characteristic curves for two separate emitters are shown
in Fig.2. As both these emitters are of a relatively large radius the maximum
value of the electric field attained is only 1.6xlO10 Vm , at which point the
output stability is affected by gaseous discharges within the high pressure region
of the source. The threshold voltage for the onset of this instability can be
raised by decreasing the gas pressure, however the current output is linearly
related to gas pressure so a reduction in current results.

The brightness of each of the two beams represented in Fig.2 can be determined
from a calculation based on the area of the virtual emission region. This area is
much smaller than the actual tip size and is located at the centre of the
hemispherical tip termination. Beam divergence is measured by the aperture system
and by using the data from the characteristic curve the brightness of the beam may

be found.

The ion beam produced by emitter 1
has a brightness of B<\>680 Amps m~2 rad~2V"1

at a current of 10 pA? This indicates
that the F.I source is brighter than the
radio frequency source, however as the
current output is low, improvements to
both the emitter shape and emitter-cathode
geometry will be made in an effort to
extract larger currents from the Field
lonization source.
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Fig.2. Current output as a function of Electric Field
for two different single point Tungsten Emitters.
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ION OPTICS OF THE MELBOURNE UNIVERSITY 5U PELLETRON

R.A. Colman and G.J.F. Legge

School of Physics
University of Melbourne
Parkville, Victoria 3052

Abstract: A study is being undertaken of the ion-optics of a 5U Pelletron, used in a
Proton Microprobe. The optics of two components, the electrostatic lens and the
accelerator tube are considered here in some detail.

Introduction: The Melbourne University Microprobe uses a 5U Pelletron to provide
beams of H + and He + + ions. Continuing work on the Microprobe has resulted in a
reduction in spot size to the order of 1 ym.

So far, ion optical research has concentrated upon the focussing of the beam
emergent from the accelerator, and to a lesser extent on the ion source. Ultimately
however, the accelerator itself will provide a limit to the further development of
the Microprobe. The ion optics of the accelerator is being investigated with this
in mind.

Fig.l is a schematic diagram of the Pelletron, showing the current theoretical
first order beam envelope. It may be seen that 3 beam waists occur inside the
accelerator as well as the final waist at the exit of the analyzing magnet (the
start of the beam line). Axial symmetry is preserved by all Pelletron components
with the exception of the electrostatic quadrupole doublet and the velocity selector.
In the case of the velocity selector the asymmetry is due to a weak focussing effect
in the plane of the electric field, with no focussing in the plane of the magnetic
field. This slight asymmetry is ignored in the calculations that follow.

The analyzing magnet is "double focussing", that is it produces a waist at
the entrance slits to the beam line from a waist at the entrance slits to the
magnet.

First order ion-optics: The electrostatic potential distribution in the different
elements of the accelerator obeys Poissons equation

V2V = -

most conveniently expressed in cylindrical co-ordinates. The axial potential may
be calculated or in many cases may be ? - sumed to consist of relatively simple
discrete sections. (Gai\s Method) (1). te paraxial ray equation

V' v"v"+ hr' + w r = °- (2)
is then solved to produce the cardinal points for the optical elements. Space
charge of the beam (p) is ignored.
i) Four-element electrostatic cylinder lens: No simple analytic expression can be
found for the axial potential of a multi-element cylinder lens. The numerical
method used here is due to Bertram (3) and expresses the final potential as a
superposition of potentials due to two cylinder lenses. The paraxial ray equation
is then integrated using the Runge-Kutta method. Calculations of focal length and
principal plane positions agree to within a few percent with published data
obtained using other methods. The Bertram method is readily extended to lenses
with large numbers of elements and possibly to accelerator tubes.
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The 4 element lenses is used to produce a beam waist at the exit aperture of
the velocity selector.

ii) Accelerator tube: ' An accelerator tube can be
characterized by 3 elements: a single aperture lens (converging} at the entrance to
the tube, a constant field region throughout the length of the tube, and a second
single aperture lens (diverging) at the tube exit. The focal length for an aperture
lens separating regions of fields Ei and E 2 at potential V is approximately given by

In this case the "object" is the waist produced by the electrostatic cylinder lens
at the exit aperture of the velocity selector.

At present an electrostatic quadrupole doublet is required in order to produce
a beam waist at the entrance slits to the analyzing magnet. This doublet introduces
asymmetry into the beam envelope, as well as adversely steering the beam. Problems
are also encountered due to voltage instabilities. If the quadrupoles are not
used, the beam is spread out and most is "thrown away" in the tube. By moving the
object towards the tube entrance, however, the focus produced by the entrance
aperture lens may be moved to the entrance slits of the magnet to produce a waist
there.

Manipulation of the optical elements was carried out by matrix methods using
program PRAM developed at Melbourne University by D.N, Jamieson (5). Fig.2 shows
the maximum radius and divergence of the beam at the entrance slits to the magnet,
calculated as a function of object distance from the entrance aperture. It can be
seen that theoretically at least, it is possible to produce a beam waist with
radius rmov. = 2 mm and half-angle divergence, d S I mrad. This may be compared

with r s 0.5 mm and d = 7.6 mrad using electrostatic quadrupoles and r s

max max max
8.0 mm, d s 2.5 Hrad for the current geometry with quadrupoles turned off.max
Higher order ion optics: Analysis may be carried out to higher order provided that
the potential distribution is known to sufficient accuracy. The general ray
equation

is solved numerically. Fig.3 shows the results of 2 traces through a 4 element
cylinder lens system - one showing a solution of the paraxial ray equation and the
other of the General Ray Equation. The effects of 3rd order aberration are readily
seen. The third order aberration coefficients may be obtained by further
calculation.
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A STUDY OF RADIOACTIVE DISEQUILIBRIUM IN SEDIMENTS

B.W. Smith, J.R. Prescott, J.T. Hutton, H.E. Jensen , G.B. Robertson,

N.C. Menzies, R.A. Akber

Physics Department, University of Adelaide, Adelaide, South Australia 5001

Abstract
Examples are reported of a study of radioactive disequilibrium in sediments

of interest in archaeological and geological contexts. A variety of tests are
applied to identify disequilibrium in a marine sediment and a dune sand overlain
with lava. A tile from a villa at Pompeii shows radioactive equilibrium.

Introduction
In another paper in these proceedings (Prescott et al., 1983), is described

the identification of radioactive disequilibrium by comparing thick-source alpha
particle counting (TSAC), which records alphas from all members of the decay
chains, with a technique that establishes the concentration of the parent 2 3 8U or
2^^ e.g. delayed neutron emission (DNA) for U, neutron activation analyses
(NAA) for Th and/or X-ray fluorescence (for both U and Th). A discrepancy
betweeen the concentration of parent and the concentration inferred from TSAC
suggests disequilibrium. Among a large number of standards and field samples
from Australia, Oceania and Thailand, only a few cases of discrepancy have been
found, two examples of which are discussed, together with a sample shown to be in
equilibrium. In each case the hypothesis about equilibrium was tested by gamma
counting and/or by alpha spectrometry.

Examples of disequilibrium
At Mount Schank, South Australia, a Holocene sand dune is overlain by lava

discharged from Mount Schank. The sand was and is near the water table and the
combination of circumstances suggests that the conditions for migration of
uranium and/or its daughters could exist. Table 1 shows data for sample Sc3/6.

TABLE 1
Mt. Schank sample Sc3/6. Spencer Gulf sample SG1B2/183

Method Th ug-g"1 U yg.g"1 Th gg.g"1 U yg-g"1

TSA? 19.1 ± 2.0 10.8 ± 1.5 4.1 ± 0.2 10.1 ± 0.5
NAA(Th)j OHA<U) 15.8 ± 0.6 2.2 ± 0.2 3.5 ± 0.2 27.6 ± 0.3

XRF - - 4.9 ± 0.S 27.4 * 0.5
gawia-ray 18.7 ± 1.7 13.2 * 0.6

spactroacopy (from 2 1 l tBi)

While the Th values for !3c3/6 are compatible, the U values are not; and
disequilibrium is very probable. These conclusions are supported by preliminary
alpha spectrometry measurements, expressed as activities (dpm.g"1): Table 2.

TABLE 2 SC3/6 activities
Isotope AAERE Lucas Heights AMDEL S.A.
2 3 8 O 1.3 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.2
23I*U 1.3 ± 0.1
230Th 10.7 ± 0.6

Now at Applied Technology Division, AMDEL, Frewville S.A.
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The two uranium isotopes have the same activity but they are in considerable
defect as compared with the Th daughter. The 21<*Bi activity of Table 1 translates
to 9.9 ± 0.5 dpm.g"1 which agrees with 2 3 0Th. Thus disequilibrium is confirmed in
this sample and its nature broadly defined.

Table 1 also shows data for sample SG182/183, from a marine core from the
floor of Spencer Gulf. Here the saturated environment, with water circulation,
suggests the possibility of leaching. In this case the parent uranium is present
in excess - in contradistinction to sample Sc3/6.

Tables 3 and 4 are for sample POM-T, a roofing tile dating from approximately
30 A.D. and buried at Pompeii until excavated by Dr. P. Sear in 1979.

TABLE 3
Method
TSAC

NAA, DMA
alpha spectrometry

Pompeii T i l e , POM-T
Th iig.g"1

15.5 ± 0 . 8
16.7 ± 0.6

U yg.g"1

5.0 ± 0.3
4.6 ± 0.3
4.4 ± 0.2

TABLE 4 Pompeii Tile, POM-T (dpm.g"1)
AAERE AMDEL

2 3 8 U 3 .32 ± 0 .14 3 .12 ± 0 .27
3 .29 ± 0.19
3 .14 ± 0 . 2 5

2 2 6 R a - 2 . 9 3 ± 0 .15

There is no evidence of disequilibrium in this case. There has certainly been
little opportunity for leaching in the 2000 years since manufacture and the clay
must evidently have been in equilibrium at that time also.

Conclusions
The present project is directed towards finding effective methods of

identifying disequilibrium in field samples. Comparison of TSAC with DNA and NAA
provides the simplest method. If routine XRF is available it is also satisfactory
for the parent U and Th. Gamma-ray spectroscopy provides the simplest check of
suspected disequilibrium. We have used Nal scintillation spectrometry. It should
be noted, however, that a solid state detector provides better resolution and
offers the possibility of a more definitive description of the disequilibrium
provided more than 0.2 kg of material is available. Also good for detailed
diagnosis of the disequilibrium is alpha-particle spectrometry. However, this
method requires considerable chemistry and is personnel-intensive. We are
currently developing portable scintillation spectrometry for in situ field
measurements but this is not advanced enough for reporting here.
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MEASUREMENT OF CALCIUM CARBONATE IN LIMESTONE USING A NEUTRON TECHNIQUE

H.E. Jensen, AMDEL, Applied Technology Division

:..J. Holmes, CSIRO, Division of Mineral Physics

ABSTRACT

A thermal neutron irradiation technique using a Cf-252 neutron source has been
applied to the determination of calcium in bulk raw feed limestone samples of about
30kg. The determination is based on the use of a Nal(Tl) detector to monitor the
characteristic prompt gamma-rays (6.42MeV) emitted following thermal neutron capture
in calcium. Simultaneous determination of iron and silicon is also possible by det-
ecting their characteristic prompt gamma-rays. Potential applications of the method
include on-line bulk analysis on conveyor belts or in chutes or hoppers, and the
static analysis of bulk limestone samples.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Applied Technology Division of AMDEL is presently developing nuclear in-
strumentation suitable for the on-line bulk analysis of raw feed limestone used in
the manufacturing of cement. This project is being carried out in collaboration
with the CSIRO, Division of Mineral Physics and Adelaide Brighton Cement Holdings Ltd.

In cement manufacture, accurate proportioning of the ingredients is essential
to obtain the correct final product. For raw feed material the accurate deter-
mination of calcium (expressed as CaO) content is of primary importance. However,
analysis of other major elements, including silicon (expressed as SiO2), aluminium
(expressed as :Ala03),iron (expressed as Fe 20 3), and cagnesium (expressed as MgO), also
provides useful information. The use of continuous on-line analysis of some of these
elements could be used to produce a constant grade of raw feed. It could also
provide a means of quarry control, hence making it possible to optimize the usage
of raw material.

An important feature of an effective on-line limestone analyser is that the
analysis be. carried out on bulk samples. Bulk analysis requires the use of pene-
trating radiation, such as neutrons or gamma-rays. Reported here are preliminary
results obtained on solid bulk samples in a "static" experimental configuration,
using a method of thermal neutron capture prompt gamma-ray emission. The method
is suitable for the accurate determination of calcium, while simultaneously giving
silicon and iron contents.

There are several reasons for choosing this particular method of analysis.
Firstly, both the incident neutrons and the resultant gamma-rays are highly pene-
trating, which msans that the analysis is truly representative of the bulk sample
and not just the surface layers as is the case with many other conventional
nuclear analytical techniques, such as XRF. Due to this bulk analysis feature,
errors arising from secondary sampling and sample preparation are completely
eliminated. Secondly, the resultant gamma-rays are emitted almost instantaneously,
which means that the sample itself is not rendered radioactive and measurements are
independent of the speed at which the sample is passing through the analyser.

Hence the method is potentially suitable for the continuous on-line analysis of
calcium, silicon and iron in coarsely crushed bulk raw feed limestone, such as on
conveyor belts or in chutes or hoppers, and the static batch analysis of bulk
samples. It is also potentially suitable for the analysis of limestone slurries
without predrying, hence being applicable for both the "wet" and "dry" cement
manufacturing processes.
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2. SAMPLES

Adelaide Brighton Cement Holdings Ltd. provided 20 samples, each of about 100kg,
covering a wide range of grades. The particle size was predominantly less than 5mm,
with a small mass fraction being larger lumps having a maximum size of about 60mm.
The samples were carefi _ly subsampled and analysed for major and minor constituents
using XRF. Variations in composition of the major elements are summarized in
Table 1.

Concentration (Wt. %)

CaO
SiOa

A12O3

Fe203

MgO

Range

19.6-52.6
3.5-46.6
0.7-7.5
0.7-3.6
0.5-1.4

Mean

41.4
16.8
3.0
1.7
1.0

TABLE 1;

Summary of variations in comp-
osition of major constituents
of limestone samples.

3. METHOD OF ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Subsamples of the 20 samples, each of about 30kg, were analysed in duplicate
by .the analyser shown in Figure 1, using a 15 minute counting time. The analyser
configuration is in principle similar to that used by Holmes et al. (1980), for
the on-belt determination of iron in iron ore. The bottom half of the analyser,
which houses the neutron source, is in fact that designed by Holmes et al. The
samples were manually loaded into a wooden sample container with internal dim-
ensions 385 x 373 x 155mm. They are irradiated from below by a lOug Cf-252
neutron source, and the resultant gamma-rays are detected by a 127 x 127mm Nal
(Tl) detector. A He-3 neutron detector, located in the vicinity of the sample,
is used to monitor the thermal neutron flux.

Pulse height spectra obtained on high and low grade samples are shown in
Figure 2. The main spectral features include a calcium photopeak at 6.42MeV,
accompanied by its two escape peakes at 5.91MeV and5.40MeV, a less intense
calcium photopeak at 4.42MeV, an iron photopeak at 7.64MeV, with its escape
peaks at 7.13MeV and 6.62MeV, and silicon photopeaks at 3.54MeV and 4.93MeV.
Very intense peaks from boron-10 (surrounding the Nal detector) at 0.48MeV and
from hydrogen at 2.22MeV are also present. The hydrogen peak was used for
electronic gain stabilization.

Correlations were examined between the XRF assays for calcium, silicon and
iron and countrates measured in various spectral windows, plus the thermal
neutron countrate. The measured RMS deviations between XRF assays and those
predicted by neutron capture are summarized in Table 2.

CaO
SiO2

Fe203

RMS Error

1.0%
1.5%
0.14%

Relative Error

2.4%
8.9%
8.4%

TABLE 2:

Comparison of XRF assays and
thermal neutron capture
determinations.

Figure 3 shows the comparison for calcium, where the measured RMS deviation was
1.0% covering the range 19.6% to 52.6% CaO. The main contributions to the KMS
error are sampling errors associated with XRF assays and errors inherent to the
neutron method.
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Fig. 2 : Pulse height spectra from low and high
grade limestone samples.

4. CONCLUSIONS

%G3Q {XRF ASSAY)

Fig. 3 : Comparison of neutron
capture determinations
and XRF assays for
Calcium.

The calcium, silicon and iron contents of coarsely crushed raw feed limestone
can be determined simultaneously by thermal neutron capture prompt gamma-ray
emission. The potential applications of this nuclear analysis technique are
numerous. One. of the more important of these is the continuous on-line analysis,
such as on conveyor belts. The present work is a significant step towards such
applications.

5. REFERENCES
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Stream Analyser for Iron Ore Fines, Proc. Australas. Inst. Min. Metall. No. 274,
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THE PROPOSED ISOTOPES/PHYSICS TANDEM ACCELERATOR

J.W.Boldeman, P.Airey, J.R.Bird

Australian Atomic Energy Commission
Lucas Heights Research Laboratories

The specifications of the proposed AAEC TANDEM accelerator will be presented.
The paper will also include a discussion of a possible research program for this
accelerator.
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THE ICOL SYSTEM FOR ISOTOPE

SEPARATION AND SYNCHROTRON RADIATION

J.C.Kelly, Physics, University of New South Wales,

Kensington 2033, Australia

The coaxial magnetic field surrounding a straight conductor carrying a current
can be used as a focussing device for an annular charged particle beam coaxial with
the conductor / . This current coaxial (ICOL) lens system being magnetic is mass
dependent and will therefore bring different masses accelerated through the same
potential, to focus at different positions on the central wire. The effect is
sufficient to allow separation of isotopes of the lighter elements with high
efficiency. For many elements doubly charged ions are also separated and collected
at different positions from the usual singly charged ions, further increasing the
collection efficiency of the system. Calculations for a number of isotopes of
medical and technical interest will be shown together with details of a practical
separator.

For large ICOL currents an annular electron beam loops back on itself before
striking the central conductor. The electron trajectories become a series of loops
displaced along the axis of the conductor by the VB xB diamagnetic drift. At
the point nearest the conductor the radius of curvature is small and synchrotron
radiation will be emitted of peak wavelength

A = 2.35R/E3

where X is in A, R is in metres and E in GeV. An R of 5mm for 5MeV electrons is
practicable without exotic technology which gives a peak A of 9.4ym. The
radiation pattern is complex as the radius of curvature varies around the loop and
interference effects will occur due to interference between the coherent radiation
from adjacent loops. Some calculations of the radiation characteristics of this
source will be presented.

REFERENCES
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NUCLEAR TECHNIQUES OF ANALYSIS IN THE AUSTRALIAN MINERAL INDUSTRY

B.D. Sowerby
CSIRO Division of Mineral Physics, Lucas Heights Research Laboratories,

Private Mail Bag 7, Sutherland, NSW, 2232.

ABSTRACT

Applications and developments of nuclear techniques in the on-line and bulk
analysis of metalliferous ores and coal are reviewed. This review includes
applications to borehole logging, slurry analysis, bulk sample analysis and on-line
conveyor belt analysis. Techniques discussed include gamma-ray scattering and
absorption; neutron activation, neutron capture and neutron inelastic scatter; and
X-ray fluorescence and absorption. Emphasis is placed on those techniques which
have been used in the Australian mineral industry and on the research and
development required to carry them from research to industrial use.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this review, emphasis is placed on nuclear techniques which are in routine
use or which have been proved and are soon to be introduced into the Australian
mineral industry. The review excludes the long-established and widely used
applications of nuclear techniques to level, density and thickness measurement.

2. ON-STREAM ANALYSIS OF SLURRIES

2.1 Metalliferous Ore Slurries

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) is the most widely used technique for on-stream
analysis of mineral slurries. Gamma-ray preferential absorption is generally
limited to analyses for elements of atomic number greater than 70, such as lead and
uranium. In XRF analysis, measurements are made of the intensities of fluorescent
X-rays of the wanted element and, usually, X-rays backscattered by the slurry.

In energy-dispersive systems, three types of detectors are used, namely
scintillation detectors, proportional counters and solid state detectors.
Scintillation detectors have the advantages of reliability in plant conditions,
simple electronics and low cost. However, their relatively low resolution
necessitates the use of various techniques such as absorption edge filters to
selectively absorb unwanted X-rays. Proportional counters have better resolution
than scintillation detectors, but require more complex equipment if multielement
analysis is required. Solid state detectors can resolve X-rays of essentially all
adjacent atomic number elements required in on-stream analysis, hence simultaneous
multielement analysis is feasible.

In 1971, the Australian Atomic Energy Commission (AAEC) licensed the
manufacture of a radioisotope on-stream analysis (ROSA) system based on
scintillation detectors. Commercial ROSA systems are now supplied by the
Australian Mineral Development Laboratories (AMDEL). To date, AMDEL ROSA systems
are installed in sixteen Australian and seven foreign mineral concentrators.
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On-stream slurry analysis is used to achieve' more economical control of
mineral process streams. Typically, its introduction leads first to improvement of
manual control, then to a better understanding of the behaviour of the
concentrator. This leads to better optimisation of the plant,' resulting in
increased recovery of valuable minerals and more economical use of reagents.
Improved control following the installation of an AMDEL ROSA system has led to an
increase of 3.2% relative in metal recovery in one Australian concentrator, with
savings of A$690,000 per year [l].

Current work at the Lucas Heights Research Laboratories is aimed at the
development of a Peltier-cooled solid state detector system for on-stream analysis
and for the analysis of samples in a field laboratory [2].

2.2 Coal Slurries

Determination of the solids weight fraction and ash content of coal slurries
is required to permit better control of coal preparation plants. However Y~ray
transmission measurements for the determination of solids weight fraction are in
error if there are variations in voidage. Lyman [3] minimised the effect of
entrained air by pressurising the slurry to 2 MPa. An alternative method developed
by CSIRO is based on combining a measurement of hydrogen concentration in the
slurry with a measurement of Y-ray transmission [7J. Field tests of this technique
are planned for late 1983 at Newcastle, NSW.

3. STATIC BULK ANALYSIS

Although the XRF techniques discussed in Section 2.1 use radiation of low
penetration, they are well suited to the analysis of mineral slurries; as the
sample is finely ground, representative sampling is possible. However, there are
many applications in the mineral industry where analysis is possible only if
penetrating radiation, such as neutrons and Y-rays, is used. As well, neutron
techniques can be used to analyse for elements of low atomic number (e.g. C, Al,
Si, S) which cannot readily be tackled by X-ray techniques.

3.1 Copper and Nickel Ores

The Y-ray resonance scattering technique is used in the Australian mineral
industry to determine copper and nickel in bulk samples and drill cores [5J. In
1977, AMDEL were licensed by the AAEC to manufacture and market bulk mineral
analysers based on this technique. Commercial analysers have been installed at
Greenvale and Mount Isa, Queensland.

3.2 Iron Ores and Bauxite

An iron ore bulk analyser based on backscattered Co Y-radiation has been
developed by CSIRO and licensed to Westralian Equipment Pty Ltd. This analyser
determines the iron content of iron ore by means of two windows in the backscatter
spectrum [6j.

Neutron techniques based on activation [6] have been developed for the bulk
analysis of aluminium and silicon in iron ore. Similar techniques have been
developed for the determination of aluminium and silicon in bauxite ores [6J.

3.3 Coal

CSIRO has developed and field tested a borehole-core analyser for the
non-destructive measurement of the density and ash content of coal borehole cores
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in 5 mm sections [7J. The analyser is based on a Y-ray attenuation technique and
consists of high- and low-energy Y-ray sources and a Nal(Tl) detector. Mineral
Control Instrumentation (MCI) Pty Ltd have been licensed to manufacture and market
this core analyser.

4. ON-LINE ANALYSIS OF METALLIFEROUS ORES

4.1 Iron Ores

The presence of potassium, thorium and uranium in shales gives rise to a
natural Y-ray activity substantially above that found in high grade haematite.
This is the basis of an on-line shale detector developed and field tested by CSIRO
on conveyor belts in Western Australia [6].

A continuous iron-ore analyser has been developed to monitor simultaneously
the iron and alumina content of iron ore on a slow-speed conveyor belt [6]. Iron
is determined from the 7.64 MeV thermal neutron capture Y~ray and aluminium from
thermal neutron activation. Commercial development of this analyser is presently
being renegotiated. As well, the pair production technique (Section 5) is being
investigated for the direct on-line conveyor belt analysis of iron [8j.

4.2 Uranium Ores

An on-line analyser for the determination of uranium ore grade independent of
radiometric disequilibrium has been developed by CSIRO and field tested at
Kalgoorlie, Western Australia. The analyser uses a high resolution hyperpure Ge
detector to measure natural radioactivity Y-rays [9J.

4.3 Lead Sinter

A gauge for the on-line determination of sulphur, lead and zinc in lead sinter
feed has been developed by CSIRO and Mount Isa Mines Ltd and field tests are to
commence in late 1983 [lOJ* The analysis of these elements is based on the
measurement of neutron inelastic scatter Y-rays.

5. ON-LINE DETERMINATION OF ASH IN COAL

In the coal industry, the use of on-line ash analysis techniques could bring
large cost savings, particularly in the control of coal washeries and blending
operations. Continuous on-line determination of ash to within about 0.5 vtX is
highly desirable in such applications.

Recently, a low-energy Y-ray transmission technique was developed and
field-tested for the direct on-line analysis of coal on a conveyor belt [llj. Ash
content is determined by combining measurements of transmitted intensity of high-
and low-energy Y-rays. This technique, together with the pair production technique
described below, has been licensed to MCI by CSIRO and a commercial low-energy
transmission gauge should soon be available.

A second technique is based on pair production [ll]. Coal is irradiated with
Y-rays of energy above the pair production threshold (1.022 MeV) and the resulting
annihilation and Compton-scattered radiation measured. The pair production
probability per unit weight is proportional to Z /A (2 » atomic number, A * atomic
weight) and the technique is less sensitive to variations in ash composition than
the low-energy transmission technique. The first commercial MCI pair production
gauge was installed in late 1982 on a sample by-line at the Ulan coal washery in
NSW. A plant trial to assess the pair production technique for direct on-line
conveyor belt analysis was recently carried out at Newcastle, NSW [

ect i
12].
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6. BOREHOLE LOGGING

The logging of both mine development and exploration boreholes by nuclear
geophysical methods is gaining increased acceptance by the Australian mineral
industry. Borehole logging is particularly important for the analysis of non
core-drilled holes.

The CSIRO has investigated and field-tested a wide variety of nuclear
techniques for borehole logging including neutron scattering, Y-ray scattering,
natural Y-ray spectrometry and spectrometry of Y-rays produced by neutron
interactions (capture, activation and inelastic scatter) [l3J. Recently, these
techniques were applied to coal analysis [l4J. The most promising techniques
appear to be natural Y-ray spectrometry for the identification of strata, and
prompt neutron capture techniques for ash determination. AMDEL has recently
manufactured the first CSIRO commercial logging probe.
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DETERMINATION OF SOLIDS WEIGHT FRACTION OF COAL IN SLURRIES

USING NEUTRON AND y-RAY TRANSMISSION TECHNIQUES.

V.L. Gravitis, J.S. Watt and H. Zastawny.

CSIRO Division of Mineral Physics,

Lucas Heights Research Laboratories,

ABSTRACT

The solids weight fraction of coal in aerated coal slurries can be determined
by a technique based on measuring the hydrogen per unit weight in the slurry. A
neutron probe determines hydrogen per unit volume based on moderation of fast
neutrons from an zklAm/Be neutron source. A y-ray transmission probe determines
density and mean atomic number of the slurry by measuring transmission of 356 KeV
and 60 KeV y-rays.

With these two probes immersed in a 200 L drum containing coal slurries, their
combined outputs determined solids weight fraction to ±1.3 wt% solids over a range
of 0-36 wt% solids and aeration 0-3% by volume.

1. INTRODUCTION

Coking coal, and sometimes steaming coal, is washed after mining to reduce the
concentration of mineral matter. Coal of coarser particle size is usually
processed by heavy medium baths and cyclones, while the minus 0.5 mm coal is
processed by froth flotation. Increased recovery of the fine coal could result if
gauges were used for the continuous on-stream determination of solids weight
fraction and concentration of mineral matter of these coal slurries.

The most widely used technique for determination of solids weight fraction of
slurries is y-ray transmission. This determination can be considerably in errorC1),
especially for coal slurries, if changes in entrained air cause variation in
voidage. Voidage is a very significant problem in flotation of coal slurries where
air is deliberately introduced to float the coal.

Various y- and X-ray techniques have been developed to determine the concen-
tration of mineral matter, and the closely correlated ash content, in coal^2>3).
These techniques are based on the dependence of Y- and X-ray interactions on atomic
number, and the fact that the mean atomic number of the mineral matter is consider-
ably greater than that of the coal matter. Errors in determination of the
concentration of the mineral matter in coal in slurries are also produced by
variations in voidage because knowledge of solids weight fraction is required for
this determination.

Watt (1) has proposed a new method for determination of solids weight fraction,
and concentration of mineral matter in coal in slurries, which is independent of
variations in voidage. It depends on the correlation between solids weight fraction
and the concentration (wt/wt) of hydrogen in the slurry. This hydrogen concentra-
tion is determined by combining neutron moderation measurements for hydrogen per
unit volume with y-ray transmission measurements for bulk density. These in turn
can be combined with the y- or X-ray techniques referred to in the previous
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paragraph to give a more accurate measurement of solids weight fraction as well as
the mineral matter content of the coal.

This paper describes experiments and results demonstrating that solids weight
fraction and concentration of mineral matter can be determined essentially
independent of variations in slurry voidage.

2. TECHNIQUE

The solids weight fraction Ws of coal in slurries is given

Ws = (Hw ~ Hsi)/(HW - Hcm(l - Cum)) ... (1)

where H is concentration of hydrogen (wt/wt); subscripts w, si, cm and mm
respectively refer to water, slurry, coal matter and mineral matter; C is concen-
tration (wt/wt) in the coal, and Cmm + CCm = !• HCm is assumed constant which is
a good approximation for coal samples from the same coal seam. Hsi and Cmm are
determined experimentally.

The experimental measurements were made with the neutron moderation and y-ray
transmission probes shown in Figure 1. These have been designed to be immersed
directly into main process streams in coal washeries.

The hydrogen concentration (wt/wt) of each coal slurry was obtained by
combining determinations of hydrogen per unit volume by the neutron probe and bulk
density of the slurry by the 133Ba y-ray transmission probe. The ratio Rp of mass
absorption coefficients of 2l>1Am and 133Ba y-rays in the slurry was determined from
experimental measurements of intensities of these Y~rays;

R = l°g (IQ/DAI ... (2)
v log (I 0/I) B a

The solids weight fraction and concentration of mineral matter can be shown to
be given by:

y a2 Ry + a3 ... (3)

and

r % bi Hsi + b 2 Ry + b3 ##< C4-.
mm r JJ —r—5—7—7— ^ '

°<t H si + b s Ry + 1
where subscripted values of a and b are constants.

In the laboratory experiments, the two probes were immersed into a 200 L drum
containing coal slurry stirred at 80 rpm by a four bladed rotor at the bottom of
the drum. Voidage in the coal slurry was varied in the range 0.0 to 0.03 cm3/cm5.
Measurements were made on four coal samples, three from feed to Liddell power
station having ash contents 29.8, 25.7 and 23.5 wt%, and one from Vales Point power
station having 20.7 wt% ash. Eight or nine slurries of different solids weight
fraction were made up from each of these samples, and for each solids weight
fraction six different values of voidage were used. The intensities of 60 and 356
KeV y-rays were determined using pulse height analysis.
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Count rates corresponding to 0 and 36 wt% solids were respectively 485 and
526 c/s for the neutron gauge, 2860 and 1510 c/s for zl>1Am y-ray channel, and
6720 and 5070 c/s for the 133Ba y-ray channel. Counting times were 600 seconds.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results of determinations of solids weight fraction are shown in Figure 2.
The rms difference between gauge and conventional determinations of Ws was 1.3 wt%.
This is much better than the rms difference of 3.7 wt% solids obtained by 133Ba
Y-ray transmission alone, based on the direct relationship between solids weight
fraction and slurry density. The rms difference of 2.2 wt% ash was obtained by
comparing nuclear gauge results with chemical assay of ash content.

In the above experiments, it was not possible to obtain a uniform slurry
throughout the 200L drum. The rms differences in determinations of solids weight
fraction and ash content will be improved when more uniform slurries are achieved.

Further laboratory experiments are planned to improve uniformity of the coal
slurries. A field trial at the coal washery at the Stockton Borehole Colliery is
being planned with the Works Research Department of the Newcastle Steelworks of
B.H.P.
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ON-LINE AND BULK ANALYSIS OF IRON ORE AND BAUXITE

R.J. Holmes and A.F. Rocznlok

CSIRO Division of Mineral Physics,
P.O. Box 124, Port Melbourne, Victoria 3207 Australia

ABSTRACT

A number of bulk analysis techniques based on neutron and gamma radiation
have been developed for the mi a-" g industry. With these techniques, analyses are
obtained directly from samples weighing many kilograms or from ore located on
conveyor belts. Current projects include the measurement of annihilation radi-
ation arising from pair production for the on-line determination of the iron
content of iron ores, and the construction of a demonstration bauxite analyser
based on fast-neutron activation analysis for the simultaneous determination of
aluminium and silicon content.

INTRODUCTION

There is a need in the mining industry for analysis techniques that can pro-
vide rapid information on ore grade for quality control. The analysis unit must
also be relatively cheap, robust, and reduce manpower requirements to compete
with conventional techniques. Bulk analysers based on neutron and gamma Irradi-
ation generally fulfil these requirements, provided the cost of the unit can be
kept down, because the labour-intensive task of sample preparation is eliminated.
However, analytical accuracies of better than IX relative are usually required
for the major constituents of metalliferous ores, which is difficult to achieve
for bulk samples.

ON-LINE ANALYSIS OF IRON ORES

Previous work on bulk analysis of iron ore showed that ganma-ray backscatter
or thermal neutron methods can be employed. The gamma-ray backscatter method1

uses a 60Co source and good accuracy (0.35% Fe) was obtained for 25 kg samples of
iron ore fines of -6 mm particle size. However, it is not particularly suitable
for accurate analysis of lump ore -30+6 mm particle size, which constitutes more
than half Australia's iron ore export. The neutron method2 uses a well therma-
lized 252Cf neutron source and was designed to simultaneously determine Iron and
aluminium content (expressed as AI2O3) using thermal neutron capture and acti-
vation respectively. The accuracy obtained in this case was 0.6% Fe and
0.1Z AI2O3. However, the analyser proved to be expensive to build and has net
yet been developed commercially.

The pair production method currently being adapted to iron ore analysis3 was
originally developed by Sowerby and Ngo for the measurement of ash in coal4. The
ore is irradiated with gamma rays from a 226Ra source, resulting in the produc-
tion of electron-positron pairs. The positron subsequently annihilates with an
electron, producing 0.511 MeV radiation which is strongly correlated with iron
concentration. In practice, the intensity of the Compton scattered radiation
indicated In Fig. 1 must also be measured to compensate for variations in bulk
density.

The advantage of the pair-production method Is that its cost is much less
than that of the neutron-based analyser, although only Iron content can be
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determined. In addition, It has potential for in-sltu analysis on existing
conveyor belts. The effective penetration of the method is about 10 cm, so both
fine and lump ore can be analysed.

The accuracy of the pair-production method has been determined for both fine
and lump ore, using samples provided by Hamersley Iron Fty Ltd. For fines, the
accuracy is 0.6% Fe using annihilation and Compton count rates only. This
improves to 0.3% Fe (see Fig. 2) if the total moisture content (measured with a
neutron moisture gauge, for example) is included in the calibration equation. In
the case of lump ore, the best accuracy obtained so far is 0.7% Fe. Work is in
progress to improve this accuracy and to demonstrate that the method can be used
on conveyor belts.

O O.I OZ 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
Comma ray energy (M«V)

Fig. 1. Typical gamma-ray spectrum from
iron ore, showing annihilation
and Compton peaks.
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BULK ANALYSIS OF BAUXITES

A fast-neutron activation method is being developed for the simultaneous
determination of the aluminium (expressed as AI2O3) and silica (expressed as
SIO2) content of 3 kg bauxite samples. It is applicable to bauxite mining oper-
ations where knowledge of total alumina and total silica, as opposed to available
alumina and reactive silica, is adequate for plant control.

The method is based on the 27Al(n,p)27Mg and 28Si(n,p)28Al reactions with
correction for interference from the 2'Al(n,Y)28Al reaction, and uses a 740 GBq
(20 Ci) 2I|1ATO-Be neutron source5. Accuracies of 0.45% AI2O3 and 0.3% S102 can
be obtained for pisolitic samples provided by Coowlco Limited, as shown in
Figs. 3 and 4.

A demonstration unit is now being constructed with support from AMIRA. It
consists of an irradiation and counting station, a sample-transfer mechanism, and
a microprocessor which controls sample transfer, pulse height analysis, data
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collection and calculation of A12O3 and SiC>2 contents. The neutron source is
located at the centre o f a l x l x l m cavity in a concrete shield. Samples are
located on a motorized ring, which transfers them from source to detector, along
a circular path. They are analysed in tandem, i.e., gamma radiation from one
sample is being measured while the next is being activated. Pulses from the
gamma-ray detector are analysed by a 12-bit successive approximation ADC with a
1.8 ys conversion time. A small *37Cs source is used for gain stabilization.
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Chemical Assay 7. SiO£
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Fig. 3. Comparison of neutron acti-
vation and conventional assays
for S102 in bauxite.

Fig. 4. Comparison of neutron acti-
vation and conventional assays
for AI2O3 in bauxite.

CONCLUSION

Bulk analysis techniques are being developed for the analysis of iron ore and
bauxite. The pair-production method for iron ore is showing considerable promise
for on-stream analysis of both lump and fines. A prototype unit for the simul-
taneous determination of AI2O3 and SiO2 in bauxite is being constructed for
demonstration to the bauxite mining industry.
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A NUCLEAR MICROPROBE STUDY

OF THE CRETACEOUS-TERTIARY BOUNDARY

G.E. Coote
Institute of Nuclear Sciences

Lower Hutt, N.Z.

Work by Alvarez et al, using neutron activation analysis of thin layers of
clay at the Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary, has shown that the mass extinctions of
species at this time were probably triggered by a collision between Earth and a
hugh asteroid (estimated diameter 10km). All work in confirmation has used
neutron activation measurements of rare elements (In, Pt) in the ppb range.

The boundary occurs in sedimentary rock in Marlborough, New Zealand. A nuclear
microprobe study has been carried out to see whether additional information can be
derived from distributions of more common elements such as Ni, Zn and Ca.

It has been clearly shown that just before the boundary (as defined by
microfossils and change of rock type) the concentration of calcium in the sediment
dropped almost to zero, reflecting a sudden change in the pH of the sea.
Suggestions in early data of a "spike" in Zn concentration at this time are being
checked by analysis of further data.
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PROTON M1CROPROBE ANALYSIS OF EARLY PROTOSOLAR CONDENSATES

t * * +
M.A. Lucas, D. Wark, T.C. Hughes and C D . McKenzie

+ *

School of Physics, Dept. of Geology,
University of Melbourne

INTRODUCTION: The PPM sensitivity of PIXE and the high spatial resolution of the
Melbourne Proton Microprobe (MPMP) allow the study of relative and absolute
abundance of trace elements in microscopic grains.

This ability has been used to gain an insight into some aspects of the early
formation of the protosolar system. This is achieved by detailed study of some
components of the Leoville and Allende meteorites, both known by their isotope
abundances to have formed at the beginning of the protosolar collapse.

We have studied trace-element ratios in sulphides and perovskites to gain
information on the formation of the sulphides and Ca-Al rich inclusion (CAI) shell
matrices. Of interest was the high-oxidation state of formation of some metal
grains, leading to speculation that they might be supernova outflow.

THICK TARGET PIXE MICROANALYSIS: The principle of PIXE is well known (Jo76) but its
application to thick target micro analysis has introduced a number of problems that
must be dealt with.

In many minerals the proton beam penetration may be greater than that of the
depth of the target of interest. An example would be the analysis o£ a sulphide
grain 10 van across, and thus possibly about 10 \m deep; 3 MeV protons have a range
in such minerals of the order of 50 ]jm. The net result would be that for a given
concentration of the element of interest, the number of x-rays detected depends on
the depth of the target. The very nature of the targets prevents optical or
mechanical measurement of the depth.

One can also expect to obtain a number of x-rays from the backing matrix which
must be allowed for by study of that matrix. Often the elements of interest are not
present in the backing matrix. When they are it is not a simple matter of
background subtraction. The number of x-rays will depend on the energy depth of the
target and the thickness of the absorber above it, in short the thickness of the
target of interest.

Estimates of depth can usually be obtained from major matrix elements in the
target of interest. The number of x-rays/charge gives a clear indication of depth.
Where the composition is not known the major elements can be determined by electron
microprobe, or with He ions or low energy protons of small penetration (at lower
efficiency of x-ray production).

Even with heavy filtering and pile-up protection there are still a number of
Si(Li) detector effects, not all of them understood, that present limitations, but
in a reasonable case we have observed down to 2 ppm Se in a sulphide.

The ability to calibrate the x-ray collection system for FWHM vs. Energy and
Energy vs. Channel number allows reliable analysis to be obtained from curve fitting
if peak overlapping does not get too bad. Absolute calibration can be done by a
PIXE computer program and against laboratory standards.

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS: In all cases we are interested in heavy minerals in a light
matrix which requires heavy filtering (typically 160 \m Al absorbers) to reduce the
count rate in the low-energy end of the spectrum. Data were taken using PIXE with 3
MeV protons focussed to a spot the size of the target of interest, approximately <
10 um across, with typical target currents of 0-5 to 1.0 nA. Events from the Si(Li)
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x-ray detector (153 eV resolution) are collected and handled by a PDP 11/40
computer, with final analysis done using a Data General MV8000 computer (Phydas).

ALLENDE (NiFe)S: A study has been made of the relative concentrations of two
volatile elements, Se and S, in (Ni,Fe)S found in the different phases of the
Allende meteorite (formed at very different times and temperatures). The following
indicates the improbability of these sulphides being formed in situ by reaction
between H2S gas and metals, which was believed to happen at about the same time and
temperature.

Another possible mechanism of formation is that the sulphides were formed
continuously throughout the early history of protosolar collapse with the rate
depending on the conditions at the time. Because Se is far more refractive than S
one would expect their relative abundance to differ for sulphides formed at greatly
different temperatures (which means at different times).

We were able to obtain the abundance of both S and Se by means of a changeable
filter system using 126 ]jm Be only to see the S. Because of considerations of
detector effects and the great number of counts from S and the metals, a 160 ym Al
absorber was added to obtain a better fraction of the total counts being Se.

Absolute calibration was done against a laboratory standard, calibrated
by neutron activation analysis. Time sequential data in some cases was taken to
show that under the beam densities used there was no target deterioration.

The results (Fig.l) show that a clear difference does exist in the Se/S ratios.

LEOVILLE NiFe METAL GRAINS: A study of the relative abundances of Ru and Mo in Ni-Fe
metal grains found in CAI of the Leoville meteorite has led to the unexplained rare
observation that very early in, or before, the proto-star collapse there existed
small regions of high oxidation. The observed relative depletion of Mo with respect
to Ru indicates highly oxidizing conditions. This has been observed only twice in
meteorite samples under bulk analysis in the Allende and Leoville meteorites.

A microscope study of individual metal grains in the Leoville bulk sample
(grains spread over about a 6 mm2 face) reveals that many show no sign of Mo
depletion and those that do tell us this depletion is very non-uniform (see Fig.2).

It has been suggested that these metal grains may be supernova outflow that did
not result during protosolar collapse.

CM SHELL FORMATION: CAI are found with a thin shell of material (say matrix A) which
itself is found in matrix B (with matrices A and B always related). There are two
theories of formation; that matrix A resulted from a chemical reaction between the
CAI and matrix B, or that the two matrices were laid down at different times.

We have shown that we can indicate the order of formation of perovskites (Wa80),
by looking at relative Rare Earth Element patterns and highly refractory trace
elements. For the first theory of formation to stand one would expect the
composition of the perovskites in the CAI and matrix A to be the same, since both
should have been formed at the formation of the CAI.

Our analysis (Fig.3) clearly shows that this is not the case, lending weight to
the suggestion that matrices A and B were laid down at different times.
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ON-LINE BULK ANALYSIS OF SULPHUR IN LEAD SINTER FEED

J.B. Cunningham*, B.D. Sowerby**, P.T. Rafter** and R. Greenwood-Smith*
*Mount Isa Mines Limited, Mount Isa, Qld., 4825

** CSIRO Division of Mineral Physics, Lucas Heights Research Laboratories,
Private Mail Bag 7, Sutherland, NSW, 2232.

ABSTRACT

The measurement of prompt Y-rays from neutron inelastic scattering is a
promising technique for the bulk analysis of some elements in mineral samples. One
potential application of the technique is the on-line determination of the sulphur
content of lead sinter to optimise lead sinter machine performance. Typical sinter
plant feed contains about 6 to 7 wt% S and about 40 wt% Pb. The analysis of
sulphur is based on the measurement of the 2.23 MeV neutron inelastic scatter y-ray
from sulphur in the presence of the more prominent 2.62 MeV inelastic scatter Y-ray
from lead. Measurements made on bulk lead sinter samples at the Lucas Heights
Research Laboratories have shown that neutron inelastic scattering can be used to
determine sulphur, lead, zinc and iron in lead sinter feed to within about 0.3,
0.85, 0.15 and 0.45 wt% respectively. Plant tests of a backscatter gauge are
planned to commence in late 1983.

INTRODUCTION

Before lead concentrate can be reduced to metallic lead in a blast furnace,
chemical conversion from sulphide to oxide forms is required, together with the
agglomeration of finely divided ore particles into large lumps. These steps are
achieved by the process of sintering.

In the lead sinter plant operated by Mount Isa Mines Ltd., moist concentrates
are mixed with crushed product sinter and rolled together to form pellets which are
placed in layers on one end of a slowly-moving horizontal grate. When the first
layer ("50 mm thick) is in place, it is ignited with an oil burner, then overlaid
with another layer 350 mm thick. As air is blown up through the grate, the top
layer is ignited by the thin bottom layer and the burning front moves through the
bed. Typical sinter plant product contains about 2 wt% S.

On-line analysis of sulphur in sinter feed is required for optimisation of
lead sinter machine performance. Analysis is preferably required to within 0.3 wtZ
S with an analysis time less than 5 minutes. Techniques using penetrating
radiation, such as neutrons or gamma-rays, are needed if sampling and sample
preparation are to be avoided.

NEUTRON INELASTIC SCATTER TECHNIQUE

In the neutron inelastic scatter technique a sample is bombarded with fast
neutrons and the prompt Y-rays emitted are analysed. The most promising industrial
applications of the technique are those which use radioisotope neutron sources and
scintillation detectors rather than the more complex neutron generators and/or
solid state detectors.
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The application of neutron inelastic scattering to the determination of
sulphur in lead sinter feed has been assessed using the published yields of
inelastic scatter Y-rays [l]. This assessment showed that the simultaneous
analysis of sulphur, lead, zinc and iron should be possible in lead sinter feed
based on inelastic scatter Y-rays at 2.23, 2.62, 1.00 and 0.85 MeV respectively
[2]. The 2.23 MeV sulphur Y-ray must be measured in the presence of the more
intense 2.62 MeV lead Y-ray. Interference near the 2.230 MeV sulphur photopeak in
Nal(TJl) is due to the aluminium inelastic scatter Y-ray at 2.211 MeV and the
hydrogen capture Y-ray at 2.223 MeV.

SAMPLES

Mount Isa Mines Ltd provided 31 samples, each weighing about 80 to 100 kg,
from the lead sinter plant for analysis at the Lucas Heights Research
Laboratories. Twelve of these were sinter feed samples, three were sinter return
samples and sixteen were composites of known proportions of sinter feed and lead
concentrate. The feed samples contained an average of 6.5 wt% S, 38 wt% Pb, 5.9
wt% Zn and 11.5 wt% Fe.

The size fractions of the sinter feed samples were analysed separately and
showed about 8 wt% S in the fine particle size fractions (minus 5 mm) and about 4
wt% S in the coarse fractions (plus 5 mm). This large difference made accurate
sampling for chemical analysis difficult. Therefore, the 15 feed and return
samples were crushed to minus 1 mm, then sampled and chemically assayed in two
independent laboratories. With this procedure, the errors in chemical laboratory
assay plus sampling were reduced to about 0.13 wt% S, 0.3 wt% Pb and 0.1 wt% Zn.

GEOMETRIES

During this work, a number of locations at the Mount Isa lead sinter plant
have been considered as sites for gauge installation; locations included a conveyor
belt, a by-line located near a belt interchange, the choke-fed hoppers on the
sinter machine and the moving sinter bed. Analysis at most of these locations
requires a backscatter geometry in which the source and detector are located on one
side of the sample. However, the by-line and hopper locations offer an annular
geometry in which the gauge is surrounded by sample.

In the laboratory, measurements have been carried out using five geometries,
two of which (the annular and backscatter (brass box) geometries) have been
described elsewhere [2]. In an attempt to combine some of the advantages of the
annular and backscatter geometries, a semi-annular geometry was also investigated.
As well, backscatter geometries were studied for application on the "50 mm thick
ignition layer and the 400 mm thick main layer in the sinter machine. The main
layer backscatter gauge is shown in Fig. 1.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS

Pulse-height spectra similar to those shown in Fig. 2 were obtained for a
range* of samples in each geometry, using a counting time of about 1000 s per
sample. Sulphur was determined from the measured count rates C3, &* and C5 in
windows, W3, Wi, and W 5 shown in Fig. 2 together with the thermal neutron count rate
(T), using an equation of the form:

Sulphur * a + b.C3 + C.C4 + d.Cs + e.T .... (1)

where a, b, c, d and e are constants. Lead was determined from the count rates C^,
C5 and T and zinc from the count rates Cl5 Cz, C4, C5 and T.
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Moisture Interference

The most serious interference to this type of sulphur analysis in lead sinter
is that due to 2.223 HeV H capture Y-rays. Mount Isa lead sinter feed normally
contains between 5 and 6 wt% H2O. The effect of moisture has been studied using a
high resolution Ge(Li) detector in the backscatter (brass box) geometry. At 5 wtZ
H2O, an increase of 1 wt% in moisture leads to an increase of 0.015 counts/s in the
2.223 MeV H capture count rate. This is equivalent to a change in the 2.230 MeV S
count rate caused by an increase of 0.5 wtZ S. However, the effect of moisture can
be readily be accounted for by measuring the thermal neutron flux with a Id glass
detector. We have shown that, with a density correction, the Li glass detector can
be used to determine moisture to within about 0.3 wt% over the range 0-8 wt% in
Mount Isa lead sinter feed samples.

Accuracy

In the annular geometry [2], the r.m.s. deviation between chemical laboratory
and gauge sulphur assays ranged from 0.62 wt% for the 31 samples to 0.18 wt% for
the 15 feed and return samples. Root mean square deviations for sulphur
determinations in the 15 feed and return samples in the semi-annular and
backscatter (brass box) geometries were 0.28 and 0*39 wt% respectively. The
r.m.s. deviations for the analysis of Pb, Zn and Fe in the 15 feed and return
samples were about 0.85, 0.15 and 0.45 wt% respectively.

GAUGE FOR FIELD TESTS

Factors to be considered in selecting the most suitable geometry for field
testing include accuracy, analysis time, ease of installation and radiation
safety. Further discussions with lead sinter plant operators indicated that the
optimum site for a gauge was on the 400 mm thick main layer. The gauge shown in
Fig. 1 is enclosed in a 300 mm thick borated water shield and hung over the sinter
bed on a monorail on which it can be moved to a storage and calibration facility at
the side of the sinter machine. The net and total C3 count rates for this gauge
are about 9 counts/s/wt% S and 2350 counts/s respectively. The statistical error
is about 0.3 wt% S for a 10 minute counting time.

SUMMARY

Laboratory tests have shown that neutron inelastic scatter is a promising
technique for the on-line bulk analysis of sulphur, lead, zinc and iron in lead
sinter feed. Sulphur, lead, zinc and iron can be determined to within about 0.3,
0.85, 0.15 and 0.45 wt%, respectively, using a radioisotope neutron source and a
NaI(T£) detector. A number of different geometries have been examined and a
backscatter geometry chosen for plant testing.
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TRACE ELEMENTS IN COAL, FLY-ASH AND MOSS BY NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

R.H. Filby, Nuclear Radiation Center, Washington State University,

Pullman, WA, U.S.A. and D.J. Swaine, CSIRO Division of Fossil Fuels,

North Ryde, N.S.W.

The current interest in trace elements in coal is mainly because of the
environmental implications of the mining, beneficiation and usage of coal.
Trace elements may be beneficial or detrimental to plants and animals depending
on several factors, including concentration. Hence, it is necessary to know the
concentrations of trace elements in coal, fly-ash and related materials and to
ascertain the fate of trace elements during the combustion of coal for power-
production. This paper will deal with these matters, in particular the
importance of neutron activation analysis for obtaining data for trace elements
in Australian bituminous coals, fly-ash and moss used as a "collector" for fine
fly-ash dispersed in an area around a power station.

Trace elements occur in coal, partly associated with the organic matter and
partly associated with mineral matter. There is much information on trace
elements in Australian bituminous coals. Some of the data are summarised in
Table 1.

Table 1. Ranges for 90% of values for trace elements in N.S.W. and
Queensland bituminous coals (ppm in dry coal)

As ^.1 - 10
B 4 -200
Be -lO.A - 5
Cd 0.06 - 0.15
Co -£ 0.6 - 20
Cr < 1.5 - 20
Cu 6 - 3 0
F 20 - 190
Hg 0.026 - 0.20

These data have been obtained mainly by optical emission spectrography (OES)
and by atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) using 450°C ash (Swaine, 1977).
However, spectrophotometric methods were used for uranium (Johnson and Florence,
1971) and thorium (Pakalns and Florence, 1970), a neutron activation analysis ,
method (NAA) for mercury and selenium (Porritt and Swaine, 1976) and the ion-
selective electrode method for fluorine. Several trace elements have also been
determined in other Australian coals by NAA (J.J. Fardy, pers. commun., 1983)
and by X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (Mills et al., 1981). The high
sensitivity of NAA favours the determination of elements present at the sub-ppm
level, for example, tantalum (0.28-0.84 ppm) and gold (0.001 ppm).

During the combustion of coal in a modern power station the trace elements
are redistributed into bottom ash, fly-ash and the flue gases. As expected,
the concentrations of most elements are higher in fly-ash than in coal (Swaine,1981).
Some NAA results for trace elements in fly-ash will be discussed.However, the main
environmental interest seems to be in the fine fly-ash that reaches the atmosphere
with the stack gases and is dispersed around the power station, finally reaching
the ground by dry and wet deposition.

Mo
Ni
Pb
Sb
Se
Th
U
V
Zn

0.
3
2

<0.
0.

<0.
0.
2
13

3
—
-
1
21
2
4
-

- 4
50
40
- 1.3
> - 1.6
- 6
- 3.8
20
• 46
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Since at least 99Z of the fly-ash is removed by electrostatic precipitators or
sometimes fabric filters the amounts reaching the ground at a particular location
are small. In order to measure these amounts and to ascertain variations with
time, an investigation is being carried out around the Wallerawang power station,
about 120 km northwest from Sydney. The amounts of trace elements are measured
by exposing samples of clean sphagnum moss, enclosed in fine-mesh envelopes
mounted on 2 m high aluminium stakes (Godbeer et al., 1981). The moss retains
fine particles deposited on it and also removes cations by ion exchange.

At 3-monthly intervals, the moss is collected and analysed for trace elements
by OES, AAS and by NAA methods (Filby et al., 1977). The amounts of trace
elements expressed as nanogram per square centimetre of moss surface per 3 months
are very small, and vary seasonally. Examples of the results are shown in Fig. 1
for locations A (1.8 km), E (6.6 km) and P (27.4 km) at different distances from
the power station. These determinations were by AAS.

CHANGES IN COPPER VALUES
(RESULTS IN ng cm'2 3 MONTH'1)

FOR VERTICAL ENVELOPES AT 2 LOCATIONS

LOCATION A

fEB.IO AUG. 80 FES. (1 AUG.B1

TIME OF SAMPLING

CHANGES IN COPPER VALUES
(RESULTS IN ng cm"2 3 MONTH"1)

FOR VERTICAL ENVELOPES AT 2 LOCATIONS

50 LOCATION E

LOCATION P
FE6.80 AUG.10 FEB. 81 AUG. »1 FEB.82 AUG «2

TIME OF SAMPLING

Fig. 1. Changes in amounts of copper deposited on moss.

Trends for other elements determined by NAA will be shown. These results are
confirming the earlier AAS results, namely, the seasonal variations and different
trends at different locations. Wind direction and speed are considered to be
important factors governing the distribution of trace elements from the power
station stack. The multielement capability and high sensitivity of NAA have
enabled many elements to be determined with minimum sampling handling and
contamination.
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CRITIQUE OF THICK SOURCE ALPHA COUNTING FOR ESTIMATION OF URANIUM

AND THORIUM

J.R. Prescott, H.E. Jensen , R.A. Akber

Physics Department, University of Adelaide

Adelaide, South Australia 5001

Abstract

Thick source alpha counting (TSAC) for U and Th analyses is compared with
delayed neutron analysis, neutron activation analysis, PIXE, XRF, gamma-ray
spectroscopy and alpha spectrometry. Techniques are suggested which give
excellent agreement between methods for samples in radioactive series
equilibrium; and which identify those samples which are not in equilibrium. In
the latter case methods other than thick source alpha counting muet be used.

Introduction

The project reported here developed as part of a programme to apply thermo-
luminescence (TL) dating to ceramics and sediments* In brief, the TL method
depends on the fact that energy transferred to a crystal lattice, typically
quartz, by ionising radiation is stored there by virtue of the existence of
defects or trapping centres* Energy continues to accumulate so long as the
exposure to radiation continues. If the sample is subsequently heated, this
stored energy is released by thermal excitation and a fraction of it appears as
light - hence the term 'thermoluminescence1.

The TL dating method is best summarised by the age equation

. _ natural TL
age (years) - { T L / u n i t d o a e ) x (dose/year) *

Natural TL refers to the measured TL from the sample, acquired since the sample
was last heated (or was last exposed to daylight in the case of sediments) •
TL/unit dose is the sensitivity of the sample for acquiring TL and is measured by
exposing the sample to a known dose of nuclear radiation from a calibrated
radioisotope source and then noting the level of TL in the same temperature range
as the natural TL. Dose/year is the annual dose delivered to the sample by
naturally occurring radioactive elements present in the sample and its immediate
surroundings, together with cosmic rays.

Determination of the dose/year presents some interesting problems. The
common naturally occurring radioactive elements are uranium, thorium, (with their
corresponding decay chains), **0K , and to a small extent 87Rb . Typical
concentrations are 3 ug.g"1, 10 ug^g"1* 2% and 100 ug.g'1 by weight respectively.

What is needed for estimating U and Th is an inexpensive, quick, convenient,
in-house method of determining the radiation dose delivered to archaeological and
geological specimens. Thick source alpha particle scintillation counting
provides such a method - subject to conditions which we have endeavoured to
define.

*Now at Applied Technology Division, AMDEL, Frewville, South Australia
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Counting Methods

In the simplest form of the method, the coarsely-crushed sample is placed in
direct contact with a phosphorescent zinc sulphide screen which is viewed by a
photomultiplier tube. By this method one obtains a total a count from the three
radioactive series, 2 3 8U, 2 3 5U and 2 3 2Th. From this one must then calculate the
doses and to do this one needs their relative concentrations by weight* The
235O/238O ratio is well established at 0.72%. However, the Th/U ratio varies
with sample geochemistry and hence a separate estimate of this is required for
each individual sample. This can be done with the "pairs" technique, which makes
use of two consecutive a-transitions in the Th decay chain (Aitken and Bowman,
1975>. The a emitter 2 I 5Po follows 220]Rn with a half-life of only 0.16s so that
if the number of pairs occurring within an interval, of say 0.2s, is recorded by
a coincidence circuit, the pairs rate derived is a measure of the Th activity.
Even though the pairs rate is low (typically one pair per 30 singles counts), it
nevertheless gives a Th/U ratio which is satisfactory for dosimetry since the
actual dose is insensitive to the exact ratio (Sasidharan et al., 1978). We have
thoroughly tested the pairs technique on a variety of standards and have reported
satisfactory results elsewhere (Prescott & Jensen, 1980; Jensen & Prescott,
1983).

The validity of the method in its most general sense depends upon the exist-
ence of radioactive equilibrium in the decay chains since.all alpha particles in
the chain are counted. The calculations of dose from the alpha particles them-
selves follows directly from the counts of alpha particles actually present and
is almost independent of the state of equilibrium. However, the doses from betas
and gammas, based on alpha counting, presuppose equilibrium (Bell, 1976, 1977,
1979).

The second (rather obvious) requirement that the method must satisfy is that
it gives the correct count rates when applied to standards of known composition
in radioactive series equilibrium. Typical differential spectra for uranium +
daughters standards are shown in figure 1. In operation, all counts above the
threshold T are recorded. Calculations such as those carried out by Bowman
(1976), Bell (1976), Jensen (1982) relate the integral count-rate to the parent V
concentration for a typical matrix of average A & Z (21.4 and 10.6 respectively).

Refinements of the method

By an extensive series of intercomparisons of a range of U and Th standards
and field samples, it was established that:
(a) ZnS screens vary in efficiency from batch to batch. ASP3 screens from W.B.

Johnson, Montville, N.J. have vaxied from 79 ± 2% to 95 ± 2% during a
period of six years * However, screens of post 1981 manufacture have been
89 ± 2% consistently.

(b) The state of aggregation of the sample affects the apparent efficiency for
many samples. Reduction of the sample to a fine powder (<25 pm) in a ring
mill ensures good accuracy for all but a few samples. This is discussed
further below.

(c) Variations in the reflectivity and colour of the sample cause a spread of a
few percent in apparent efficiency. This is shown in figure 1. It can be
most readily corrected for by an. empirical factor based on comparison of
the sample with standard colour charts such as those used for soil analysis
(Oyama and Takehara, 1970). We recommend a natural grey colour (Gray N6/0)
for standard calibrations. Cbri'ections to allow for colour differences
will 'je published elsewhere.
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Subject to the above precautions, agreement with synthetic standards (e.g.
NBL and AEC) is excellent. Furthermore, the technique agrees very well with
analyses based on other techniques e.g. PIXE (for U and Th), delayed neutron
emission activation (DNA) for U, neutron activated gamma emission (NAA) for Th
and wavelength dispersive XRF (for U and Th) (Prescott & Jensen, 1980).

These tests were extended to field samples. The same range of techniques was
used and much the same results were found as for standards (Jensen & Prescott,
1983). However, it was found that, for some field samples, TSAC gave
consistently higher values than those found by other methods. This "overcount-
ingH has been observed by other workers (Hurray, 1982; Mangini et al., 1983;
Goedicke, 1983).

We have identified three sources of over-counting:

(i) differential segregation of U and Th activity among grains of different
sizes,

(ii) concentration of activity on the surface rather than in the interior of
grains,

(iii) radon accumulation in the interstices of the sample, where it is counted
with increased efficiency.

With a few remaining exceptions TSAC agrees with DNA and NAA if the sample is
incorporated into a lithium borate glass before counting (Jensen & Prescott,
1983). The conversion of the sample to an essentially homogeneous glass without
grain structure eliminates these three difficulties. We have found no discrep-
ancies between the methods when used on standards and only two or three other
cases out of some scores of field samples where disagreement remains conspicuous
even after careful sample preparation.

These discrepancies are attributed to radioactive disequilibrium. Such cases
have been confirmed by low-level gamma-ray counting using sodium iodide. This
method is limited in usefulness by the need for large samples and long counting
times, and we find it unsuitable as a routine technique. However, it is good as
a back-up for checking for the existence of radioactive disequilibrium. However,
once the existence of disequilibrium is suspected the application of one of the
more elaborate techniques is necessary. Some of these are discussed elsewhere in
the current volume (Smith et al. 1983)

Conclusion

The present work shows that radioactive disequilibrium can be readily ident-
ified by a comparison of TSAC with DNA and NAA or with XRF. This conclusion is
also supported by Mangini et al. (1983). For other samples we conclude that
thick-source alpha particle counting is a reliable routine method for the esti-
mation of U and Th for thermoluminescence dating and for other purposes.
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Figure 1
Differential pulse-height

spectra for thick-source uranium
standards of different shades
(reflectivities). The percentage
of total counts above the working
threshold depends on the reflect-
ivity, as shown.
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ETEH3Y IOK BEAK INTERACTION WITH SURFACES AJ:D THE
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1. Introduction

Surface analysis is one area of current solid state research which
eeens to be continually increasing in importance in nany areas of modern
technology. Part of the increased interest in the properties of surfaces
steins fron the developnent of seniconductor technology and solid state
electronics. Thin filn integrated circuitry developments have increased
significantly the ratio of surface, to voluiae, Awhile the sensitivity of the
electronic properties of seniconduetors to small anounts of inpurity has
cade i t essential to develop Deans of analysing the composition of those
surfaces. Ion implantation and the general use of ion beams to nodify
surface properties slso demands sensitive methods of analysing the
implanted surfaces. Plastra-wall interaction and the sensitivity of fusion-
oriented plasnas to inpurities fron the walls has meant a greater need to
understand ion surface interaction. Taken together, there has been a
si£nifioant development in the use of ion-surface interaction tc provide
several methods of surface analysis. We will consider ion surface
interaction in £eneral and indicate the applications of low energy (̂ "10
keV) ion. surface interaction in various techniques for surface analysis.

2.

Ion-surface interaction is beet su-carised schematically ac in Fi£.-
1. The ion bear i tself will introduce a collisione.l excitation ir.to the
surface region, and in general we can understand most of the interaction â
consisting of £ series of binary scattering events oodifiec ty the
existence of the target atons or. & periodic array of lattice site^. Vc are
particularly interested in those products of the ion-surface interaction
which are labelled in such a vay £.s to be used to provide a signal which
can be used for a&tlysis. Basically this means the products of the
interaction must be charged or excited. The possible signals for antlyiis
then are

(i) charged particles fron the incident bean which ere scattered
in such & vray tx to provide information en either the surfcee composition
or surface structure. This is the basis of one technique we will describe-
called Low Energy Ion Scattering frori Surfaces (LEIS),

(ii> charged particles fron the target which are the result of the
collision cascade initiated by the incident Ion, intersecting the surface
and lecdin- to the ejection of target ators and nolecules carrying positive
or negative charge. Vhen analysed with a mass spectrometer we fcjve the
technique ccllec Secondary Ion i;asr. Spectronetry (SIl.'S).
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(iii) particles, particular!? atons, ejected froc the surface in en
excited state, so they car. be detected by their photon enission in front of
the surface. This is similar to spectrochenieal analysis and the technique
is labelled by several aeronyes, but we will use the t i t le Sputter Induced
Photon Spectroseopy (SIPS).

These three constitute the rain rethods for the analysis of a surface
vising E loi: energy ion beam, but in each case the analysis is complicated
by the existence of charge exchange processes between the excited or
ionised particle and the surface. The solid, particularly if i t is a

.metal, provides a large nunber of possible exchange events involving
electrons, or holes in the conduction band of the metal, though in sone
cases the core states ere also knovr. to contribute to neutralisation
events. The nodels Generally used to interpret experinental results
involving neutralisation or deexcitation are derived fron Hagstrur's work
on electron emission associated with slow ions approaching surfaces [1].
The type of exchange can be described schematically by exanples such as
those in Fig. 2. These exchange events are all driven by the potential
energy differences in the (ion or excited state) surfa'ce systen and too
l i t t l e attention has been directed at processes which could be driven by
the kinetic enercy in the systen. Inelastic eollisional effects are knovr.
to exist and nay be the source of the ionised or excited particles [2].
Recent experinente we have done, attecpting to unravel the neutralisation
process in ion scattering, suggest that the Kagstrun- picture may veil be
too sirplistic [3].

Our lack of understanding of the details of the electron exchange
processes involved in lov: energy ion-surface interaction neans that
basically the techniques for surface analysis based on low energy ion
surface-interaction are Qualitative, or when nade quantitative cust be
based on the use of comparative standards. Nonetheless we can use lov;
energy ion surface interaction to ottain a significant asour.t cf
infornetion about the surface cocpoEiticri and structure.

3- £fins2Siii£n=-.l Analysis Usinr Ley Energy Ion-Surf a c,e .Interaction

All three nethods indicated earlier, i.e. LEIS, SIJ.'S and SIPS cars bt
used for compositional analysis of surfaces. Let us consider each in turn.

3-1 Low Kssrsx ISM .Scat.terinc

Lo\.- enercy ion scatterin;: lc in principle a sinple straight forward
technique. A bear, of inert gas ions directed et a surface suffers bintrj-
collisions with atons in the surface layer end are scattered through an
ancle 0 in the laboratory systen. The energy spectrum of the ions
scattered through' this angle 6 is ceasured and since, fron conservation of
energy and Boser.tur. the scattered e^srgj1 E1 of an ion of incident energy Ec
i

r
[CO80 *

whert Kj is the ion nass and !'p the nast of the target atoc. The

positive sign applies with f:? > li.. anc both siirnf for I!£ «f Uy
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FIG. 1 Schematic representation
of ion-surface interaction.
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LEIS provides E nethod of analysing the surfece composition because only
ions scattered frorr the very top surface levers survive in a charged state.
Jors scattered after penetrating below the surface v i l l be entirely
neutralised. Thus LEIS is cne of the cost surface sensitive techniques
available. It is usually used vith inert gas ions, though Bore recently
many experimentalists have begun to use alkali ions. The lat ter suffer
significantly less neutralisation but the energy spectra are harder to
interpret. The general technique is sicple because i t uses only an
electrostatic energy analyser.

Sor.;-e of the problems and uses of LEIS car. be demonstrated with Pig. 3 which
shov?s the energy spectra of 600 eV Ke+ scattered from a Cu(110) surface on
which is adsorbed CO and oxygen. The CO result shows the observed spectrum
at two different coverages of CO. At cexicus coverage the CO completely
screens the Cu signal, whereas the oxygen at saturation s t i l l shows a lot
of Ke+ being scattered frorc the Cu. The CO adsorbs with C bonded to the Cu
so both results represent the scattering of He+ from oxygen. The
difference lies in the position of the oxygen relative to the surface layer
of Cu. Thus the spectra also contain structural information relating to
the adsorbate position.

If we analyse the spectra of Fig. 3 carefully the peak attributed to oxygen
actually occurs very close to the Eg'̂ o v a l u e corresponding to C. Figure H
shows the position of the peak as a function of scattering angle, compared
with the theoretical position of the peeks corresponding; to Ke+ scattered
fron C and 0. The behaviour of the experimental result identifies i t as
scattering off oxygen, with an inelastic energy loss of unknown origin
included in the interaction.

2*2 Secondary ,Ion liass Spectronetry

SI)!S is a very sensitive method of surface analysis but is subject tc z
number cf problens making the interpretation of results difficult. The icr.
signal is a very sensitive function of surface edsorbate coverage
depending both en the adsorbed species and the anour.t presert .
reutralisation is an unknown contributor to signal strength. I'e 6o not
know the actual cechaniSE responsible for the creation of the secondary
ion. yet SIMS is a widely applied technique and a very valuable addition
to the L'jrfece analyst's tools. The reason for this is the extrertly high
sensitivity centiontd and the fact that the sputtered ions Bust havt their
origin in the very surfece layers. Further the sputtering produces ionised
cler.er.tal species and ionised rolecules. The lat ter car; provide
information or. the chenical state of the surface.

lior-t SIS'S analysers arc 'add-on' arrangecents, consisting of ar.
electrostatic quadrupole nass spectrometer wit,h sone forn of energy filter
or; the input. More complex scgnetie case spectrometers are also available
e.r- the- icr; nicroprobe at AJ'U. The signals nay be used in combination
vrith c sce.nr.ing ion bean, to produce elemental array inages of the surface.
These- instruments if purchased cosrerc-ielly. tend to be very expensive.

Figure 5 shows a typical spectrur. frori a sinple binary alloy syster. The
systc-n is a i:b/V alloy and the positive ior. yields at an energy set by the
prcfiltcr, arc compared with the tare yields, fror. pure V end pure Kb.
Cuart i tat ive analysis though i s nade d i f f icu l t by the different
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FIG.5; SIMS spectrum of atom and
molecular ion emission from
Kb, V and Nb/V alloy.

J
A

FIG.6: Ion trajectories of
importance in LE1S,
related to the energy
spectrum.

IONS

(6)
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FIG.8: Shadow cone geometries
and their application
in LEIS and RBS.

FIG.7; Formation of shadow
and blocking cones.
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sensitivities of the two conponents to oxygen adsorption, and particularly
to cxyger: dissolved in the alloy. The sensitivity of the analysis can be
inprovec by using either an active gas (0") bean or an inert gas bean in an
active gas environment but again the quantitative analysis is cede very
difficult by the different sensitivities of the components to the adsorbate

PJififcoju Spectroscosv

SIPS experinents a few years ago were suggested as providing a very good
nethod of chemical analysis but developments have shov;r this not to be the
case. As in the csse of SI!iS. the signal strength is very dependent or. the
cleanliness of the surface. It is difficult to relate the observed signal
strength to the concentration of the sacple. Kon radiative deexcitation is
an important contributor to the reduction of signal strength, and the
photon yield varies significantly fron different elements. The nethod
provides only elemental identification and even with comparative standards
is herd to obtain reliable quantitative analysis.

li. Structural Analysis Dsinp Low Enerrv Ion Beams

It is in the area of structural analysis that significant advances
have been nade in recent years. SIMS has been shown to provide soce
information on adsorbed aton sites on the surface of single crystals,
through the angular dependence of the colecular ion yield. Other than
that, SIMS does not present a greet deal of structural inforsation. Low
energy ion scattering on the other hand has provided several different
RethodF of structural analysis. At a recent ion bear: analysis conference,
the advances in and contributions of low energy ion scattering for
structural analysis were aeons the most exciting of the new developments
reported [53.

Sone s t ructural infcrB&tion is available fron a detailec
consideration of the trajectories of ions involved in scattering fror= tlit
surface. There are the trajectories due to single scattering events with
surface a tons, as shown in Fig. 6 but in addition one can identify peeks
associated vith trajectories in which the ion is scattered through the
final angle 6 by a sequence of collision events involving smaller
scattering angles in each collision. In single crystal surface studies,
the double scattering event car; be very noticeable, particularly when the
beer.- is aligned along low index directions. Some examples of this will be
shown in another paper at thic meeting [6]. The study of the- energy
spectre., particularly the cultiple sc-ettering events, as a function of
azinuthsl angle can provide very good structural information of the survey
type, indicating where important departures fron ideal structure are likely
to be observed.

f.ost of the techniques of ion scattering for structural studies
depend or. the 'shadow' and 'blocking' cone events. When a bean of ions is
incident on a surface there is a shadow cone forred behind ezd. atcr:, at
showr. in Fig. 7. Kithir. the scattered flux, sir.ilar conet are forr.ed but
thc-sc- are labelled 'blocking' cones. The geonetry of both events provider
very ir. portent structural information. The shedov and blocking cone
concept is used in ion scattering analysis at ell energies, but Aono [8 3
h&& dcrcriEtrttcd the difference between low and high energy scattering
scher..;.tic£.lly, £i in Fig. 6. The width of the shadow cone, coupled with
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of C on <100> TIC (after A0N0(8)).
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the high contribution of neutralisation at lov energiess ceans that
shadoving of deeper layers is not observed at lov; energies, but will be at
higher energies., vhile the width of the cone at lov energies cear.s that
shadowing of one ator? in the surface layer by another is possible. At the
higher energies used in Rutherford Baekscattering, such s shadowing is not
experiner.tally feasible. Thus LEIS will provide structural information on
ator positions in the surface, whereas EBS provides information on the
surface etoras relative to subsurface atcizs.

There have been several studies cf structural analysis using LEIS [73
but cr.e of the classic examples is that described by Aonc [8 3- This
involved location oi" the C atos ir. TiC by observing the scattering of Ke+

ions fron the shadow cone envelope cf Ti. off C as the angle of the beer,
relative to the surface is altered. The geometry and expe-rinentel
variation of the signal strength are shown in Fig. 9. Similar experiments
have been applied to a nunber of surfaces. Information on surface
vibration amplitudes have also been obtained.

Pecent experinents with recoil ions will provide a conplir;er.t£ry
structural analysis method [$]• In a binary collision, the incident ion ir
scattered through the angle with energy given by equation (1) whereas the
Btoia Y-2 cay recoil through this.sarse angle Qwith energy

E, 4 M M,
T" * /M | w V s i n 2 0 . . . . (2)

In this case, the blocking cone fcrred by the recoil ions will provide
inforcation on the position of the target atons.

Copclusipn

There are a variety of ways in which low energy ion beards can be usec
for compositional and structural analysis. We have briefly revievreC E
rapidly expanding field of research. One can expect that this vori: v i l l
become nore important as we learr. rore about lov energy ion surface-
inter act ion.

/.c}:,r;o\.'Iedgeqent
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS;

One of the newest and p o t e n t i a l l y very powerful t o o l s for surface
s t r u c t u r e a n a l y s i s i s Low Energy Ion S c a t t e r i n g (LEIS). LEIS has been
shown to be e s e n s i t i v e probe of the top one or two at e r i c l a y e r s of a
surface. There has been sone d i f f i c u l t i e s ir. the past in the analysis of
LEIS e x p e r i n e n t s due p r i n c i p a l l y t o uncertaint ies associated with charge
ex chance iseehanisns. The purpose of th i s report i s to outl ine & nethoc? of
surface analysis being developed which will uniquely define surface
structure by LEIS while cininising the complications arising fros charge
exchange. This technique utilises the location of the'shadow cone with an
electrostatic energy analyser vhich has the freedom to be positioned at any
point on a sphere surrounding the target. This freedom cakes it possible
to "nap out" the shadow cone resulting from surface layer atoss for ions
scattered fron the second layer. LEIS is dominated by binary elastic
collisions so the laws of conservation of nonentun and energy can be
applied to each event with a high level of accuracy. The post collision
energy of a particle i s given by

E/Eo« cos 6 + /y2 - sin*?) I

" T71 J
where E/Eo is the ratio of final to init ial energy of the ion, e i s the
scattering angle end y i s the Dasc ratio of the target atoc to inciccr.t
ion. The cess of the target atorss car. be determined by the use of this
equation and knowledge of the other tvo parameters.

At low energies there exist other collision sequences with crccr
sections comparable to those for single scattering. The simplest of thest
sequences is that called a double collision event in which, after the first
binery collision, the ion tr&vels parallel to the surface until i t i s
scattered off a second target aton (sec Fig. 1). In this sequence, all
three straight line segnents of the trajectory l ie in the sane plane. The
energy of the ion after a double scattering sequence i s higher than that
for single scattering and is given by

2 2

e [ i n J
where 6̂  and 62 are the first and second scattering angles.

The ratio of the yield for double scattering to single scattering
contains leportsnt Information concerning the interatosic distances but
charge exchange processes reduce the quantitative applicability of thit
technique. Multiple scattering however carries with i t considerable
inforcatlon concerning the surface structure-, and the appropriate

sns ctr> be classed nv:
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1) Zig-Zag collisions (including double scattering

2) Focussing

3) Blocking

The zig-zag collision i s a double collision in which the trajectory
between the first collision event and the second does not lie in the plane
defined by the initial and final trajectories (Fig.1). The slightly larger
scattering angles involved in this process result in a fintl energy which
is less than that for a double scattering event, and usually observed tc be
greater than a single scattering event. The energy of the particle i s
directly related to the positions of the two scattering atons relative to
the direction of the incident bean and the energy analyser. The simplest
surface structure experiments involves maintaining the position of the
target and analyser constant while rotating the target -about its nornal.
The observation of doubly scattered ions, and the energy of ions having
suffered zig-zag collisions can result in a determination of the surface
layer structure. This technique can be difficult to use if there are
adsorbates distributed above the surface which exclude the possibility cf
these collision sequences.

The first process which can reveal some information on the structure
cf f i r s t and second atonic layers is that of surface ser.ichannelling
leading to focussing. If the atoms of a second layer l ie between the
surface layer atons then viewing the surface along a low index direction we
observe channels which are referred to as "seniehcnnels". Vher. an ion
bean is incident close to the direction of a surface seriehann6l: weak
collisions with the surface atonic rows steer the. ionc, and foci;s then onto
the second row causing a relatively high fluz to be incident or. the second
row. The steering nechanisa operates on the e::it peth aiso resulting in B
high intensity of scattered ions in a particular direction. The r.eaEurc-c
features of the focussing car. be related beck to the depth and iricth of the
surface senicharsntl, thus yielding valuable information on the relaxaticr
of the surface layer with respect to the second layer.

The process of blocking u t i l i ses the shadow cone forced behind E
target when unifornly bocbarded. Thus particles scattered off the second
layer will be blocked by surface layer Ltons fror, certain directions
(Fig.2). The unique f a c i l i t i e s cf the degrees cf fre-cdez of the
electrostatic analyser- in our experiment rake i t possible to "£.£:• out" the-
directions of lov; scattered icn yield and thus uniquely identify the
position cf the surface layer ator.s with respect to the second layer ator.^.
This technique recucc-E. even further the possibility of the charge exchange
nechanier.: or other processes leading to erbiruous interpretation of the
results?. The blocking technique has been successful in ceciur. energy
applications where the scattered ions can cone fron greater- depths in the
Bclid, but the work reported here is the f i rs t application of the full
capabilities of this technique to lov: energy ion scattering-

The- blocking technique in nuch less versatile apparatus Y.zz beer, shorn
to be- ccpeble of ascertaining structural information5"^ but without the
flexibi l i ty to dove the analyser ever all spatial direction:., the
interpretation of the results can be challenged.
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Ki(110) SURFACE STRUCTURE

To sssess the re l i ab i l i ty of the new technique a well studied surface,
Ni(110), i s under inves t iga t ion , lleny s tudies of the clean and oxygen
covered I3i{110) surface h&ve been perforcec using several different surface
analytical techniques. Host attention has been paid to the annealed (2x1)
s t r u c t u r e (oxygen coverage = 0.5 conolayer) and various models have been
proposed for t h i s surface (Fig. 3)- Sore of the s t ruc tures can be
verified or discounted using the sicpler techniques however the complete
ana lys i s w i l l r equ i re the fu l l c a p a b i l i t i e s of the analyser with two
degrees of rotational freedom.

The ana lys i s of the Ki(110) surface w i l l allow development and
refinece&t of the blocking technique applied to LEIS. Once proven t h i s
technique wi l l be applied to other surfaces. e.g. AK11*). which appear to
go through cor-plex changes durins' oxidation.
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Fig. I: Illustration of double collision event (A), and zig-zag
collision sequences (B, C).

Fig. 2: Blocking of ions scattered from second layer atom by
surface atom.
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APPLICATIONS OF MoSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY IN THE STEEL INDUSTRY

Stuart Fysh

Broken Hill Proprietary Co. Ltd. Central Research Laboratories

P.O. Box 188, Wallsend. NSW. 2287.

Abstract: Because of its particular applicability to iron, Mossbauer spectroscopy is a
useful research tool for the steel industry, and a state of the art spectrometer was
commissioned at BHP's Newcastle research laboratories 12 months ago. The present paper
considers several steel industry-related applications of the technique which have
previously received little attention. Analysis of iron ores, sinters, blast furnace slags and
cast abrasives is discussed.

Iron ore mineralogy, texture and grain size are increasingly being
recognised AS important parameters affecting agglomeration and
blast furnace performance. Full characterisation of ore type
requires petrographlc examination, but instrumental techniques
such as x-ray diffraction (XRD) and electron microscopy are
frequently employed to aid in definition of mineral species. Of
particular interest are the goethite (a-FeOOH) ores, which will
form an increasing proportion of domestic and export feedstock
in the future. These typically contain poorly crystalline material
which is not amendable to XRD analysis. A number of iron ores
representing the major Australian micro-types have been
examined by Mossbauer methods . Because of
superparamagnetic relaxation effects (e.g. fig. 1 300K spectra of
three Australian goethite-containing iron ores) quantitative
analysis has been performed at 4.2K. As well as providing anFigure 1.

exact determination of the iron mineralogy of the ores, the possible presence of highly
hydrated species, and of isomorphous lattice replacement of iron by aluminium may be
examined in this way.

Much of the iron ore used in modern blast furnaces is agglomerated by sintering.
This enables optimization and control of both the chemical and physical properties of the
feed, allowing more efficient furnace operation. The relationships between ore
mineralogy, sintering conditions and sinter properties are the subject of considerable
study. Mossbauer spectroscopy can give a quantitative
analysis of the various minerals present in the sinter, as well
as providing information about their structure. Shown in fig.
2 are the Mossbauer spectra of typical sinters. The
hyper fine split contributions are due to (in order of
decreasing splitting) hematite (a-Fe^OJ, and the A and B
sites of magnetite (Fe.O.). The central pair of lines is due
to iron in the silico-ferrite of calcium and aluminium that is
a major bonding agent in sinter. As for iron ore, no
instrumental technique can fully assess the morphological
differences which are important in determining a sinter's
properties. However, from a comparison of the point-cennt
mineralogical analyses of a number of experimental sinters
with those derived from their Mossb&uer spectra (fig. 3), it is
clear that this technique

-6 0 6

VELOCITY (mm/s)

Figure 2.
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offers a possible instrumental means of "bulk" mineralogical
analysis i.e. mineralogical analysis without morphological
information. Current sinter strand control strategy within BHP is
based on regular chemical and magnetic permeability
measurements. The bulk magnetic properties of sinter are
essentially those of the magnetite component, and this forms the
basis of a number of rapid analysis and on-line control devices
currently available. The major parameter of interest (Fe
content) is estimated by assuming that it is directly correlated with
magnetite content (and hence sinter magnetic permeability).
However, Mossbauer analysis of a number of sinters has shown that
magnetite composition is dependent on total magnetite content, so
that the permeability - Fe + correlation is not independent of
sinter composition. This is well illustrated by fig. 4, which shows
the dependence of the occupation ratio of the two magnetite sites
on magnetite content. Because of this composition dependence,
magnetic analysis devices require re-calibration when used with

sinters having

Figure 4.

Figure 3.
significantly different

chemistries. Control strategies for sinter plant
operation based on a complete mineralogical
analysis of the sinter appear very attractive
when compared to the simple magnetic
measurement. To be workable as a control
method, it would be necessary to obtain a result
in times of the order of minutes, rather than the
~8 hours required for a conventional Mossbauer
spectrum. Mossbauer techniques for obtaining
sinter mineralogy in ~15 minutes are currently
under investigation at. CRL.

Mossbiuer techniques are also applicable to situations
in which the iron is present as only a minor constituent.
Blast furnace slag provides a good example of this.
Calculations of blast furnace thermodynamics require
accurate chemical data for the slag produced, and of
particular significance is the slag iron content. This reflects
the oxidation potential of the environment, while the
co-ordination of the iron in the alumino-silicate lattice is
thought to be related to the viscosity of the slag in its liquid
state. Slag samples are usually contaminated with fine
"prills" of metallic iron, which are removed prior to
chemical analysis by a magnetic separation. Mossbauer
anaysis has been used to check the efficiency of this
separation (see fig. 5); about 1096 of the iron present is
metallic. The other major peaks in the spectrum are due to
ferrous and ferric iron on both octahedral and tetrahedral
sites, as indicated. While such spectra may provide valuable
data on slag behaviour, acquisition times of about 2 weeks
currently limit their usefulness.
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Many interesting phenomena associated with steels occur at the surface, and
backscatterlng methods have been found to be very applicable to their study. Cast steel
abrasives are used for the cleaning, polishing and surface hardening of castings, and the
Comsteel Waratah plant recently installed a sophistocated new facility for their
production. One difficulty encountered related to customer dissatisfaction with the colour
of the final product. Abrasives available from competitors are blue, while the Comsteel
product was a dull red. Shown in fig. 6 are the x-ray (a,b) and electron (c,d)

backscatterlng spectra of Japanese and Comsteel
abrasives respectively. The x-ray spectra show that the
same bulk phases are present in each. From the
electron spectra, however, it can be seen that the
Japanese product has a well developed oxide coating
(both a-Fe.O, and Y-Fe-OJ- The surface of the
Comsteel product appears to be almost devoid of
resonant nuclei, and this is thought to be due to the
reduced recoil-free fraction of a loosely packed oxide
coating . Abrasives of the required colour have now
been produced by varying the final annealing process,
and their surface composition confirmed by Mossbauer
analysis.

Wodty (irm/O

Figure 6.

Mossbauer spectroscopy has been found to be of value for iron phase analysis in a
number of situations, where more conventional techniques are not applicable. Its ability
to provide both a quantitative phase determination and a measure of variations in
Individual phase structures makes it a valuable tool in steel industry research.

1. Fysh, S.A. and Ostwald, J. (1983) A Mossbauer Study of Some Australian Iron
Ore Minerals. Mineral. Mag. 47, 209-217.

2. Fysh, S.A. and Clark, P.E. (1982) Aluminous Hematite: A Mossbauer Study. Phys.
Chem. Minerals 8, 257-267.
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SURFACE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO THE CHARACTERIZATION

OF OXIDE SCALES FORMED AT HIGH TEMPERATURES

Graham R. Johnston

Materials Research Laboratories, Defence Science and. Technology
Organisation, Maribyrnong, Victoria 3032, Australia

ABSTRACT

Rutherford backscattering (RBS) and scanning Auger microscopy (SAM) have
been used to characterize oxide films on CoCrAlY, CoCrAl and various ion-
implanted CoCrAl alloys. The complementary information that is available using
these two techniques is illustrated by presenting RBS spectra and SAM elemental
depth profiles for both nonimplanted and Y-implanted CoCrAl alloys.

INTRODUCTION

Protective coatings are used extensively in an effort to protect hot
metallic components in gas turbine engines from high temperature degradation.
The morphology and adherence of the oxide scales formed on the surfaces of
protective metallic coatings are critical in determining the degree of protection
which these; coatings afford.

The present work is part of a collaborative research project on "The Initial
Stages of Hot Corrosion Attack of Metallic Coatings" which involves the US Naval
Research Laboratory (NRL), Washington D.C., the University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, PA., and Materials Research Laboratories, Maribyrnong. The main part
of the work described in this paper was performed during the secondment of the
author to NRL in 1982/83.

In order to optimize the performance of protective coatings for gas turbine
components, the mechanisms both for the formation of the protective surface oxide
films and for the degradation of these films must be well understood. Before
such mechanisms can be deduced, however, it is essential that the oxide films be
adequately characterized.

The particular coating system studied in this project was of the Cc'CrAlX-
type, where X is an oxygen-active element such as yttrium or hafnium. These
elements are added to coating alloys to improve oxidation resistance, principally
by promoting adherence of the protective oxide to the surface of the alloy by
some mechanism that is far from completely understood. In the present project,
the high temperature oxidation of cast alloys * of Co-22Cr-11A1 (CoCrAl) and Co-
22Cr-11Al-0.5Yi(CoCrAlY) was studied. The CoCrAl microstructure consisted of a
matrix of f5-CoAl and precipitates, approximately 5-10 p diameter, of the ot-Co
solid solution phase.

The effects of the oxygen-active elements, Y and Hf, on the high temperature
oxidation of CoCrAl were investigated using ion implantation to modify the near-

Unless otherwise stated, all alloy compositions given in this paper are
expressed as percentages by weight.
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surface composition prior to oxidation. The particular problem addressed in this
paper is the characterization of the resulting oxide scales using mainly
Rutherford backscattering (RBS) and scanning Auger microscopy (SAM).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The preparation of alloy specimens prior to oxidation and the details of the
oxidation experiments have been described previously (1). Hie oxidation
experiments were performed at a temperature of 700°C for times between 10 minutes
and 100 hours.

CoCrAl coupon specimens, approximately 1 0 j n m X 1 0 m m X 2 m m with one face
polished to 0.25 um diamond, were implanted either with yttrium ions at a dose of
2X1016 cm"2 and 150 KeV, or with hafnium ions (2X1016 cm"2; 150 KeV) or with
cobalt ions (5X1016 cm"2; 150 KeV). The higher dose of cobalt ions was used to
produce damage levels similar to those produced by the yttrium implantations.
Half of the surface of each coupon specimen was shielded with tantalum foil
during implantation. This allowed direct comparison of the oxidation of
implanted and non-implanted CoCrAl surfaces. The chemical compositions and the
thicknesses of the oxide films on the individual phases were obtained mainly by
RBS and SAM.

RESULTS

Rutherford Backscattering (RBS): An analytical procedure was developed in
this woik for using RBS to determine the thickness of the oxides formed on
the U-phase of oxidized surfaces of CoCrAlY and CoCrAl alloys. For unoxidized
surfaces, the incident alpha particles first encounter cobalt in the outermost
layer of the alloy. For oxidized surfaces, however, the alpha particles must
first penetrate the oxide scale before encountering cobalt in the alloy at the
alloy/oxide interface. The shift in energy of the cobalt edge of the RBS spectra
from the unoxidized to the oxidized surfaces was therefore used to calculate the
concentration of oxygen atom/cm , i.e. the oxide thickness. The energy shifts
are shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b) for non-implanted and Y-implanted CoCrAl
respectively, that had been oxidized for 1 hour at 700°C. Further, because the
oxide on the {J-phase was invariably thinner than that on the a-phase, the oxide
thickness that is calculated from the cobalt edge is related solely to
the 0-phase.

Chinnil N*.

\
N

V- ln*Unt«4
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i

(b)

Cr

Figure 1. RBS spectra of (a) non-implanted and (b) Y-inplanted CoCrAl oxidized
for 1h at 700°C.
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Die calculated values of oxygen atom concentration on the 0-phases of
CoCrAlY, non-implanted CoCrAl, Y-implanted CoCrAl and Co-implanted CoCrAl have
been presented previously (2). Y-implants were found to almost double the oxide
thickness, relative to the other alloys under study. Recent preliminary results
for Hf-implanted CoCrAl indicate that, in common with yttrium, hafnium also
markedly increases the oxide thickness relative to the CoCrAlY, non-implanted and
Co-implanted CoCrAl alloys.

Ihe RBS spectra for the Y-implanted alloy (Fig. 1b) also revealed
considerably more cobalt at the outer surface of the oxide than for the non-
implanted alloy (Fig. 1a). Hf-implanted CoCrAl also exhibits this feature.

Scanning Auger Microscopy (SAM): As an example of the complementary
information that is obtained using SAM in conjunction with RBS, element depth
profiles of the (i-phase oxides of non-implanted and Y-implanted CoCrAl, also
oxidized for 1 hour at 700°C, are presented in Figure 2 (a) and (b)
respectively. In these graphs, the peak-to-peak height Auger intensity is
plotted as a function of sputtering time. Both the increase in thickness of the
oxide and the increase in cobalt concentration at the outer surface are
immediately evident for the Y-implanted alloy. Extremely good correlations have
been obtained between relative thicknesses measured by RBS and SAM (1), showing
that, in combination, they form a very powerful analytical facility for studying
oxidized surfaces.

Figure 2. SAM elemental (0,Al,Co,Cr) depth profiles for ii-phase oxides of
(a) non-implanted and (b) Y-implanted CoCrAl oxidized for 1h at 700"C.

CONCLUSIONS

Rutherford backscattering and scanning Auger microscopy have been used in
combination to characterize oxide films on CoCrAlY, CoCrAl and ion-implanted
CoCrAl alloys. Ihis information is being used to determine oxidation mechanisms
for this important class of protective coating alloys used in gas turbine
technology.
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RUTHERFORD BACKSCATTERING ANALYSIS OF NITROGEN IMPLANTS IN AUSTRALIAN STEELS AND
ASSOCIATED WEAR PROPERTIES

J.T.A. Pollock and M.J. Kenny, CSIRO Division of Chemical Physics,
Lucas Heights Research Laboratories, Sutherland, NSW, 2232.

ABSTRACT

Ion implantation of nitrogen can be used to reduce wear in steels. In this work, a
number of bright mild and nitriding Australian steel samples have been implanted
with nitrogen usingoincident energies in the range 25 to 65 keV and nominal doses
up to 10 ions cm""S Rutherford backscattering (RBS) of He ions was used to
depth/concentration profile the implant distribution. RBS is fast, non-destructive
and convenient for this purpose but is generally thought tc lack the necessary
resolution for profiling lighter atom distributions. However, the data presented
suggest that RBS is satisfactory for the higher energy, higher dose implants
generally employed in studies of wear enhancement., Some wear and hardness measure-
ments are presented.

INTRODUCTION

RBS of He is a fast and non-destructive technique for depth/concentration
profiling of ion implants [l]. It is extensively employed with implants into Si
where typically, the implanted species have higher atomic numbers than Si and the
backscattered profile from the implant is conveniently manageable since it lies at
energy levels higher than the Si edge. It is more difficult to determine the pro-
files for lighter implanted atoms e.g. N + Fe. The method used, subtraction of a
normalised implanted spectrum from an unimplanted standard, is limited by system
resolution. Nevertheless, with the availability of RBS facilities at the LHRL and
the noted advantages we decided to profile N implants of some Australian steels and
critically examine the results in terms of implant energy and concentration.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Nitrogen implantation of bright mild and EN41A (soft condition) steel samples
was carried out using an in-house constructed system based on a duoplasmatron ion
source capable of producing up to 0.5 mA of beam at energies up to 50 keV.
Additional ion beam energy was obtained by insulating the target and raising it to
a potential of -25 kV, In the absence of mass analysis, the implant beam is a
mixture of N+ and Hzi"r ions.

Samples of each steel were Implanted at energies of 25, 45 and 65 keV using
nominal doses up to 10 ions cm" . Beam rates were held to the range 30-50 UA
cm" to minimise heating effects. Following implantation the samples were aged at
100°C for six hours.

RBS analysis was performed using 2 MeV * W " ions with the detector in the h9
position. Spectra were collected over either 10 or 20 Minutes. Wear analysis of
implanted and uninplanted discs was aide using a ball-on-disc type wear Machine at
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various loads and distances followed by profilimeter characterisation of the wear
tracks to determine the wear volume. Hardness measurements were made using a
Vickers diamond pyramid indenter operating under a 5 g load. Measurements of 10
indentations were averaged.

RESULTS

Pertinent portions of backscattering spectra obtained with unimplanted and
implanted bright mild steel samples are shown in Figures 1 a. and b, respectively.
The dip at the top right hand of the implanted spectrum indicates displacement of
Fe atoms by N atoms. This displacement is more clearly shown in Figure 1 c. which
presents the difference between the spectra of 1 a. and b. Using first order
approximations for energy loss versus distance travelled and effective displacement
of Fe atoms by N atoms, the concentration versus depth profile shown in Figure 2
may be quickly calculated from the data presented in Figure 1. The profile thus
calculated (Figure 2) is reasonable in terms of reported work obtained by other
methods [2J. The implant depth is less than that expected from classical calcu-
lation, however, this is common with steels. The ease with which this calculation
may be carried out decreases with decrease in nominal dose and implant energy and
is unsatisfactory for the combination of 25 keV and 0.9 x 10 ions cm" .

Using RBS data in the manner outlined we have determined concentration/depth
profiles of the nitrogen implants and related these profiles to indentation hard-
ness and wear resistance of the Australian steels under study. Hardness increases
of 50% of the unimplanted steel values were recorded. Analysis indicates that the
implanted layer hardness is similar to that produced by traditional diffusion tech-
niques which require up to 60 hours treatment. In the case of bright mild steel
the increase in hardness saturates nominal N concentrations of " 6 x 10 ions cm~
for implant energy of 45 keV. For these latter conditions the peak concentration
is a 70 run below the surface, the overall implant extending to " 160 nra. Improve-
ments in wear resistance in excess of an order of magnitude better than that
obtained with unimplanted standards have been measured. As with other reported
data [3], enhancement of wear resistance persists beyond the original implant
depth.

CONCLUSIONS

RBS is satisfactory for concentration/depth profiling of N implants in steels
for cases where the implant energy, is greater than 40 keV and the implant dose
(nominal) is greater than 2 x 10 ions cm" . At lower energies and, in
particular, lower implant concentrations the resolution is less satisfactory.
Fortunately, optimum improvements in wear and hardness characteristics are
associated with the larger energies and higher implant dose.
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• A Method for the Identification of metals by Mass Spectrometrv

D.L. Swlngler

CSIRO Division of Chemical Physics.

P.O. Box 160, Clayton. Victoria. Australia 3)60.

Abstract

A method Is described whereby metallic samples as foils of a few

square millimetres are subject to Ionic impact In a small discharge cell

of 0.6 cm3 volume. Ions are formed from the metal by electron Impact

or Penning lonization of sputtered atoms and by secondary Ion emission

from the cathode surface. Ionic energy analysis Is followed by ionic

mass analysis In a compact facility operating at a pressure between "10"*

and 10"6 torr.

Metals Analysis Facility

The metals analysis, facility, shown In Fig. 1. comprises a cold-

cathode Ion-source5 with apertures in the centre of each cathode. One

aperture allows for the Insertion of metallic samples as foils or small

pieces of about 1 mm2, while the aperture In the opposite cathode provides

a means for the exit of ionized sputtered atoms and for secondary Ions

emitted from the surface of the sample. The foil Is subject to impact by

primary ions (ions formed by collisions between adventitious gas molecules

and atoms, and electrons) which stimulates the emission of neutral atoms

and positive and negative Ions, all charactlstlc of the sample. The sputtered

atoms ar t emitted amongst a flux of secondary electrons from the cathode

surface*. The latter are accelerated towards the centre of the cell where

they may acquire an energy sufficient for electron Impact of sputtered

atoms.
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XPS AND SIMS ANALYSIS OF THE SURFACE OF SYNROC:

STRUCTURE AND LEACHING MECHANISMS

Sverre Myhra and Roger St.C. Smart
School of Science

Griffith University,
Nathan, Queensland, 4111

The use of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and secondary ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS) to examine the first few layers of a solid surface is described.
XPS detected all elemental species of the major phases in Synroc C, as well as some
important high level waste (HLW) species. Compositions were in good agreement with
nominal stoichiometries. Information on chemical states were obtained but the
effects of ion-beam sputtering during depth profiling, in reduction to lower valence
states, complicated interpretation of bulk states. For instance, Mo in Synroc C
occurs in the surface with 6+ valency but at 100 nm depth is predominantly in the 4+
valence state. Titanium in the surface has non-tetravalent contributions to the Ti
2p spectral envelope but is substantially reduced to Ti 3 + , Ti 2 + and Ti metal by ion
bombardment. The chemical environment of Ca is different between perovskite CaTiO3
and zirconolite ZrCaTi207o Cubic perovskite is also more resistant to ion
irradiation than the non-cubic mineral phases.

Hydrothermal attack led to the formation of a modified layer extending to a
maximum depth of -200 nm after 25 days at 350°C. Within this layer, the abundances
and chemical states of the elements were different from those in the unattached
Synroc. For instance 0 was always enhanced; Ti always depleted; Ba substantially
depleted; Ca depleted sometimes only near the surface but at other times to greater
depths; Zr formed an enhanced layer at various depths below the surface; and Al was
always enhanced in the near surface region. Parallel SIMS studies of leaching at
lower temperature (150°C) have been carried out. The changes observed were
consistent with selective dissolution of some elements (e.g. Ba, Cs), hydration
(e.g. of Al and Fe), recrystallisation (e.g. of Ti, Zr) and reaction with C02
dissolved in the aqueous phase (e.g. to form

SIMS has been used to study the incorporation of Cs in Synroc C Cs is leached
more rapidly from both glass and Synroc when compared to other elements. The Synroc
hollandite phase is designed specifically to incorporate Cs in its tunnel structure„
We have found that a small proportion of the Cs is incorporated into interphase
boundaries. By comparison of SIMS depth profiles from polished faces with those
from fracture faces, it is established that a monolayer of Cs is present at these
boundaries. In initial leaching of Synroc these boundaries provide loosely bound
Cs to reach the surface during leaching„ As leaching proceeds the decreasing
concentration gradient down the interphase boundaries gives rapidly decreasing Cs
leach rates as observed experimentally0 These boundaries appear to provide sinks
for Cs; hence the short-turn leach rates of Cs are affected by the structure of
these boundaries.
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RBS ANALYSIS OF ION IMPLANTED CERAMICS AND METALS

D.K, flood, J.S. Williams
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology

High resolution RBS analysis using a 1.8 MeV helium beam has been employed
to study effects of ion implantation in ceramics and metals. Ceramic zirconia
(stabilised with small amounts of scandia and yttria) is implanted with Ft and
Ce ions at doses of 1 x 10 cm~ and 1 x 10 cm . Implant profiles are measured
before and after annealing at 600, 750 and 900°C for 20 - 100 hours to study
thermal migration and precipitation effects.

High purity Ni and an Alloy of Ni. 4.54 wt. % Si are implanted with Ce ions at
doses of 1 x 10* 6 ions cm""2 and 1 x 10 ions cm"2. Implant profiles are measured
before and after short thermal oxidation in pure O2 to study impurity migration
during oxidation.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

VENUE
The Conference will be held in the AINSE Theatre,(Institute Building)-see map p.185
Tuesday 1st, Wednesday 2nd and Thursday 3rd November, 1983.

PAPERS
Green light shows for presentation of paper -
Warning lights show when 5 & 2 minutes are remaining -
Red light shows when presentation time has expired -
Discussion time of 5 minutes is then allowed by the Chairman.

Slides - Authors using 35 mm slides in conjunction with their talk
are requested to place their slides in the projector
magazine during the break preceding the session in which
the paper is scheduled.

ACCOMMODATION
For out of Sydney participants whose nominations have been previously accepted,
accommodation has been arranged in accordance with advised requirements, at Stevens
Hall, Lucas Heights (adjacent to the Institute Building, outside the Main Gate) -
see map p.185, or at the Sapphire Motel, 408 Princes Highway, Sylvania Heights -
see map p.186. The Institute will make payment directly to the management for
room only charges at Stevens Hall or the Sapphire Motel. Participants should
make personal arrangements to pay cash when obtaining breakfast at Lucas Heights
or the Sapphire Motel. Participants are requested to vacate rooms by 10.00 a.m.
Thursday, and to leave luggage in the room marked 'luggage' adjacent to the theatre
foyer.

MEALS
Breakfast For Stevens Hall residents, breakfast is served in the

AAEC Canteen from 7.30 a.m.

For Sapphire Motel residents, breakfast time to be advised.

Participants should make arrangements to pay cash when obtaining breakfast at
Lucas Heights or the Sapphire Motel.

Lunches Lunches may be purchased from the AAEC Canteen.

Evening Meals

Conference Dinner - Wednesday 2nd November, 1983

Pre-dinner drinks - Stevens Hall Lounge, with Poster Session

6.00 p.m. Buffet Dinner - Bamboo Poom, AAEC Canteen

After Dinner Gathering - Stevens Hall Lounge

Note: No other meal service is available on this evening at Lucas
Heights.

Evening Meals are provided on any other evening in Stevens Hall Dining Room, for
guests of Stevens Hall and the Sapphire Motel, from 5.30 p.m. to 6.30 p.m.
Please advise the Conference Secretary if you require an evening meal on any nifiht
other than Wednesday 2nd.
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TRANSPORT FROM SAPPHIRE MOTEL TO LUCAS HEIGHTS

Transport will be arranged for participants. Please wait outside the motel
reception office for pick-up at the following times -

Tuesday 1st November, 1983 8.45 a.m.
Wednesday 2nd November, 1983 8.20 a.m.
Thursday 3rd November, 1983 8.20 a.m.

TRANSPORT FROM LUCAS HEIGHTS TO SAPPHIRE MOTEL

Buses leaving Lucas Heights at the following times will transport participants to
the Sapphire Motel - 8.20 p.m., 9.20 p.m., and 10.25 p.m. (see timetable).
It is necessary, however, to book for these services - through AINSE, as transport
is only provided if demand exists.

TRANSPORT FROM LUCAS HEIGHTS TO SYDNEY AIRPORT

Thursday 3rd November, 1983.

Transport will be arranged to take participants to Sydney Airport after the
conference concludes. ?le.a&e. place, youn name, on tkz &U>£ pnovidzd, on the. notice.-
boahd outride, tkz thtatfie., li you n&quAM. Xkit> l

Participants leaving Stevens Hall - Thursday 3rd November, 1983

Participants are requested to vacate their rooms by 10.00 a.m. Luggage may be
left in the room marked 'luggage1 adjacent to the AINSE Theatre Foyer.
Room keys must be left in the Stevens Hall Reception Office.

TELEPHONE MESSAGES

Telephone messages will be taken for conference participants on -

543-3436 543-3411 543-0111

All enquires concerning the conference arrangements should be directed to -

Mrs. Joan Watson
Confrence Secretary
A.I.N.S.E.
Private Mail Bag,
SUTHERLAND. 2232

Phone: 543-3411 or 543-0111
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TRANSPORT

TRANSPORT FROM SYDNEY AIRPORT - TUESDAY 1ST NOVEMBER, 1983
An AAEC bus will leave TAA Terminal (Sydney Airport) for Lucas Heights at 9.25 a.m.
Kindly give your name to the driver when entering the bus. If any difficulty is
experienced in locating the bus, the TAA Information Desk will advise details of
its precise location.

REQUEST TO PARTICIPANTS ARRIVING ON AAEC BUS FROM AIRPORT
A4 time, wiZt be tbnited, pa>vtici.pant& one. a&ked to go difietiULy to the AINSE TheatAe
and not to theJji Aoom& at Ste.ve.nA Hatt. Luggage may be te.it in a fioom adjoining
fine, theatfve ioyen., ma/tked 'tuggage'. Key* may be picked up jfiom Ste.ve.ns> Halt
Reception at any time du/Ung tke day.

TRANSPORT FROM SYDNEY AIRPORT (excluding special arrangements for Tuesday 1st
November).

Taxis are available from the airport to
Lucas Heights
Sydenham Railway Station - thence train to Sutherland Station
Sutherland Railway Station - thence bus to Lucas Hts., or taxi.

(ref. bus timetable below)

Note: Bookings must be made for all transport listed below - through
AINSE, as transport is only provided if demand exists.

Monday - Friday

Depart
Lucas Heights
for Sutherland

7.35 am
8.30 "
9.35-"

10.35 "
11.30 "
12.30 pa

1.00 "
2.15 "
3.35 "

*8.20 "
*9.20 "

* 10.25 "
11.35 "

Depart
Sutherland

for Lucas Heights

8.00 am
8.20 "
9.05 "

10.05 "
11.10 "
12.00 pra
1.10 "
1.30 "
2.50 "
4.00 "
8,40 "
9.40 "

11.00 "
12.05 am

Saturday - Sunday

Buses from Lucas Hts.leave from
outside AAEC Main Gate

Buses from Sutherland leave from
outside Post Office - Flora St.

* Upon request these buses will
transport participants to the
Sapphire Motel.

6.30
7.35
8.35
9.30

12.00
2.30
3.35

10.30
11.35

aa
i t

i t

t>

noon
P«
•1

II

II

6.55
8.00
9.00

10.00
12.30
3.00
4.00

11.00
12.05

aa
i t

t i

i i

P»
II

•i

••

• •

1. Main Gate
2. AINSE Bldg.
3. Canteen
4. AINSE Theatre
5. Stevens Hall
6. Reception
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